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PLANNING THE GARDEN

Racing In Two Classes Brings
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and Ruth Rose
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The Rockland Gazette was established
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•n 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab- , Horsemen
.
,and
. other
_
. . fans
_ , took
Hshed and consolidated with the Gazette [ possession of Lily Pond in Rockport
in 1882. The Pre» Press was established Saturday afternoon, and two threeIn 1855 and ln 18wi changed Its name to hpiit vipps were
off
the Tribune. These papers consolidated1 ,
f
'
March 17. 1897.
I In Class A the starters were VI

Seed Catalogues and Robins Are Here and the Man With
the Hoe Is In the Offing
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GOES TO THE STATES

IN THE NAME OF WASHINGTON
llr did llii day's work lhat was given him:
tie loiltd lor men until hr flamed with God.
A'otc in his greatness, ever superbly lone,
lie moves in his serene eternity.
Like far I'olaris wheeling on the North.

Repeal of 18th Amendment
Is Submitted To Them By
Congress

Congress yesterday proposed to the
Garden seed catalogs are arriving
The following varieties, Mr. Riley i
States that national prohibition, after
and. like the first robins, they sug says, have proven their worth in j
its 13 years of turbulent trial, be done
gest spring—Ah! Spring. Not wish Maine gardens:
away with by repeal of the 18th
Asparagus—Mary Washington.
Directum, owned by Oeorge Oliver of ing to diminish our fireside pleasure
Amendment.
Beans—Wax, Pencil Pod Black
Damariscotta and driven by Virgil in perusing these enticing publica Wax (round pod), Brittle Wax (
The House by a vote of 289 to 121,
—
From
the
bi-cenlennial
poem
written
by
Edwin
Markham.
Morton; and Shadeland Silk, owned tions, Richard M. Riley, instructor in (round pod), Surecrop (flat pod)
15 more than necessary, approved the
•••
Occupation Is the necessary
and driven by Henry Carleton of horticulture at the University of
Beans
—
Green,
Tendergreen
(round
basis of all enjoyment.—Leigh
repeal resolution passed last week by
Rockport. The former won in straight Maine, says that care should be used pod), Bountiful (flat pod), Lowe’s
♦ Runt.
•
the Senate. Under it for the first
heats, the time being 2.30%, 2.30,/» in the selection of varieties that are Champion (flat pod).
The
birthday
anniversary
of
George
•
|
(Miss
Margaret
Simmons,
Mrs
Martime ln American history, conventions
and 2.31'A.
adapted to Maine. Mr. Riley offers
Beans. Shell. French Horticultural.
[
jorie
Olidden
and
Miss
Gladys
Washington—"first in war, first in
of the people are to decide whether
In Class B there were three start the following suggestions to home
Beans—Lima, Jackson Wonder.
Grant) and a double quartet (Miss the States shall ratify or reject a
ers. which finished in this order- gardeners:
Beans—Pole, Kentucky Wonder, peace and first in tlie hearts of his '
Simmons.
Mrs.
Glidden.
Miss
Grant
change In the Constitution..
Rulh Rose, owned by J. H. Hobbs of j "Now is the time to plan the gar Scotia.
countrymen” — was honored In a |
i and Mrs. Mildred Havener, Osmond
ONE YEAR AGO
Thirty-six of Ure 48 states must
Camden and driven by Henry E den and consider what vegetables are
Beets—Early, Crosby's Egyptian, service of patriotic significance Sun
Palmer,
Carl
Cassens.
Hiram
Crie
ratify to carve the 18th Amendment
i Clukcy; Ashwood. owned and driven | to be planted and the varieties to be Early Wonder.
and
R
K
Greene)
from
the
Fust
day afternoon at Park Theatre,
out of the National Charter and sub
by Fred Thornton; Brother Q. owned used. Too many home gardeners
Beets—Late. Long Season
Baptist Church; solos by Mrs. Nettie stitute for it a 21st. By its terms, also,
From the files of The Courier-Oa and driven by J. H. Hobbs. Time wus grow a few standard vegetables and
which was filled to overflowing. In
Cabbage
—
Early,
Early
Oolden
Bird
Frost
and
Mrs.
Lydia
Storer,
zette we learn that—
the ratifications must all occur within
2 32, 2.32'i and 2.31%.
neglect many that are nutritious, Acre, Copenhagen Market.
spiring addresses and stirring music
contraltos; solos bv Mrs. Ida Huntley, seven years from yesterday. With re
The Judges were Henry Jordan and jyalatable. and would add consider
Rogers' barber shop and Oeorge A.
Cabbage—Late, Danish Ball Head. combined to form a program long to
soprano, whose numbers were par- peal. the amendment carries a specific
Tarr's confectionery store were bur Fred Carlni of Rockland, and Frank able variety to the diet. Such vege Cape Elizabeth Ball Head.
1 ticulariy fitting for the occasion, and prohibition of importation of intoxi
be remembered—a program arranged
Butler was timer.
tables as Swiss Chard, endive, dande
glarized.
Carrots—Red Core Chantenay,
' ihe Little Symphony Onhoatm cating liquors into any states remain
under
the
supervision
of
I.
Leslie
Between heats there were some ex lion should be used more widely and Pride of Denmark. Hutchinson.
j Kenneth Moran gave two fine patri ing dry.
Dr. Edwin Wight, of the English citing snowball contests.
provide variation from the more
Celery—Early, Golden Self Blanch Cross and Mrs. Q, F Snow who acted
otic readings — "The Red Headed
department at Bates College, gave an
Maine's four Representatives voted
There will be another horse trot on common greens crop, spinach. None
as vice chairman.
I Rookie' and “The Voice of the Un aeainst
address on “Contemporaneous Dram this pond tomorrow or Saturday, ac of these are difficult to grow Celery ing, Woodruff's Wonder.
repeal.
Celery
—
Late,
Giant
Pascal.
known
Soldier."
Accompanists
were
Long before the hour of beginning,
atists" at the open meeting of the cording to conditions.
Prohibitionists contend that more
is a vegetable that ls found tn too
Chinese
Cabbage
—
Chihli.
|
Mrs.
Nettie
Averill.
Miss
Edna
Greg

Methebesec Club.
practically every seat in the theatre
than 13 of the States will hold firm
few gardens. Nearly every one likes
Chard—Lucull us.
ory and Mrs. Faith Berry.
to the 18th amendment.
lt
and
it
ls
not
really
so
difficult
to
The Maine State Rifle and Pistol
Corn
—
Early,
Oolden
Gem.
Golden
KITTREDGE HILL
grow.
Association was organized in Thom
Sunshine.
They coast no more down Kittredge Hill
“A good, many people have pet
aston with W B. Tabbutt as presi
Corn — Late. Golden Bantam.
EDUCATIONAL CLUB
On starry nights and cold;
varieties which they cling to even Whipple's Early Yellow.
dent.
No longer laughing girls and boys
Troop hlllward, I am told;
when others of sujjerlor merit are
Cucumber — Pickling,
National
The school department, to meet They coast no more on Kittredge Hill.
Gen. Hanson Talks On
offered. For home use. a variety Pickling.
'
Oay-shoutlng as of old.
budget paring voted to discontinue
should
be,
first
of
all.
of
high
quality.
Cucumber
—
Early,
Green
Pack.
“America’s Creed"—Other
four departments and ft part time All silently above the wood
You are going to eat these vegetables
Cucumber — Late,
Longfellow.'
teacher.
The yellow moon drifts by;
so
you
want
the
best
quality
obtain

Lemon.
Interesting
Speakers
All silently the pointed firs
Albert T. Oould of Boston and
able. Variety is a big factor in
Stand black against the sky;
Endive—Green Curled
on the moonlit snow
quality, together with proper culture
Thomaston was reelected president of Unbroken
Lettuce—Leaf, Beefsteak or Prize j
Among recent notable speakers at
Their silent shadows lie.
For market purposes, a vegetable Head, Grand Rapids.
the New England Orenfell Associa
the Woman’s Educational Club havc
must yield high and stand a great
But still I know on winter nights.
tion.
been Adjutant General James W
Lettuce—Head. New York Special.
Wherever they may be.
deal of handling and shipping. For White Boston
Hanson of Augusta, whose discourss
There must be some who wander back
home use, these things are secondary
on "American's Creed" struck a re
Melons—Oval. Thousand Dollar,
In reminiscent glee
The man who hides behind a wom
| to quality.
trudge that trail aRaln. and coast
York County Sjyecial.
sponsive chord ln the hearts of hls
an's petticoat nowadays must hav~ ToDown
Kittredge Hill with me.
“Resistance to disease is an im
Melons—Round, Golden Champ
hearers; and Oeorge H. Babb, also
a pretty lonesome time of it up there
—Alice Lawry Oould (Christian Science portant characteristic, especially in lain. Golden Champion.
of Augusta, who delighted tlie club
iij the attic.—Greenville Piedmont.
Monitor I.
the case of crops attacked by serious
with an address on "Our Birds." illus
Onions—Sets, Silver Skin, Prize’ diseases for which no satisfactory taker.
trated by picture slides. Coming
control is available. A reasonably
nearer home, thc club was enthusias
Onions—American, Danvers .Yel
good yield should be secured to in low Olobe. Southjyort Yellow Olobe,
tic over the delineation of '’Eco
sure fair returns for the labor ex Southport White Globe
nomics" by Rev. Leroy Campbell of
pended
Attractive appearance is 1 Parsnips—Hollow Crown.
Camden. Rev. Herman R. Winchenimpoi tant although not so much so ■ Peas—Early, World's Record, Early
i baugh Ls self possessed and unassum
As with market varieties. For the Morn, Gradus.
ing, talking from the pulpit, from the
home table, exceptionally high | Peas—Late. Alderman, Quite Con- I
floor or behind the counter. He can
quality might cause poor appearance tent. Admiral Dewey.
__________________
"deliver the goods" in either instance
to be overlooked.
Rutabaga—Golden Neckless.
! as was proved Friday evening by hls
"The variety used should, be adaptSquash—Early, Golden Delicious, “A patriotism that will destroy maI address on "Washington."
I.
Leslie
Cross,
who
supervised
the
ed to our climate. It would not pay ; Delicious.
i lirious agitation, now rife in this
The 4-H Club Is also “flying Its
observance, again proved his execu
to grow a late variety of such a crop ; Squash—Late, Blue Hubbard.
! country”—Rev. H. R. Winchencolors at the mast head" judging by
tive
ability
as
general
chairman
as tomatoes because too small a proSquash—Harris Big Crop, Virginia , baugh
the address of Lester H. Shibles. Uni
portion of the fruit would be ripe by Savoy, New Zealand.
________________________________
versity of Maine.
time of frost Extremely late va- Tomato—Early. Cortland.
Still they come—members for the
The service was brought to a close
A Play Laid in Thomaston
rieties of sweet corn are not adapted Tomato—2nd Early. Bonny Best, was filled, with the exception of those
by a brilliant finale—a tabloid fea club we mean. These have recently
to growing here because of the dan- Early Esther, John Baer, Break O' roped off for the patriotic bodies,
By
turing Kitty McLaughlin, dramatic been admitted to membership; Mr:
While the people were gathering a
ger of frost before the ears reach Day.
soprano of New York and Rockland, Charles Green, Miss Margaret Crock
delightful
half-hour
concert
was
edible
stage."
i
Turnip
—
Purple
Top
Milan.
ADELYN BUSHNELL
whose glorious voice was heard in ett, Mrs. J. B. Bennet. Mrs. Anne
given by the Thomaston Little Sym
Victor Herbert's "Call to Freedom " Whalen, Mary Hal), Beulah Allen,
phony Orchestra, directed by Luther
Cast headed by
WHEN TOM SHEA CAME
LED GRAND MARCH
Miss Mclxiughlin was garbed as a Margaret Babcock. Mrs. H. O. Gurdy,
Clark. Numbering about 25 mem
symbolical figure—in gracious flow Frances Newhall. Maude Grant, Sadie
bers. this orchestra, within the short
Herbert H. Morton of (Portland, time it has been organized, has taken
Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Chapman Promi
ing robes of white witli gray shoulder Pease, Ruth Clark, Doris Sylvester.
draperies. She was placed above a Beulah Ames. Leola Robinson.
nent at Rubinstein Club's New York who recently composed "My Inspira- an important place, and the fine
. tion Baby." sends us the following work Sunday called forth much ad
Mrs. Cecile McPhee’s paper on
group representing American soldiers
Concert
rhyme which he has dedicated to miration. At 2.30 the patriotic bodies
—S. T Constantine. A P. Richard "Helen Keller" was enjoyed, as was
"The Old Town Hall at Vinalhaven
son. Chester Wyllie. Carleton Porter. Ralph H. Trim's fine talk on " Some
The Rubinstein Club, of which Mrs and The Coming of Thomas E. Shea.” headed by the American Legion Fife
John Robinson, Gerald Margeson thing Worth While for Humanity."
and
Drum
Corjys
marched
into
the
William Rogers Chapman is presi Out of the past comes a vision to me.
and Ross McKinney, who sang a A reading, “The Beau of Bath" given
hall,
representing
Edwin
Libby
Post,
Of the old Town Hall on the hill.
dent. gave its second private concert
supporting chorus. In the back by Miss Florence Dean in her usual
G.A.R.;
Fales
Circle,
Ladies
of
the
It
comes
In
my
dreams,
a
temple
lt
All Seats Reserved, 35 Cents
in the grand ball room of the Wal
ground was the drum corjis, the fine style and a trumoet so’o bv
seems.
G.A:R.; Edwin Libby Relief Corps;
dorf-Astoria Hotel Tuesday evening
None can equal In splendor or skill.
Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V ; Ander- country s greatest citizen. Oeorge whole forming a mast effective pic Charles Dorgan. a pupil of Emma
At McDonald's Drug Store
before a most brilliant audience.
ture. Miss McLaughlin's beautiful Harvie. delighted the audience.
son Camp. Sons of Union Veterans, i Washington.
old Town llall held many a ball
The soloists were Miss Ruth Mock. That
and Auxiliary: Ralph Ulmer Camp
Judge Gould with "First In War ’ voice soared to the climax which
These critics are exjxicted to bring
And many a show ln her day:
American soprano, and the Hilger sls- But the dearest of all. to me I recall.
United Spanish War Veterans, and as his topic said that many histori- thrilled her hearers and left them in corrections: Mrs. Alice Robbins.
Was the coming ol Thomas E Shea
__ters. The debut of the Hilger sisters
Auxiliary; Winslow - Holbrook Post, j ans have overlooked Washington s breathless and still in admiration as Mrs. Ethel Perry. Mrs. Packard. Mrs
who have recently arrived from He came every year, hls acting would American Legion, and Senior and prowess as a soldier, stressing the last notes died away.
Ada Hewett. Mrs. Eva Loring, et als.
cheer.
S.
KICKAPOO
I
Vienna,
created
a
great
sensation
rather his executive bent. His caAfter the singing of America, the
DANCE
U.
U. S. KICKAPOO
a wonderful god he seemed to me. -------------------------------------- ;---------- j reer as a soldier from his early days
I Their technique and musicianship , I Such
SUGGESTS RADICAL CUTS
saw him today, with the years rolled
G were above criticism. MLss Mock.
: was sketched by the speaker. One
away.
THIRD ANNUAL
And
he
seemed
Just
the
same,
Just
as
!
| winner of many prizes in New Yotk
point brought out was that the
Writes a Tenant's Harbor corre
dear.
t/51 and New’ Jersey, wras much admired
I soldiers Washington had at his right
spondent: "Two weeks to town meet
hand for the Revolution were drawn
Many encores were demanded from Barefooted boys, round the door with our
ing day. Are the citizens giving it
Auspices Personnel U. S. C. G. “Kickapoo' 2- these young artists.
noise.
i from every walk of life, men with
serious thought? This has been a
Charlie
Shields
would
drive
us
away.
j almost no idea of military discipline.
The choral under the direction of We'd go back again, with no words to
hard year for some of the men to pay
“Valley Forge may have been a
Dr. Chapman, received the praise of
explain.
their taxes, having about three
And
Tom
he
would
pass
us
all
In.
graveyard, yet it was the training
such composers as Henry Hadley. A.
months' work during the year. Why
camp of the American soldier."
Walter Kramer and Richard Kountz.
not cut down some of the bills, for
E Shea and Charlie Shields to
STAN WALSH’S ORCHESTRA g At the close of the concert the Ru Thomas
“First in Peace" was the topic as
day
instance do away with a tax collector
Are
both
ln
the
land
of
the
living
signed Mr. Butler, who ojyened hls
binstein Club gave a brilliant Valen- j When I left Shea today, as I walked
for a year, cut off transportation of
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND O tine Ball at which 1200 formed in line
; address by saying that February is
awav,
high school pupils, and if necessary
j a significant month for American
for the grand march, which was led
I wondered If Charles was still kid
get along without a road commis
All Kinds of Eats and Drinks (soft)
ding.
people as it boasts the birthdays of
by Dr. and Mrs. Chapman.
sioner. cut the budget 30 percent and
Herbert H Morton.
j America’s greatdst men — George
Dancing from 8 to 12
Portland.
try and save for the town one year
Washington and Abraham Lincoln.
and see where we will come out."
As a statesman Washington was
Tickets 50 Cents from any member of the Kickapoo Personnel
CHIMNEY CORNER CHAT
21-22
greater than as a warrior, and his
THE HARMONICA BAND
realization of the Constitution was
In answer to many inquiries for
DANCE
U. S. KICKAPOO
U. S. KICKAPOO
of
the
greatest
feats
of
states

one
j
Mrs.
Veazie's
“
Chimney
Corner
Chat."
'
Our unlimited outlet for natlvr
The meeting of mothers for dis
manship the world has ever known
reply is made that the prevailing win
poultry enables us to pay you high
cussion of plans for the Harmonica
or
will
know.
When
Washington
was
ter
illness
searched
out
that
popular
GS
est prices. Consult us before you
Band has been postponed from Peb.
■ "first in jyeace." he found the pro
j contributor to our columns, with so '
selL
21 (tonight) to Tuesday. Peb. 28.
found need of arousing the 13 States
severe a visitation as to lay her aside
when they are invited to meet at the
! then in existence to a spirit of unionCOHEN BROS.
from all activities. At her Rankin
home of Ruth E Sanborn
l ism; he saw the need of a Consti
Largest Shippers in Maine
street home Mrs. Veazie is slowly con
tution,
and
wrote
letters
td
the
valescing and her hope that in no
Care of Charles McKellar. TeL 2-3
governors of these States setting
vice chairman of the Wash YOUR FAVORITE POEM
long time she may again be heard ;
(Recently nt Sea View Garage)
WARREN, ME.
4 Is rx m xs -S -J r~ '.f
n
_1 :~_
Ti
itinion
Fv *_• XI »• X **» Tm x» Mrs. kiwi
ington Xkobservance
Snow add
from in the columns of this paper vai|ey Forge mav have been a grave- forth the needs of a convention. It
No lots too large; none too small.
ed
to
her
laurels as patriotic worker
Il I had to live my life again I would
was
a
herculean
task
but
he
perse

will be cordially shared by that great
vard bu, was trainin|! ,.amp
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
have made a rule to read some poetry
Trucks will be in Warren all winter
vered, and hls efforts produced the
group
of
its
readers
who
welcome
and
and
listen to some music at least once
American
soldier,
said
Judge
Gould
13TStf
Constitution which guides us today.
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
AT 65 LIMEROCK STREET
read with keenest interest everything
benediction was pronounced by Capt. loss ol happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Mr.
Butler
said
Washington
was
a
that comes from the pen of that
I In Building Formerly Occupied by C. W. Hopkins)
Huntley, chaplain of Edwin Libby
talented lady. We dare say that a Junior Auxiliaries; and Veterans of man who loved his home, his planta Post.
ALL THINGS SHALL PASS AWAY
EXPERTS ON ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
line or two dropped by any of these Foreign Wars and Auxiliary. The tion, his family, his blooded horses
Once ln Persia reigned a king
and
social
life,
yet
45
years
out
of
Who upon hls signet ring
readers to her Rankin street address curtain rose on an inspiring picture
EACH AND EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
( IIILI) HEALTH COUNCIL
Qraved a maxim true and wise.
would find her very much apprectaAgainst a background formed by a his 67 were given to public life. “In
Which, If held before the eyes.
the
face
of
this,
how
can
our
men
and
l tive of that friendly attention—Ed. ' huge American flag, the Drum Corps
Gave him counsel at a glance
Important Topics To Be Discussed at
Fit for every change and chance.
in striking uniforms of blue and gold, women fitted to be leaders refuse to
Fourth Annual Institute
come
to
the
country's
aid
in
this
Solemn words, and these were they:
was placed. Near them were seated
"Even this shall pass away."
time
of
crisis?
”
An
eloquent
poem
three Civil War veterans. Allen Kel
Thc fourth annual Child Develop
Biiiwci'MEasEmn
Trains of camels through the sand
ley,, Col F. S Philbrick and Capt. H on Mt. Vernon, the Nation's shrine, ment Institute conducted by the
Brought him gems from Samarcand,
R. Huntley; I. Leslie Cross and the brought his fine address to a close.
AT
Fleets of galleys through the seas
Maine State Child Health Council
master of ceremonies, Rev. H. R
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
Brought him pearls to match with
will bc held at the University of
these.
Winchenbaugh; Rev. George H.
Maine, March 29 and 30, during Farm
Rev.
Walter
S.
Rounds
had
"First
But he counted not hts gain.
Welch, who led in prayer; the speak- in the Hearts of Hls Countrymen" as and Home Week, it was announced
Treasures of the mine or main:
I ers. Judge E. K Gould. G. B. Butler hls subject, which was handled in a today by Edith L. Soule, R. N., Di
"What ls wealth?" the king would
MIAMI, FLORIDA
say;
■
and Rev. Walter S. Rounds; and the brilliant and convincing manner rector. Division of Nursing. Depart
The most Interestini spot In
"Even this shall pass away."
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
artists. American flags in standards, Washington is first in our hearts not ment of Public Health, Augusta. Miss
ing the winter months.
In the revels of hls court.
a flag draped framed picture of so much because of his prowess as a Soule has general charge of the de
At the zenith of the sport.
George Washington, and small fir warrior or statesman, but because of velopment and arrangement of the
Rockland
When the palms of all hls guests
73 Park St.,
I trees in standards were other features his character, his sublime will power, program.
Burned with clappings at hls Jests.
In the heart of all activities.
He.
amid the flags and wine.
I
of
decoration.
Mrs.
Snow
assisted
Beautiful rooms and ugh
his capacity for action, his power to
The first program will include such
Cried: "Oh. loving friends of mine'
class service.
by Mrs. L. F. Chase and Mrs. Ray override
Pleasure comes, but not to stay;
adversity.
He
was
born
for
topics
as
the
following:
“
The
Child's
A Modern Fireproof Struc
Stewart had charge of stage prop a crisis—invincible, unfaltering, with
Even this shall pass away."
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston”
ture. Every room steam heated
Bring the Coupon with you
erties. Boy Scouts acted as ushers high honor and courage. He was a Need of a Stable World;" "Stabiliz
Rates; (European Plan)
ing and Distributing Lhe Family In
Fighting on a furious Held.
Coaches Leave Rockland 7.30 A. M. Dally Except Sunday
Single
rooms
fe
54
per
day
and
pages.
and get the benefit of this
Once a Javelin pierced hls shield.
superior man, and a sujyertor man come;" “Clothing and Morale;”
upwards
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
• • • •
Soldiers, with a loud lament.
Double rooms 15.00 per day
is one who seeks no advantages for "Meeting the World with Poise;"
Bore him, bleeding, to hls tent:
Extra
Discount.
This
is
a
upwards
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
Mr. Winchenbaugh as master of himself but gives richly in service "Community Organization lor Re
Groaning from hls tortured side:
A latura Jacobsen Cafe la the
"Pain ts hard to bear." he cried.
for
others.
Towards
the
clase,
"Wc
Building
ceremonies
deserves
special
men

lief;"
“
Standards
for
Judging
Food
Special
Discount
Below
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
"But with patience, day by day.
I Ownership-Management
tion, for the authoritative manner in have strangers within our gates who Budgets;” "Adequate Diet at Mini
Even this shall pass away."
URN
.WILLI AM M. URME1
our Regular Low Prices.
which he presided and for his stir seek to do us harm," said Mr. Rounds mum cost."
Towering tn the public square.
ring introductory talk, woven around "God give us men with character,
The second day’s program is ar
Twenty cubits In the air.
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
the significance of the service and honor, courage to lead us—men with ranged principally for professtbnal
Rose hls statue, carved ln stone:
I
appealing
to
the
people
to
take
on
j wiU power, conviction, willingness to workers and includes topics as fol
When the king, disguised unknown.
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
Stood before his sculptured name.
the ideals cherished by Washington i resume responsibilities — the ideals lows: "Sex Education for Parents;"
Musing meekly. "What is fame?
El
This Coupon Entitles the
and implanted in the hearts of George Washington, whom we honor "Rural School Recreation;" "Parent
Fame is but a slow decay—
Bearer to a Special Ten Pet
Americans,
to
be
filled
with
a
patoday,
followed
and
left
for
us
to
folEven this shall pass away."
SPRUCE GUM
Education study Groups;" "Safety
triotism
that
will
destroy
malicious
j
low.
’
Cent DLscount on Purchases oi
Campaigns."
The Real Northern Maine Kind,
Struck with palsy, sere and old.
Tickets May Be Purchased At
One Dollar or Over During the
MLss Adelaide Cross led singing of
mailed anywhere in the United States agitations now rife in this country.
Waiting at the gates of gold.
Tel. 620
Week of
Mayor
Richardson
in
his
greeting
Star
Spangled
Banner
and
Col.
PhilSaid he. with hts dyln;; breath:
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
An individual submarine, 22 feet
"Life Is done, but what Is death?"
said
that
it
is
a
heartening
thing
to
I
brick
led
in
the
flag
salute.
The
C. H. MOOR & CO., Druggists
long, may be placed on the market.
Tel. 3
Thomaston—McDonald’s Drug Store,
Then, tn answer to the king.
FEB. 20, 1933
Fell a sunbeam on hls ring.
322 Main Street,
Rockland have a great body gathered together ] drum corps played a stirring number Just the thing, it seems, for the long5tf
Showing by a heavenly ray —
in
one
accord
—
to
pay
tribute
by
love,
i
and
other
musical
numbers
of
high
10T&S15
pull Investor who wants to stay with
21-22
"Eveu this shall pass away."
admiration
and
gratitude
to
the
order
were
presented
by
a
Ladies
Trio
z
bis securities.—Detroit News.
Theodore Tilton,

Wednesday Night Only
February 22

“GRAM”

ADELYN BUSHNELL and
MARSHALL BRADFORD

COAST GUARD BALL

Wednesday, February 22

*

Attention Poultrymen

DOLLIVER & SIMMONS

Coupon
Week

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

JOHNSTON’S
Drug
Store

HOTEL URMEY

COUPON

I
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

With Its Delegation At Joint
Meeting of Sons of Maine
In Revere

The Lord will give strength unto
his people; the Lord will bless his
people with peace.—Ps. 29:11.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 21, 1933

ROCKLAND IN CAST

TAXOCRACY!

Several Local Actors Appear In
"Gram," At Thomasion Tomorrow
Night
Although most of tlie members are
tried and true performers in the cast
headed by Adelyn Bushnell and Mar
shall Bradford, several faces new to
local plays will be seen in 'Gram." a
play of Thomaston, written by Adelyn
Bushnell, which is to be given tomor
row night in Watts hall. Thomaston.
Mrs. Hclen Wentworth's charming
personality and lovely voice will be
seen and heard in the straight lead,
a most lovable characterization. Mrs.
i Blanche Morton will undoubtedly
create an unusual sensation by her
magnificent presentation of a tre
mendous emotional role. Harry Stew
art of Thomaston and Walter Con
non of Roekland are newcomers who
display unusual naturalness and tal
ent in two comedy roles, and young
Alfred Chapman is truly perfect as
the ten year old boy, Willie
This play abounds in comedy. Its
highly dramatic scenes are stirring,
and the fact of its being laid in Thom
aston and dealing with the Maine
State Prison will afford many local
touches and local color that will de
light Knox County residents. Wed' nesday night. Feb. 22 only. Seats arc
; all reserved at McDonald's drug store:
35 cents all over thc hall. The play
I is given under tlie auspices of the
New Book Fund of tlie Thomaston
, Public Library.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
May 23. 1925. members cf the Sens
of Maine Club of Somerville, Mass .
with their ladies journeyed to Re
vere. Mass., to assist the Maine folks
in that city in organizing the Paul
t
Revere State of Maine Club of Re
vere. Since then the Somerville Club
paid a visit to the Revere Club, thc
latter club was the guest of the Som
erville Club and Thursday evening
Feb. 16. by invitation of the Revere
I Ciub. members of the Somerville
| Sons cf Maine Club, and the Daugh
ters of Maine Club journeyed to Re
’ 4.
w
'
*
W:
flr
ir
vere for a fraternal visit.
,
r«'"
The count showed 52 in the party
Upon arrival at Masonic Tempje.
■
♦
1 Beach street. Revere, the Somerville
1 contingent was welcomed, and at 8
p. m. President Charles A. Eells, for
merly of Rockport, called the meet
ing to order and after greeting the
guerts of the evening, turned thc
Yes. sir. it's the Kickapoo. The picture was taken some years before meeting over to Pas; President. Miss
Atwcod Levensaler. Mrs. Ralph C. somebody invented ski pants, but it's the sturdy craft which is supposed to Rhoda Orr. chairman of the enter
Wentworth. Mrs. Blanche Morton. be at Rockland. Bangor and Eastport at the same time, in case of emergency. tainment committee. The Pinafore
Iaura Gerry, soprano.
Miss Vada Clukey. Dr. James Kent.
The "Kick" lias an exceptionally fine corps of officers, aud no govern Quartet.
Dorothy Fielding, alto; Dominic De
Miss Isabelle Kirkpatrick. Alfred
Chapman and Walter Connon. of this ment ship which has cver dropped anchor in Rockland harbor ever carried Filippo, tenor: William O Ooss. Jr.
bass, appeared in costume and sans
city, are appearing in the cast of a better liked crew.
"Gram." written by Miss Adelyn
Tomorrow night in Temple hail <Masonic building! the Kickapoo tolks excerpts from the good old "H M
Bushnell, to be presented under her are giving their third annual Coast Guard ball, with music by Stan Walsh's S. Pinafore." The audience applauded
heartily, and dqpi.inded an encore
direction tomorrow night at Watts
SWAN'S ISLAND
Hall for the benefit of the book fund Orchestra. The success and high standard set by the previous Kickapoo number and got it. Then followed a
cf the Thomaston Public Library . dances leaves it unnecessary to say that another fine time is in prospect. humorous skit, entitled. "A Musical
Surprise"
—
Franklin
Leach,
the
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
,
Miss Bushnell ts also appearing in the Judge for yourself by perusing the accompanying program:
manager, pianist: Ann D'Orlando,
I Thursday evening with Mrs. Lewis
play, and her husband. Marsnall
soprano;
Grace
T
Goss,
alto;
Fred
Butman.
Eradford, will play the heavy role. 1. Grand March—Capt. Thresher 10. Waltz—Rockville A. A.
Moulton, tenor: Sprague Bachelder
Several cases of grippe and colds
Cthers in the cast are Thomas R. Mc
bass.
The
artists
were
also
in
cos

I are reported in this vicinity.
Phail, Fred Libby, Harry S. Stewart 2. Fox Trot—Officers
11. Lady of thc Lake—Orchestra
tume. and it was a funny skit, which .
Jeannette Hart. Hulda Smith.
and Ralph Chesley of Thomaston.
won a round ol applause.
3 Waltz—Deck Force
| I unette Stanley and Margaret Kent
12. F
Trot- -Quartermaster
Between the musical selections
I are home for the February vacation.
Fraternity pledges announced at
June Hamblin read several selections I
Mrs. Gerland Newman had as
University of Manic include these 4. Fox Trot—
13. Fox Trot—Pirates
which aiso won encores. Her last I
guests Thursday" Lila Morse, Dor?
students, Beta Thcti Pi. Maurice
Dcdicatnl to A. Hays
selection was in honor of her grand-t
I Stinson. Nettie Milan and Rilla Joyce.
Duncan and Qraham Hills of Rcck
mother, born in Auburn. Me. Re
A. G. Sprague Ls 'pending a few
14. Waltz—South Thomaston
land; Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Richard
Ffox frot—
freshments were served. A roll oi
days in Bangor and Portland.
C. Knowlton of Rockland. John F.
Maine's 16 counties was taken, “and
White Head Coast Guard
The pet cat of Mrs. Eddie Scott
Miller of Camden: Gerald G. Bever
15. Lady of the Lake—Dragons
lo! good old Knox County led ah
• recentlj' get lofty ideas in her head
age of North Haven: Beta Kappa, t. . .
, > i .
the rest" having ten present from
Washington
j end started cut from the shore on a
William Manning of Thomaston:
ua“>
,nc cak
Camden. Rockport. Rockland. War
16. Fox Trot—Radio
I floating Ice cake. She was soon
Kappa Sigma. Francis McAlary of
ren.
Port
Clyde
and
Tenant's
Har

1 rer:ued. however, bv a fisherman who
Roekland; Tau Epsilon Phi. Charles 7. Waltz—Men
bor.
' kindly,locked her in his fish house
Crockett of Stonington; Sigma Chi.
Fox Trot—Bowling Team
A
rising
vote
of
thanks,
and
three
• until the owners called fcr hcr.
George A. Bridges of Lincolnville. 8. Fox Trot—Engine Force
cheers were given by the guests for
town Friday looking up old friends the winter term were La Verne. Mary. I
Lucien K. Greene of Rockland and
WARREN
their
hosts,
and
President
Tufts
of
18.
Waltz
—
Ladies
9. Fox Trot—Rockland
Stanley and Ruth Young. Thursa '
and relatives.
Edward T. White of Vinalhaven.
the Somerville Sons of Maine Club
Sunday callers on Mr. and Mrs. O I Mrs William Lawry was the pleased Lunt was absent but one-half day.
in behalf of the club, and the Som
This month marks the silver an
A contest was held in spelling dur- ,
erville Daughters of Maine Club in D Gould were Mr. and Mrs. Frank j recipient of many cards, gifts of candy
DANCE COMMITTEE
niversary of “Boze' as a correspon
vited the Paul Revere State of Maine L. Weeks and Mr and Mrs Donald! and a birthday cake on her 86th ing the winter term, with Raymond
VICKS
dent of Thc Courier-Gazette. In B. T. Auld
E. B. Drinkwater
M. P. Folan Club, to visit Somerville as guests ot
a
VORATONE
Young.
Dorothy
Simmons
and
Ruth
birthday
anniversary
last
Wednesday.
every day life this well known con
both clubs at some date in the near R. Weeks of Rockland.
tributor is Albion B. Crocker of 70
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Thompson , The seniors realized $7 from their Young of the second grade the ones
ntiseptic
future. This was accepted.
Porter street. Somerville. Mass., and
Thus the bond of friendship be of Friendship were guests Sunday otI valentine social Friday evening at perfect.
STRAND THEATRE
CAMDEN
he is always pleased to hear from
tween the Maine folks of Revere and Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrcok. ; Glover hall
During the past seven weeks of j
any Courier-Gazette reader. In the
Somerville was strengthened. Aboui
af IIALE f/ic
Ten
nationally
famous
authors
Duane
McNeil
has
returned
from
school
the Washington Club has been
A
daughter,
Verna
Sadie,
was
born
role of “Boze' his Tenant's Harbor
10.45 the Somervilleites wended then They were accompanied by Mrs. Susie j
At your
combined
their
talents
to
write
"The
Days have been a most interesting Panama where he spent four months
price of oilier
way hom:ward. after spending a very Philbrook who had been visiting them i Jan. 30 to Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley carried on with great interest. Espe
druggut'i
contribution, particularly to residents with relatives. Enroute home he re Woman Accused.” all - star story, enjoyable evening.
cially
good
programs
have
been
given
(Ruth Moody) at Cooper's Mills
for several weeks.
Quality
TRIAL SIZE
of St. George, or those who ever re mained for a few days in Worcester. which comes Wednesday and Thurs
“Ot It's always fair weather.
Miss Adelle Feyler went Sunday to J Fred Overlook of Orono is spending and $4.70 has been raised.
day with Nancy Carroll. Caiy Gran'
When State ol Mainers get together."
sided there. He has also written
Ilk
Moulli-niixlic.i
and John Halliday heading its cast
Plans are being made for a party I
Boze.
a few days with his parents, Mr. and
over several other names, always Mass.
Providence, called by illness.
The
authors
are
Rupert
Hughes.
(a
2'i?
value)
Somerville.
Mass..
Feb.
17.
the latter part of May.
1
with fertile and ingenious pen.
Everett N. Duffv has moved his
Tho degree team of Mystic Rebekah Mrs. Clifford Overlock.
Vicki Baum. Zane Grey. Vina Del
grain business from Bay View street mar. Irvin S. Cobb. Gertrude Ather
Lodge goes to Rockland this Tuesday Oeorge Pote. who has been at
Dotty. 4-year-old daughter of Mr
BUSY LEGION BOYS
ton. J. P McEvoy. Ursula Parrott.
evening to work the degree upon can Swampscott since December, arrived
and Mrs. Willard Sewall of Gurdy to his residence on Elm street.
Miss Katherine True is visiting Polan Banks and Sophie Kerr.
.
Saturday and is with Mr. and Mrs.
street, was run into and knocked
News
Concerning didates in the Rockland Rebtkah Clifford Overlock at East Warren.
The action centers around Miss Latest
down by an automobile while ir. Port relatives in Boston and vicinity.
Lodge.
Carroll,
who.
on
the
eve
of
her
mar

land with her parents Sunday. She
Arthur Hosmer has returned from riage to Cary Grant, is confronted by
This Live Organization and Miss Lillian Russell motored Satur Ralph Spear of Rockland visited
was taken to the State Street Hosp.- a short stay in Boston.
a former lover, who demands that she
day from Baston and is spending the Niven Crawford Sunday. Mr. Craw
Its Auxiliary
tal. where she did not regain con
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Crocker arc return to him. She refuses flatly.
sciousness until late that night. Hei
week with her mother Mrs. Ilda Rus ford who was taken suddenly ill
injuries seem to be confined to the moving from the Sides house on Me Infuriated and hysterical, he tele
The American Legion will give an sell.
Thursday is reported as gaining.
head and face and while x-rays have gunticook street to the Nathaniel phones a gangster acquaintance, and other one of its popular smokers
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Welt of Auburn
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Castner ol
attempts to order him to put Grant March 2 at thc hall. It will be a
been taken, thc full extent of the in Gould house on the same street.
"on the spot." But before he can bigger affair than the last one and Damariscotta were calleTS Sunday on spent the weekend with Mr and Mrs
juries. due to thc swelling, cunnoi
Miss Ruth Thomas, supervisor of even mention the latter's name. Miss it is hoped to have two good wrestling Miss Susie Hahn and Joseph Hahn.
Willard Wiley.
yet be determined.
music in the Saco public schools, is Carroll, in desperation, has hit him matches Tony the Greek will be
Vesper, infant son of Mr and Mrs I|
A.
K.
Russell
of
Ellsworth
spent
the
How many of you went to Barnum the guest of her friend Miss Arabel over the head with the nearest object, cne cf the contestants if the commit weekend with Mrs. Carrie Smith and PercyrMoore, is ill from grippe. *
a
bronze
figurine.
Horrified,
she
& Bailey's circus when it exhibited Lord in Bath. Later she will visit
tee can make arrangements. Smith
Mrs. Edith Wiley assisted as gTand
finds she has killed him. With Grant, and Boardman have agreed to go In Mrs. Ilda Russell.
at Bath Saturd ty. Aug. 3. 1896’’
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F
H.
Thom

she
flees
aboard
an
ocean
vessel
on
a
Harold Mason hands us an old bill,
Mr and Mrs. Foster Mank and two manager Friday evening in the In
and settle it once and tor all as to
weekend “cruise to nowhere." Halli- which is the better man. There wil!
advertising "The Greatest 8how on as, Megunticook street.
children and Mrs. Maude Mank ol stallation of officers of Mayflower j
Earth"—“truthfully advertised and
be several surprises worth seeing, the North Waldoboro spent Sunday with Temple, P. 8.. at Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A Smith are mov- 1 clay, a friend of the slain man. follow
an<i
attempts
to
secure
evidence
inhonorably presented ” the bill said. ing from Free street to the Charles, crimjnatujg her. He is almost suc- kind that were pulled in the Navy
Mrs. Isa Teague.
The committee on estimates fcr .
The wonders then advertised exhaust
during the war.
Friends are pleased to learn that town expenses for the year 1933 have
ed the longest adjectives in the dic Cleveland house on Mechanic street, cessful. but Grant, in a dramatic cli- I
tionary. and it would probably sur The rent vacated by them will be oc- \ max. frees her of all guilt and carries
The Legion wishes to thank C. A W. W. Thomas is out again after a arrived at the following recommenda- ,
prise the present generation to se? cupied by Hollle Bennett and family hcr off t0 safety —adv.
Palmer the manager of the Colonial serious ill turn two weeks ago.
tions and which also show reductions ,
what little change has been made in
Filling Station on Park street for his
H. F. Bock has bought of F H.
Miss Edna F. Boggs has visiting her over appropriations of last year: For '
circus attractions.
PARK
THEATRE
gcnercus check to the Legion for
Thomas an F. Radlc burl walnut up-I
i this week Edwin Boggs, Jr., and Vir support of common schools $4700.
charity work.
Nineteen graduates of University right piano.
"Air Hostess," which True Story
ginia Boggs, children of Mr. and Mrs. $600 less than that raised last year;
• • • •
of Maine are now serving in the 86th
Peter McGrath, assistant boat' Magazine readers remember as the
committee on the food shew is Edwin Boggs of South Portland. Their text books and supplies $850. $100 less; J
Maine Legislature. This number is agent of th" E.S.S. Lines, Inc . is ill intimate revelations of a modern atThc
work and thc public is to be as
slightly higher than it was two years
Venus of the giant passenger planes sured it will get a gcod .'how for the mother was operated upon Saturday repairs on school buildings: $300. $100
i morning at the Maine General Hos less; high school $1600. $400 less; luel
ago and is the same as it was in thr at his home on Mechanic street.
which ply thc airways of America,
Mr and Mrs. Robert W Jamieson has been brought to thc screen with mcney. No plans can be given out as pital. Portland, and is doing well.
Legislature <>i 1MB. Five of the 19
for high school $125; roads and bridges
arc Law Schcol graduates. Eleven and Miss Virginia Wagner spent thc a cast that features Evalyn Knapp. to entertainment or prizes, but as
Jasper Spear and Hilliard Spear ot $3000. $1000 less; labor. 25c per hour
rcon as arrangements have b-en made
arc serving their first term, two theii weekend at Bar Harbor.
James Murray aud Thelma Todd in the public wiil be told all the facts.
Warren accompanied by Miss Mar for a man, 25c per hour for pair ot
second, three their third, two their
roles
• • « •
The Lend A Hand Club will meet principal
fourth and one the sixth. Of these
jorie Mooers of Tenants Harbor mo- horses, trucks $8 per day. per nine
Preview audiences have labeled It a
The February meeting of the Knox. tored Saturday to Orono. Miss Mooers hour day; maintenance of third class
Franz U. Burkett, 16, is speaker of with Mrs. Grace Norton. 48 Mountain high-powered action drama, abound
the House.
street, tonight. Tuesday, at 7 o'clock, ing in high altitude romance. A Linco'n and Sagadahoc Council of visiting her parents In Bangor for roads, amount required by law; sup
i Thc auxiliary to thc Sons of Union thrilling tale of a twentieth century the Legion will be held In Bath the day, while Jasper and Hilliard port cf poor $3000. $2000 lets; miscel- 1
The Business Men's Gym Club,
daughter of the skies flying blind into Thursday.
• • • •
which is becoming very popular, will Veterans will meet Thursday at thc a love that loopcd-the-loop with her
were guests of Prof Albert White- laneous expenses ;;500. $500 less;
not be held this week but those who Grange hall at 730 o'clock. Sewing heart. A roaring romance above the
The Legion and • Auxiliary have more at the U. of M.
officers' salaries $1800. $400 less; street
wish io attend next week should circle in thc afternoon at 2. The clouds that side-slips to a crack-up been invited by the Camden Post to
Mrs. Newell Eugley is out again lights $525; hydrants, that a reduction
communicate with Ray Thompson evening meeting will be followed by and then zooms to a happy landing attend a dancr and entertainment at
be Lore Tuesday. The club, which
A drama of our modern air-ininded the Post rooms in Camden tonight. after being confined to the house sev of $100 be applied for; cutting bushes
meets twice each week at the Rock a card party at the Grange hall.
It is hoped that a good delegation eral weeks with grippe.
on improved roads $25, $100 lees; E.
daughters.—adv.
land High gym. has been enjoying
Mrs. Frank J. Wiley entertained the
from this Port will attend The Cam
Emerson and Harvel, sons of Mr i A. Starrett Camp S. of V. $50; soia good sized attendance at each Monday Club this week at her home
den Legion knows how to put cn a
and Mrs Ralph Crockett, have teen diers' monument lot $15, $10 less; lnmeeting and the indoor recreation is
good show.
WITH THE BOWLERS
ill from tonsilltis.
j terest on town notes $200, $450 less.
an overwhelming favorite with thi on Union street.
members.
. ,
„ , , ... „
At the last meeting a lively and 1 Mrs. Grace Wyllie and Miss Evelyn I graveling outlying districts $700, $425
Is Augusta Invincible.
ipicy argument took up thc whole Sawyer were installed in the offices;
APPLETON RIDGE
less. This is a general cut of 25": |
A letter received by Albert Quinn
Tlie uncomfortable habit which the evening. Thc-e members who do not
of 249 Rankin street yesterday quotes
Augu'ta teams have of defeating attend are mir ing some good fun. of Ruth and Martha at thc stated from last year’s recommendations 1
The Liberty High team and A. H. S. their Rockland opponents was again j po nO|, forget that thc member-hip meeting of Ivy Chapter. O.ES . Fri- ;
Dr. Eben Alden as saying that there
has not been froot enough down "his team played a good game of basket in evidence at thc Recreation alleys drive ts still on and that seme one day evening, by Mrs. Louie Drewett.
way to damage garden truck and ball Friday evening at Riverside hall. when the Capitol City men and th> has get to furnish a supper, so fe4- assisted by Mrs. Alzada Simmons as
Pleasantville School
\
Capitol City girls took thc locals I these new members and be the ohe
that there is little danger of a “freeze"
marshal.
Thc
order
decided
to
ob

Score
21
to
15
in
favor
of
A
HS.
A
valentine
party was given by the
I across by margins which are not to' who will cat off the other fellow.
now with tlie temperature at 70 most
• • • •
Ethel Marie Perry attended the 4-H i be mentioned in polite society.
serve past matrons' and past patrons Pleasantville school. Each pupil had
of thc time. "Went out hunting with
The male visitors represented the
The Drum Corps is holding regular night the evening of March 3. and a mall box and to music thc pupils
Dr. Walter P. Conley the other day," Club Saturday afternoon at the home
wrote Di-. Alden, "and w? brought of Dorothy Gushee. The work was 1 United Shoe Machinery and are lead meetings and getting some military thc degree will be conferred upon one , marched around thc desks dropping
ers of the Augusta league. They won drill. Erum Major Wishman is driv
in 15 quaH. Walter had the time of
making sewing kits.
by 124 pins with Kearns having a ing the boys so he can take them tc candidate at that time. Supper wilt, in their valentines. Candy hearts
Price Only Three Dollars Plus Tax
his life."
Linnibel Grant was guest Satur five-string average of 104 and Carr the Portland convention and win a be served by the newly installed offl- ; werc presented by thc teacher, and
having high single. 126
prize this year. Every member is cers with the exception of these who valentine games were played. VisitAn unusually interesting program day afternoon of Chrystal Stanley.
Our Vault Control System Insures
The State House girls defeated the urged to attend all drill? and re are past matrons and patrons.
for thc Lincoln Baptist Quarterly
ors were present.
Guests at P D. Perry's Sunday were
Recreation alley girls 193 pins. Fl- hear-xls as this is thc cn!y wav that
meeting is planned for the evening
Rufus Libby of Thomaston was in I Pupils not absent or tardy during
Samc Safety As the Large City Banks
session in Thomaston tomorrow. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry and ton and field had high string <111) and high thc corps can expect victory• • • •
total. Thc summaries:
SpvcijI young ix-oplc are to tell from Clair Harriman of Belfast.
Seme of the Legionnaires went tc
The Men’s League
their own cxprienccs, the real value
Tlie Thursday evening prayer and
United Shoe Machinery—G. Gog Bangor the other day to attend the
of the Christian faith as expressed praise service this week will be held
INVESTIGATE Before You INVEST
gin. 470; Staples. 462; Peters, 497; meeting In that citv in holier cf Na
in every day living. Thc entire day's
No
Mechanical
at
the
parsonage.
tional
Commandrr
Johnson.
Kearns,
520;
B.
Goggin.
504;
total,
program is to be inspiring and profit
* • ♦ *
Friends of James Morse werc glad j 2453.
able.
The Officers of thc ROCKLAND SAVINGS
The Auxiliary has ordered frem th"
Rockland—Meating. 449; Carr. 508;
Break Downs!
to see him out at church Sunday. He
Willis.
459;
Martin,
434;
Fitzgerald,
Vote:
arts'
Hospital
in
Togus
a
gcod
Shooting what he believed to be a is a faithful attendant and was missed i
BANK will analyze and give you thc Stand
It's certainly cheaper to “throw
supply of the veteran-made peppier
479; total. 2329.
vicious dog. b’.otight George C. Black
while
confined
to
his
home
by
illness.
I
in
a
shovelful"
now
and
then
to
be
sold
tn
OUs
city.
The'"
will
be
Tlie
Girls'
Gam"
into Municipal Court Saturday, the
ing of your Stocks and Bonds.
than to pay a high price for re
Chrystal L Stanley attended thc| State House Girls—Liggins. 436; the only purely veteran-made poppies
complainant being thc dog's owner.
pairs
on
a
heating
system
you
sold
here
this
vear.
So
help
out
those
Ward.
372;
Currier,
395;
Farwell,
406;
Jerome Frye. The hooting occurred Rubinstein Club in Rockland Friday
can’t Hx yourself. Nothing beats
No Securities To Sell
disabled veterans in Togus so they
Fifield. 469; total. 2078.
while the dog was alleged to be at afternoon.
coal for heating.
Recreation Girls—Laney. 437: Ber can make a little money for themtacking the respondent's cat. The
At the Baptist Church Sunday the man. 367; Anderson, 411; Lufkin, 367; selvc; and their dependents.
elog was so badly wounded that he was
• * * •
EGG
later slain by Patrolman Christcffer- subject in the morning was "Wash Haskell. 403; total. 1885.
The money recently obtained from
ington" and for the evening "Free
STOVE
eon.
The difference between playing the the magazine drive put on by the
dom." Both services were interest stock
Ton
NUT
market and playing the races Legion was turned over by the Post
Albion High School is sending two
smart crews of basketball players ing. The soloists were Frank Me Ls that one of the horses is bound to to thc Auxiliary which has obtained
Telephone 487
a list oi names from Miss Cmbett:
to Rockland tomorrow night to try servey at the morning service and win -Brunswick Pilot.
Established
Now tlie milk mail is doing thr rest.
Deposit
conclusions with the quintet coached Chrystal Stanley in the evening.
America's stock of gold is $230,000.
by Mr. Durrell. and the sextet
We're not superstitious, but it would
000 more than it was during the boom,
1868
I lerc
coached by "Smilin' Bill" Sullivan.
Filipinos, evidently, don’t want but we don't seem lo have met thp be very unlucky for thirteen people
Grosby High is sending dawn its
second team to play Rockland's sec what they want when they don't want fellow yet who has it—American to cat at our table now.—Atlanta
it.—Chicago Daily News.
Lumberman.
Journal.
ond team.

Bostonjfcerald: Completing a 112day cruise around the globe, the Dol
lar Line steamship President Hayes.
Capt. Orel A. Pierson, berthed at pier
44. Hcosac docks, yesterday at 11 a. m
from New York. Capt. Pierson of
Rockland, Me.. 32 years old. the
youngest skipper in the Dollar Line,
finished his 24th trip around the
world and his sixth as captain. In
contrast to the other arrivals. Capt.
Pierson had a pleasant crossing with
storms always ahead or astern. She
carried a cargo from oriental and
Mediterranean ports. After discharg
ing her Boston shipment, she will
load considerable cargo and sail for
New York today at 4 p. ni. That
Boston newspapers have wide circula
tion was noted in 3000 bales of old pa
pers going aboard for the Orient.
Newspapers are used for lining house s
and wrapping paper in the Orient.

Ht*

A

V

PERRY’S
In accordance with a long

established custom and in

order that our store family

may enjoy a merited holiday
our store will be

Closed All Day
Wednesday

_ WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY a

NOTICE TO INVESTMENT OWNERS

Rent a
Safe Deposit Box

$12.50

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

Rockland Savings
Bank

Every-OtKer-Day
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THOMASTON TO SEE “GRAM”

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINO NriGIlBOItHOOn EVENTS

Feb. 22 Washington's Birthday.
Feb 22-Third annual Coast Ouard
ball. Temple hall.
Feb. 22—Birthday Banquet at the M E
Church.
Feb. 22-Thoma»ton Adelyn Bushnell
and Marshall Bradford present "Oram "
benefit Public Library book fund
Feb 22-Quarterly meetlnR of Lincoln
Baptist Association at Thomaston Bap
tist Church.
Feb. 23—Knox. Lincoln and Sagada
hoc Council. A L.. meets In Bath.
Feb 24- Past Matrons nnd Patrons
night at Oolden Rod Chapter. O E S.
Feb 24—Open meeting of Methebesec
Club at the Universalist vestry
Feb. 24 -Camden — Fifty-first Annua)
Ball of Atlantic Engine Co. at the Opera
House.
Feb. 2d—Band concert at Park Thcxatre. benefit of the milk fund.
March 2-American Legion smoker.
March tt—Warren town meeting.
March b—Monthly meeting of City
Government.
March 7-Second Olstrlet Council of
the American Legion Auxiliary meets ln
Union.
March 11- Limeroek Valley Pomona
meets with Pleasant Valley Grange.
March 17--St Patrick's Day charity
bridge sponsored by Helen Chapman.
Maude Blodgett. Carolyn Stewart and
Thelma Stevens
March 27-36 Farm and Home Week at
Orono
March 29-Aprll 1 American Legion
food fair at Masonic building.
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor

The Thomaeton Public Library pretents Adelyn Bushnell's play “Gram”
in Wat's hall, Thomaston, Wednesday night. Following is the cast, in the
ord:r of th? players' appearance:

Martha Bradford (Gram)

Adelyn Bushnell

Lizzie Peabody
Sol

Isabel Kirkpatrick
...................

Jamie

Ted Lihbv

Thomas R. McPhail

Dick

Harry Stewart

Willie

Alfred Chapman

Ethel Hawkins

Blanche Morton

John Campbell

Atwood Levensaler

Alice

Helen Wentworth

Mary

Vada Clukey

Sheriff Norton

Ralph Chesley

Brady

■Marshall Bradford

Mac

Walter Connon

I)r. Hawkins

James Kent
WEATHER
Fair and spring-like since our last
Mrs. Marguerite Harris is having [
HARRY IL MARSH
accounting with the exception of yes a vacation from thc Senter Crane 1
store.
f
Harry R Marsh, formerly of Rock
terday's rain, and the weather man
gives encouragement for a pleasant
land,
died ‘Friday afternoon at his
Mrs Helen Waltz Is employed in I
holiday tomorrow Prevailing winds the Parisian Beauty Salon. Park i borne in Newcastle. Del., aged 57
have been easterly, but this morning j street.
ytars. Mrs. Marsh who has been in
the vane points west; 8 o'clock tem
The Public Library will observe [ Rcckland the past 10 weeks because
perature 35. and yesterday noon was holiday hours tomorrow. Washing- ! of illness of relatives, left for New
39 It will be cloudy at times today, ton’s Birthday—open 2 to 6 p. m.
castle immediately upon word of her
—
says Rideout, but it will warm up
husband's serious illness, but is be
Supt. E. L. Toner and Supt. Frank
about the samc as yesterday. Wed J D. Rowe of Warren attended the' lieved to have arrived there too late |
nesday will be partly cloudy with j hearing on the education bill last | to be with him before death came.
moderate to fresh westerly winds. Wednesday.
Mr. Marsh was a native of Rock
This morning's barometer was at
land and con of the late R. Norman
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary will meet ■
29.68 and fluctuating. The tempera at Legion hall for sewing Wednes Marsh. For a number of years he i
ture was 39; highest yesterday (in day afternoon, with business meeting was locomotive engineer on the main ;
line cf the Maine Central Railroad.
in the evening at 7.30.
Boston) 53.
He left the railroad employ to oper
Mrs. Ava LawTy broke her right ate a locomotive for the Ben venue
The city schools are having a ankle Sunday morning when she Granite Co. at Stonington, and when
week's vacation.
slipped on the ice. Two bones were that corporation sold the engine to !
broken, necessitating a long siege a munitions plant in Delaware he
want with it to Newcastle and ha' i
The Harmony Club will meet with with the foot in a cast.
since been in the employ of its pur- j
Mrs. Berry tomorrow evening at 7
Twelve concessions for the Ameri chasers.
o’clock.
Although long absent from Rock
can Legion's food fair (March 29April 1) have already been taken. land, Mr Marsh had made occasional
Frank H Ingraham has been nomi Others who wish to figure in this visit' to his old home, and had many
nated for Justice of the peace by fast moving exposition, should com friends here who recall hts genial, I
Gov. Brann.
municate at once with Col. Basil H. companionable spirit, and who are
much saddened by his sudden death
Stinson.
Mr. Marsh is survived by his write,
Sumner C. Perry was a visiting Ro
Dolliver <fe Simmons is the name who was Flora Arnold of Rockland:
ta r lan at the meeting of tne Belfast
of the new firm at 65 Limeroek street, his mother, Mrs. Etta K. Marsn of 7"
Rotary Club Thursday.
the quarters formerly occupied by Bread street; four daughters, Mrs.
C. W. Hopkins. These two are well Phyllis Tobin, Mrs. Harriet King. Miss
Judge E. W. Pik» is to be speaker known auto mechanics with long ex Ethel Marsh and Miss Aimee Marsh
at Lions meeting this werk, subject, j perience and excellent workmen. of Newcastle; two brothers Arthur
“The Life of Washington.”
Mr. Simmons has just completed a and Frank Marsh of Rockland, and
factory course of study on free two sisters. Mrs. J. H. Ricker of Dor
Troop 2. Boy Scouts, will go on 1 wheeling maintenance.
chester and Miss Maude Marsh of
an all-day hike Wednesday, starting )
Roekland.
There will be a rehearsal of all
from the Methodist vestry at 8.30
part matrons and past patrons ot
Order your magazines of Sherwood
a. m., returning about 6 p. m.
Oolden Rod Chapter. OES.. at Ma E. Froct. Woman's Home Companion
sonic
Temple
tomorrow
evening
at
and American, 15 months for $3.50;
Kennedy Crane and son Robert are
in Boston this week. They will spend 7 o'clock, to prepare for the annual gcod until March 10; telephone
pan
matrons
and
patrons
night
1181-Y.
22‘24
the holiday with Rev. and Mrs. C. D
which takes place Friday. At the
Crane ln Attleboro Springs. Mast.
Friday meeting Mrs. Belle Frost and
BORN
Oeorge E. Gay will be in the chairs. ALLEN-At Rockland. Feb. 12. to Mr
Univcralist women are planning Six o’clock supper will be in charge
and Mrs. Arnold B. Allen, a son. Keith
Douglas.
a cake rale at Fuller-Cobb-Davis store I of thc new officers. An entertain
WILSON—At Rockland. Feb 20. to Mr
Thursday afterncon, March 2. Mbs • ment will be presented
and Mrs. Ralph Wilson of Crlchavcn, a
Therese Rankin ar.d Mr.s. Ava Lawry ’
daughter.
will be in charge.
After having a week's rest the EDWARD6—At Rockland. Feb. 13. to Mr
and Mrs Edwin Edwards, a daughter.
Rockland High basketball team will
Corinne Esther.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets swing back into action again tomor WILEY—At Cooper’s Mills. Jan. 30. to
Thursday night with Mrs. Bsrtha row night when it meets Albion High
Mr and Mrs. Alford Wiley (Ruth'
Moody), a daughter. Verna Sadie.
Higgins. Mrs. Effie Walsh and Mrs. in a non-league game. The Rock
Adelma Mullen in charge of circle land team has been in a slump for
MARRIED
the past two weeks, losing two
supper at 6.
,
games, and it is expected that a ROSENBLOOM - KRAMER — At Detroit
Mich Jan. 17. Herman Rosenbloom,
State Chat editor of thc Lewiston strong comeback will be staged by formerly of Rockland, and Molly Har
the
Orange
and
Black,
which
as

riet Kramer of Detroit.
Journal cites among “odd names”
tliat of Rev. Jesse Ker.derdine. a for sures the hoop fans that they will
DIED
mer Rockland pastor now located ir. witness what should be an interest MARSH—At Newcastle, Del.. Feb. 17,
ing game. The Rockland girls wil'
Fort Fairfield.
Harry R Marsh, formerly of Rocklaud.
also play Wednesday, with the Al
axed 57 years. 11 months.
bion sextet furnishing the opposi
—At Rochester. N. Y.. Dec. 31. |
Four candidates will be taken Into tion. Thc feminine classic is sched PAYSON
Hattie, widow of thc late Calvin B i
membership at the mert ing of Miriam uled to get started at 7.30 with the
Payson.
Rebekah Lodge tonight. The War- , masculine fracas immediately fol MILLER At North Haverhill. N. H.. Feb.)
9 Mrs Alice (Slmmonsl Miller, native;
ren Lodge will confer the degrees. 1 lowing.
nf Appleton, aged 68 years, 4 months, I
Circle supper nt 6.
14 days.
Charles A. Weymouth, superin COBB—At Portland. Feb. 7, Vena M., I
wife of Maurice E. Cobb, aged 30 years.
J. Wesley Stuart, formerly of Reek - i tendent of the City Farm is again
Interment In Searsmont.
land, has been elected a director of ! making his daily rounds and ex JOYCE—At Sunset. Feb. 13, Preston j
Beltior.ian Literary asrcclation of plaining to sympathetic friends Joyce aged 63 years.
Wheaton College. Wheaton. Illinois ‘ about the long scar on his head and NEWCOMB—At Warren. Feb. 21. Oeorge!
Jordan Newcomb. ag<*d 78 years, 1 |
He ts a senior, majoring in mathe the sadly bruised condition in
month. 22 days. Funeral private.
which he finds himself as the re BROWN
matics.
At Ash Point. Feb. 18. Mrs '
sult of an exciting encounter Alice Wllda Brown, aged 75 years. 3!
With
the
vicious
bull
which
was
months.
5 days.
Judge Campbell emerged sucoesjfully from hts preliminary operat'on includ'd in Ihe tarin stock. Thc bull
IN APPRECIATION
ut. Knox Hccpital. and was rrpo-Led to'sed1 him against a ceiling in the The committee. representing the
this morning to be resting comfort- barn causing a cut of at least six Grand Army and Its afhllated organiza
Edwin Libby Relief Corps, Sons of
ebly. A second operation will be per inches on his head. The infuriated tions.
animal then forced him into a cor Union Vetrrans and Its Auxiliary. Ladles
formed later in the week
;
of
the
GAR.. Ruth Mayhew Tent. S.A R
ner. and he will never be able to ex and D.A.R..
Ralph Ulmer Camp and
plain how he found strength to ward j Auxiliary. Veterans of Foreign Wars
Tho recent removal of Frank off the animal by holding onto one and Auxiliary American Legion and
Adams as superintendent of thc Stat" horn and the ring In his nose. Help Auxiliaries, which sponsored thc Oeorge
Washington Celebration, wish to ex
Prison farm in South Warren, ha? finally came, and the bull was press
their appreciation and extend
led to a hearing, which will be held fastened into a stall pending the ar thanks to all those who gave their serv
ices.
and
made possible the splendid
hefcrc the Governor and Council at rival of the butcher. That official patriotic meeting.
thc State House at 10 a. in. tomorrow gave one look at the bull and rather
I Leslie Cross chairman, Anne F. Snow
allowed there wasn't money enough vice chairman.
Thc Rockland City Band is to give left in the United States Treasury to
CARD OF THANKS
a concert at Park Theatre Sunday I induce him to tackle that animal
It U easier to bear the sorrows we have.
afterncon at 2.30. A program of high alone. With thc aid of five helpers because of the sympathy and kindness
have received from so many friends.
erder. on which Director H. E. Kirk- j the savage creature was despatched, we
Many thanks for the beautiful floral
Patrick and hls men have been dili- . and all of the peoole at the City tributes.
Samuel Jackson. I. J. Putnam and
gently working, will be piesented. ■ Farm are breatning more freely once
family.
The proceeds will be turned into the more.
South Thomaston.
lccal milk fund. The concert is i
TAKES
NEW
AGENCY
worthy of patronage for two reasons— j
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
fcr the fine program and the com- j
to our friends and neighbors: also for
G,
A.
Lawrence
t'o„
Inc.,
Will
Repre

nitndable purpose.
thc beautiful floral tributes, during our

There will be a dancing party tn
the Amrrican Legion hall, Camden.
Thursday at 8 p. m. All service organizations and their friends are invited. No admission charge. Refrc-shmenls at intermission. These
parties of the I egicn are proving
very popular and the members are
eloing everything in their power to
make them bigger and better each
time thev are held. These assemblies
arc held every othcr Thursday.

sent Leonard and Copeland Re
frigerators

I In view of their extensive sales
1 and promotion of Kelvinator elec
i tric refrigeration during the season
l of 1932, the G. A. Lawrence Co.. Inc.,
dealer distributors for Knox, Lincoln
and Waldo Counties have been
cho'cn exclusive distributors of the
famous Leonard1—"Len-A-Dor" elec
tric refrigerators — with its wide
range of new 1933 models available
to the public effective March 1.
Immediately after this appoint
ment, came the exclusive franchise
The older members of St Peter's for the new de-luxe Copeland line
choir arc to present a three-ant of modern domestic and commercial
comedy, "Aunt Maggie's Will," in the refrigeration and with these two im
Undei croft Thursday evening at 8. I portant lines, the O. A. Lawrence Co
The cast embraces Miss Ferre will display a large variety of the
Brcwne, Mrs. Percy Dinsmore, Miss j new 1933 models of all three com
Mary Buttomer, Mtss Oertrude Phil panies. giving the buyer an oppor
lips. Mrs. Wilma Ainsworth. Misses i tunity to satisfy hts requirements
Louise and Addie McIntosh. Mtss from every standpoint.
Margaret Buttomer and Mtss Margery
In addition to many important
Hawkes. Mbs Margaret Buttomer is changes and additions thc 1933 lines
ill charge. Thc proceeds will go to of Kelvinator, Leonard' and Cope
purchase newf hymnals.
land electric refrigerators arc priced
within thc reach of everyone and arc
I am ready to make out your In the lowest in the his’tory of all three
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele companies who have been leaders
phone 77, Rockland 375 Main street. in the industry during thc past 19
12-tf
years.
>

recent bereavement.
Mrs. A W Sturtevant. Mr. and Mrs
William Richards and family.
•
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our dear friends and neighbors fpr
their kindly aid and sympathy during
thc Illness and death of our dear
mother, also to Dr Keller of Thomas
ton. who has been cver faithful In hls
services; Bnd to Mrs. Crozier, mortician,
for hcr kindness.
Mr and Mrs. William Orey. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Grleder, Mrs. Vina Austin.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Grleder. Mr and Mrs.
John Grleder. Grandchildren Audrey.
Lida. Oladys and Ione.
•
RESOLUTIONS

On Feh. 13 the Angel of Death visited
Gloria Temple. No. 91. Pythian Sisters.
North Haven and removed one of our
best beloved Past Chiefs, Sister Flora
Marden. who was a charter member of
Gloria Temple.
Whereas. Ill the passing of Past Chief
Flora Marden the Pythian 8lsters of
North Haven have lost a true and faith- !
ful member, who gave years of loyal
service to tho order. Be tt resolved
that;
Thc charter ot Gloria Temple, No. 91.
of North Haven, bo draped for a period
of thirty days. Be tt resolved;
That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to The Courier-Oazette for publi
cation and a copy reserved for Gloria
Temple. No 91, or North Haven.
Lovingly and fraternally submitted
Lillian Hopkins. Mabelle Burgess. Es
telle Crockett, Committee on Resolu
tions.

rabbin, vegetables, flowers, fruits—even babies—all
frum an empty tub! W'hat an astonishing fellow he is!
EXPLANATION:
Thc assorted rabbits, babies, carrots, cabbages, rib
bons and other magical "props'' are not created by
magic. The tub has a false bottom that is conveniently

Its tun ro ttPoottd
... IT'S MORT FUN TO KNOW

displaced, and numberless wondjrful things spring to
life in the magician's nimble fingers. They do liter
ally "spring" because they are made to compress into

the bottom of the tub, taking their natural shape as
the magician lifts them out.

Souaca: "Trick, and lllutiotu" by Will Goldston.
E. P. Dutton & Co.

Tricks arc legitimate on thc stage but not
in business. I lore’s one that has been used
in cigarette advertising...thc illusion that
blending is everything in a cigarette.
explanation: Blending is important...hut
it makes a lot of difference what is blended.
Inferior tobaccos can be blended to cover
up their humble origin. But your taste soon
detects the trick.
The proper use ol blending is to bring

out the full “round” flavor of mild, highgrade tobaccos. It’s the costliness of the

tobaccos, as well as thc blending, that counts.

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco exports, that
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars have
been spent by others in thc attempt to
discover just how Camels arc blended.
Thc blend is important.
But all thc while Camel spends millions
more for choice tobaccos... to insure your
enjoyment.
Light up a Camel. Relax, while the deli
cate blue smoke floats about you. Enjoy
to the full thc pleasure that comes from
costlier tobaccos.
keep Camels always handy...in thc air
tight, welded Humidor Pack.

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
:

alone in hcr home where triends al
ways met with cordial welcome
Master Howard Miller of Thomas Friendliness and sympathy for othton is visiting his grandparent? Mr. e rs were prominent among the many
and Mrs B. S. Geyer,
cood traits of her character and she
Mrs. R. J. Marshall and son Ken was loved by all. and her passing h;v
neth of East Friendship were visitoi.- hrought sorrow to many hearts. 81ie
Sunday at the homes of Mr. and Mrs will be missed in the community, far
D. L. Maloney and Mr. and Mis. H w hile she was a “shut in,’ her cheery
greeting was a bright spot in the live;,
J. Marshall.
Miss Edith Stevens, teacher in dis ef the many who called on her and
trict five, is in New York for a vaca her memory is lovingly cherished.
Mrs Pay-on was bom in Cti: hing,
tion to be passed with hcr friend Mi
only
daughter of thc late Augusto,
Eugenia Truax, while school 1s elv en
I end Lucretia (Jameson) Fales. S'.h
for a few weeks.
waa a successful school teacher,
H. J. Marshall is working for R. F
teaching in her homo town, also in
Stevens during ice harvesting time.
Thomaston. She was also endowet.
Henry Teel of Teel's Island I n . with much musical ability piaying th(
been at D. L. Maloney's the past wi . k. organ and singing in church for years.
helping him haul firewood lo his yard. After hcr marriage, she spent some
Beverly Geyer is visiting relative? years in Boston and vicinity where
in Thomaston this week
1 er husband was engaged In business
Miss Orpha Killleran was at home end there by hcr pleasing personality
ever the weekend from hcr schcol . rhe mode many close friends. Several
and library work at Good Will Farm. 1 years ago Mr. and Mrs. Payson reHinckley.
| turned to Cushing to reside where
Mrs. Leon Ames was among those their last years were made happy in
suffering from the prevailing epi being among old associates.
demic thc past week.
Mrs Payson was a member of the
Capt. Arthur Webster and brother Methodist Church and services held
Ernest of Camden visited their sister at the home were conducted by her
Mrs. William Hall recently. Mrs. Hall pastor Rev. W E. Lewis of Friend
remains very ill.
ship. Thc bearers were ner foil:
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of nephews, Kenneth, Carl, Irving ami
Medomak werc at F. L . Maloney's re Willard Fales. interment being in tht
cently.
family plot in Norton cemetery. Sh
Word has been received from is survived by one brother, John J.
Thomaston that James Ulmer Ls scrl- Fairs cf Cushing, four nephews, one
tusly Ul. He is being attended by niece Mrs. Geneva Thompson of
Mrs. Rose Robinson. Mrs. Wlll'am Friendship and two sister i-ln-Viw
Morse, his sister, recently visited him. i Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura Fill .
• ♦ • »
of Belmont. Mars. Beautiful flower,
expressed tho love and affection of
Mrs. Alice V. Payson
Three-score yciars and ten Is the many friends and while the flower.allotted span of life, and Hits was ful iade the memory of her of whogn it
filled in Uie life of Mrs. Alice V. can be said “She hath done what she
Fayson who died on the morning of could," liveth on, an inspiration to all
ber 70th birthday, Jan. 17. Her last who kntw hcr.

CUSHING

illness covered a period of two weeks
during which time she was lovingly
cared for by hcr niece, Mrs. Geneva
Thompson. She had been in ill
health thc greater part of hcr lit''
tnd, at times was a great sufferer,
but with ilicr brave spirit and great
fortitude she bore it uncomplainingly
?»d was always cheerful. Since the
death of her husband Samuel D. Payson, four years ago, she had lived

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 58-23

IN

A

MATCHLESS

BLEND

LIBERTY
Mrs. Edgecomb was called to North
Haverhill. N. H., last week by thc
death of hef sister Mrs. Alice A Mil
ler. Mrs. Miller was born in Appleton. the daughter of Benjamin and
Abbie Simmons.
Fred Thurston was found dead in
the barn at his home Feb. 13. Dr.
Franz Lyonborg of Liberty, medical
examinrr of Wado County was called
and pronounced death due to natural
causes.
A training class was conducted by
Miss Agnes Wasse. home demonstra
tion agent, Feb 18. at the home of
Mrs. C. H. Wellington, foods leader.
This class consisted of the foods lead
er and her assistants from the follow
ing groups: Searsmont, South Mont
ville, Palermo and Liberty. The class
cooked and served a fine dinner and
were given many helpful hints by
Miss Wasse. The foods leader and
hcr assistant will carry out this menu
at the regular meeting of thc group
Feb. 22 at the home of Mrs. B. F
Harriman.
At the basketball game Feb. 18 the
Liberty High School team was beaten
by the Washington High School team,
and the Washington town team by the
1 Liberty town team.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Frank Brown made a business trip
to Rockland Saturday.
Lincoln Monaghan visited hls par
ents over thc weekend.
Sylvia Taylor is staying with hcr
grandmother while recuperating from
i hcr recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Rivers who
! have been confined to the house by
j illness, are slowly recovering.
Sewell Wagie returned last week
to hls home In Attleboro, Mass.
Mrs. Addie Robbins is in Boston on
a vacation.
A modern .stabilized steamship must
be ; smew-hat like thc rest of its. It

has lost It; roll.

Miami Herald.

Art breeds other art, says the critic,
t Royal Cortlssoz. It would seem so.
; Of 600 pictures painted by Corot 6000
I are in America alone.—Detroit News.

As wc have told you, wc are offering Special Bargains Every Week
of February. This week we have an especially good one in—

Conticook Hose,
These are the Blue wool hose, white heel and toe, always sold for
29c or 25c a pair—and they will he 20c next week again

Broadcloth Shirts, 2 for $1.00
These are in solid colors—blue, while, tan, or assorted patterns.
good sized—and of good quality. Every shirt guaranteed

All

If you happen to be coming into the store and set a few men
busily talking to us—don't hesitate—rome right in. They're our
friends probably telling us how to run Ihe store or making sugges
tions on how to save the country. They’re harmless. Some folks,
you know, have to talk.

WILLIS MYER

fi

Inside
Painting
DO YOUR INSIDE PAINTING NOW

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT
Is thc Cheapest To Use!
BECAUSE of the purity of the pigments, linseed oil
and colors of which it is made
BECAUSE ils fine grinding means large covering
capacity and durability—reducing costs

DO YOUR OWN PAINTING OR EMPLOY
A GOOD PAINTER—HE NEEDS THE WORK

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

read the courier-gazette want ads

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 21, 1933

Page Foufr
"Yeh, Second floor, trout. Bay
window and everything. Fixed up
like a boudoir of one of Louis Fourtenth's lady friends."
"Ain’t It so? And If—" Rube
cocked hls head on one side uud
listened attentively. The soft sum
mer air was rudely shattered hy the
roaring of a high-powered motor.

MAY DAY
MYSTERY

3hn

, Cepy-wV ^4 ft Ar-* 0*» 'CeAns* <
SYNOPSIS
CHAPTER I.—Antonttte Peyton,
senior at the southern university ot
Marland, resents Paterson Thayer's
attentions to Ivy Welch, sevenleenyear-old coed, and there is a stormy
scene, ending with bitter recrimina
tions, the tension being Increased by
Max Vernon, anolher student, long
Thayer's friend, reproaching Ivy for
"breaking a date" with him. Thayer
and Vernon threaten each other.

CHAPTER IL—Larry Welch. Ivy's
brother, professor at the univer
sity, is appealed to by Tony Peyton
to end hls sister’s friendship with
Thayer.
Welch and Tony Peyton
are ln love with each other. Welch
does not see what he can do In the
matter. Tony then tells him she Is
married to Thayer, but is hls wife
only In nama

CHAPTER III

Everything
summed up I

seemed to be
her simple state
ment. She spread her arms help
lessly, and the young man stared
at her.
“I had hoped not to tell you’'— I
she was speaking tn a soft, tired
voice—“until after we should have
heen divorced or had the marriage
annulled. I detested the Iden of
a campus scandal—or gossip—or
whatever lt would have been. I
was waiting until graduation. Then
1 was going West or to France or
somewhere and quietly have the
whole miserable affair ended. But
seeing Ivy—with him—that rather
changed things. Larry."
“I understand. I wish you |iad
told me before, though. And, golug
back to the beginning .' . . whnt
caused you to—to become unlnd

fMoatedf"
She gave a little smile of dis
taste. “Sereral things, T-arry. I'll
talk frankly—because It ls your
right to know. Before we were mar
ried. Pat and I agreed that the mar
riage was to he a mere form until
summer. We were to be good
friends. Just as we hnd been since
he came to Marland—but that was
all. It wasn’t long nfter the cereemony that he made tt clear that
be didn’t Intend to keep the bar
gain."
Her cheeks were flushed and
Larry's were dead white.
“No need to go Into detail. It
wasn't very pleasant. I didn't re
gard myself as hls wife and told
liitn so. He wus rather nasty about
it. One thing led to another . . .
aud then we had our first quarrel."
She gave a short, bitter laugh. “One
can find out a good many things
about a man when he Is thor
oughly angry. I found out nbotit
Put Thayer then. Before we had
finished I told him that he might
have saved himself the trouble of
going through with a marriage cer
emony. 1 told him I Intended to get
a divorce immediately, and then,
Larry, was when the cloven hoof be
came unmistakably visible.
"He refused to consider a divorce.
I had married him with my eyes
open. He didn't Intend that I should
have any grounds for divorce. And
If I caret! to bring action, he’d fight
it ln such a way that the Marland
campus would become a thoroughly
uncomfortable place.
•'I hated thnt idea. Larry. I love
Marland. I wanted my degree from
here. 1 stalled him off and was sur
prised that he seemed content to
wait. Then—one day—he came to
me and asked the loan of a large
sunt of money!”
"Good Lord! You don't mean. .. .”
“Precisely. Blackmail. I refused
and he threatened to spread around
the campus the story I had been
trying to keep secret. No divorce,
mind you; no annulment. He In
tended to Insinuate . . . tn let
the student body form Its own opin
ions. I called him a blackmailer,
ond he cheerfully admitted that he
■was. He said I’d never miss the
amount he wished to borrow—which
was true—and, anyway, I loaned lt
to him. In the months that fol
lowed I loaned him more money,
Lorry—Just to keep hls filthy mouth
shut. And It Isn't the amount. But
It was terrible to feel that 1 was
being bled by a man whose name
1 legally bore. Time after time 1 de
termined to end It by suing for an
annulment. Then I'd think about
thc embarrassment of staying on at
Marland after the gossip became
general—and I wasn't brave enough.
It was my plan to wait until after I
bad m.v degree , . . then to end
the affair legally.” She paused for
a moment, then turned Impulsively
toward the young man. "I wonder
If you understand?”
"Of course I do. dear."
"And you think I was cowardly?"
“Not a bit. 1 think you've been
rather fine about It.”
She noticed his manner of talk
ing: there was nothing soft or gen
tle ln hls voice, lt was obvious that
be was maklug a distinct effort to
keep himself under control.
She was surprised. It was the
first time In four years she hud
known him that she had ever seen
him gripped by anger. There was
something primitive In the ugly set
of bis lips and the blue of hls eyes
had changed to an icy gray.
"I’ve kept pretty quiet, Tony,” he
Bald, choosing his words with
jmetieuloua £«re. “At first 1 was all

“I took the Vegetable Compound
oil the time I was going through the
Change. 1 felt better after the llrst
bottle. I still take it vihenexer I
don't feel quite up to par.”

w <M O lUMCfc

with Pat. Goodness knows I'd be ■
the last one to blame him fnr want- I
lng to marry you. I even"—he
hesitated for the briefest fraction |
of an Instant, and hls cheeks
flushed—“I even didn't blame him
when you told nte that he wasn't
awfully keen about keeping hls part
of the bargain
. . . about—
about waiting until summer for a
honeymoon.
“But the rest nf It. . . . It'a
pretty rotten. Thnt any man should
have married you because yon have
a little money; thnt he should have
blackmailed you fnr two years; that
he should have been—well nasty In
hls attitude toward you. That hits
me pretty hard. Tony; perhaps be
cause 1 care for you so much.
“Then there's Ivy. I was fair to
hint about that Ivy's a nice kid.
and pretty—even If she Is my sla
ter. If he wanted to flirt with her
—that was their business. But If
he's a married man—and that kind
of a man ...” He rose abrupt
ly. “I'm going to have a pretty
straight talk with Mr. Paterson
Thayer. A pretty d—n straight
talk."
“No;" She was nn her feet and
her hand was on hls arm. Till* new
Larry frightened her.
"Can’t you see that you mustn't
clash with Pat? He'd be liable to
get nasty and spread the story. You
mustn't go near him now.”
'T've got to. Leave yourself out
of It If you wish. I've got to con
sider Ivy. His affair with her can't
he permitted to run on.”
"That's true,” she said thought
fully. Then an Idea came to her
and she looked up brightly. “Let's
compromise. Larry. You go chat
with Ivy. See If you can do any
thing with her. Of course she must n't
know that Pm Pat's wife.
But
see If you can't get her Jo do what
you want—to stay away from Pat.
And meanwhile I'll go to Pat right
now. I ll tell him that If he contin
ues running around with Ivy I'll tell
the whole campus. That will spike
his guns. Don’t you see that's the
sensible thing?”
He looked at her keenly.
“Do you think yon can bluff him.

Long Kept in Families

"fake it at
Middle Age

Bi). Octavus Roq Cohere

MRS R F. WILLIAMS
578 Stuyvesant Ave., Irvington, N. J.

You can depend upon a medicine
which has the written endorsement
of more than half a million women.
Sold at all drug stores.

Lydia E, Pinkltam's
Vegetable Compound
Lvdia F. Finkhsm Med. Ce.. Lynn. Miss.

"Ain't He Too Sweet?"

“I think," said Rube, "that our most

WALDOBORO

Immense Fortunes Not

bit!" Phil murmured.

"Pan you

shrinking violet ls about to ap beat it, Phil: I ask you."
proach lu his gasoline chariot.”
"No!" snapped Gleason. “I can't
They looked down the hill In time
—and neither can anybody else."
to see a long, low gray touring car
“Do you reckon anybody saw her
of heavy tnd expensive type swing
go upstairs?"
violently Into Fraternity row from
"No."
Marland road. It Jerked to a halt
"Suppose they did?"
under the two big oaks which dig
"Tltey couldn't, you |toor simp.
nified the lawn.
Say, what the h—Fs happening
Vernon climbed from behind the
around here, anyway? First Max
wheel of hls car and started toward
Vernon says he don't give a d—n
the fraternity house. The two
where Pat Tliayer is. and then Tony
boys on the veranda gazed at him
Peyton goes up to Thayer's room.
closely and turned Inquiringly to
I'm worried."
one another.
They reflected heavily upon the
"What's the matter with him?"
situation, fear for the good name
Inquired Gleason.
of their own frnterjiity forming
"Gee. . . . The sun Is down their paramount worry.
right eclipsed, ain’t It. I'hll? Never
“What yon reckon . . ." start
did see Max looking like that. Reck er Farnum, and Gleason answered
on they pulled bi in for speeding, or
the unfinished question.
something?”
“Nothing, except that Tony Is
There was no mistaking the fact
straight as they make 'em. If they
that Max Vernon was In an ugly
were pulling any rough stuff you
mood. He moved toward the house
can bet your Inst dollar they
with short, positive strides, keeping
wouldn’t do It In the open thnt way.
hls eyes focused on the ground and
It's 0. K., Rube—but dog-gone In
would have passed Into the house
discreet.”
without a word of greeting had not
For twenty minutes Rube Far
Rube Farnum bailed him.
num nnd Phil Gleason sat on the
"HI, Max!”
veranda In miserable uncertainty.
Vernon responded without glanc
At twenty minutes past one Tony
ing at them.
appeared on the veranda again.
"’Lo. Rube.”
They glanced at her and saw that
Hls manner was forbidding. Far
she seemed to be laboring under
num, somewhat nonplused, made a
stress of some powerful emotion.
gallant attempt at cordiality.
They also noticed that she was mak
“Pat Thayer Jost came In." he
ing a brave effort to appear casual.
called cheerfully. "He's up in his
Awkwardly the two boys rose and
room."
bowed.
Max Vernon stopped short
Tony gave them a hard little
“I don’t give a d—n where Pat
smile and said good-by. She walked
Thayer Is!" he growled.
to the street and turned uphill to
As he vanished Inside the house
ward the Old Main. Rube sank back
the
two
boys
stared
in
amazement.
Tony?"
Into bis hammock with a sigh of In
The thing was so startling that even
"This time, Larry,” she said. "I'll
finite relief.
Rube Farnum was moved to shed
make him understand that I'm not
“And that,” he remarked—"is
his habitual lethargy.
bluffing."
most decidedly that”
“Well, I’ll be licked for a two"Yeli. But what is it?"
cent stamp! I ask yon, Phil: did
The main building of Marland
“Durned If I know. Say, Phil—
you hear little Maxie?"
university looks down from the top
did you get a good flash at her?”
“Did I? Say . . . what you
of a modest hill npon the quiet, far- I
“I didn't get anything else."
reckon?"
flung residential town nf Marland.
“She seemed kind of worked ap.
Rube
shook
hls
head
In
bewilder

The roadway which descends gome- '
Right mad, I might say."
what precipitously from the main J ment. “I almost suspect something
“She did. Sore as a goat. What
must have happened. Who’d ever
building to Marland road ls lined
you reckon?"
on both sides with fraternity j Imagine Damon not giving a d—n
“There's something funny. . . .
where Pythias was?"
houses. Halfway down the hill
And I think the more we say noth
They discussed the phenomenon
stands the home of Psi Tau Theta. I
ing the less we’ll get mixed up in
eagerly. Max's friends had lot g
by all odds the largest of them all.
a scandal."
Shortly after noon of May first— i since determined that Insofar ns
There was a sound of feet on the
Thayer
was
concerned.
Vernon
was
at the very hour when Tony Peyton
stairway inside the fraternity house.
and Larry Welch were having their j hopelessly blind. His display of an
The hoys looked toward the door
imosity, therefore, came like a Jag
conversation in Larry's classroom—
In time to see Max Vernon come
two young men descended the hill, i ged lightning from a clear sky.
out.
“Something hit him hard." Rube
turned In at the Psi Thu Theta
His manner still puzzled them.
house, and sought accommodation ; ; cocked one eye at the celling. "You
The moonlike face was sternly set,
one In a saggy hammock and the J reckon It's that little blond. Phil?
giving It a somewhat grotesque ap
Max has been awful keen for her,
other in a somewhat decrepit wick
pearance of futile anger; he was
and they do say she's been ram
er chair.
moving with short, quick strides
bling
around
a
heap
with
Pat
lately.
The lad who flopped In the ham- !
across the veranda.
mock was "Rube" Farnum, s tall. , You never can tell!”
He was wearing a different suit
angular, gangly Junior whose nick- j
They gazed oflf toward the street,
from the one which had adorned
name fitted his appearance rather
each busy with hls own thoughts.
his figure a half hour since nnd he
more snugly than hls background. I Their reverie was Interrupted by
seemed even more engrossed with
Actually Rube was an urban prod
the arrival of a visitor. They did
thoughts nf do highly pleasant na
uct.
not notice her until she turned lu
ture.
Phil Gleason, hls companion, was
on the walk and came straight to
He descended to the walk without
also a Junior; but even In the first
ward the veranda. Then their faces
so much as a glance at Farnum
hot wave of approaching summer,
broke Into smiles and they Jumped
and Gleason. They noticed thnt
he was Immaculate—Jaunty, even.
to their feet.
under hls arm he carried a sizable
He was short and slender and In
"Bey, Tony I” they halted her.
bundle. They saw him reach his
clined to he dynamic. He spoke al
“How goes ItT'
car and pitch the bundle Into the
ways In explosives, whereas noth
Antoinette Peyton gave each of
tonneau. Then, with more speed
ing ever excited Rube to more than
them ■ brief smile.
than grace. Vernon Jumped behiud
a slow, amused drawl.
“Hello," she said. Then her
the wheel, kicked the starter, clashed
The verandas of the various fra
question came with startling sharp
his gears savagely and Jerked into
ternity houses were not empty nor
ness. "Do you boys know whether
the road.
were they particularly filled. On
Pat Thayer Is In?"
“Something's puzzling me," re
several of the porches, young men
It was Phil Gleason who an
marked Rube slowly.
slept calmly in hammocks. A few
swered.
“Whnt?"
were reading.
"Yeh. He's op In hls room. I ll
"Which Is the most remarkable
Phil Gleason glanced at hls
call him for you."
phenomenon: Tony Peyton's visit
watch; frowned; shook the time
And then Tony Peyton did an
to Pat Thayer's room, or Max Ver
piece violently, and then turned to
amazing thing: a thing so stagger
non's wild-eyed fury. I ask you,
his friend.
ingly unprecedented that neither
Phil—which?”
"D—n thing's busted again I” he
boy was able to move a muscle.
Gleason gave a prompt and ex
exploded. "What time, Rube?"
•Quite calmly Tony Peyton walked
plicit answer.
Mr. Farnum reached Into hls
through the door and Into the sa
"Both!” he said tersely.
pocket and extracted a large but
cred precincts of the Psi Tau Theta
reliable watch.
fraternity house.
(To Be Continued)
"Twelve-thirty."
"Never mind.” she called over her
"Humph I 1 got a class at oneshoulder. "I’ll go right up to hls
twenty."
room."
Gleason's sharp eyes swung to
Tony Peyton had done the Impos
ward the street as a tall, graceful
sible—and thereby scandalized the
figure turned In on the concrete
two members of Psi Tau Theta, who
walk leading to the house. "Hello!"
stared In dumfounded amazement
he observed softly—"Here comes
at the door through which she had
What the Well-Dressed Man Should
passed. With quiet dignity arid
MIAMI. FLORIDA
Wear."
smiling determination she hnd calm
The most Interestinz spot In '
Rube eyed the approaching figure
the Eastern Hemisphere durly announced that she was going to
Ing the winter months.
of Pat Thayer with tolerant amuse
visit the room of a fraternity mem
ment. "Golly!” said he—"I wish 1
ber, aud, what was eveu worse—she
was a raw freshie so I could get a
In the heart ot all activities.
had carried out her threat.
Beautiful rooms and high
kick out of Just looking at that
The two boys did not know that
class service.
bird. Ain’t he sweet?"
A Modern Fireproof Struc
Tony deliberately had selected this
ture. Every room steam heated
Thayer, happily Ignorant of their
bold
method
of
approach
so
that
Rates: (European Plan)
caustic comment, mounted the porch
Single rooms $2.50 per day
Pat
Thayer
would
understand
clear

upwards
steps and nodded to the occupants
ly that she was not bluffing. When
Double rooms $5.00 per day
of chair and hammock.
upwards
a girl visits a man in his room,
[A A Laura Jacobsen Cafe ln the /
“Hello, Phil. Howdy. Rube."
Building
explanations
are
often
necessary,
Thayer passed through the door
| Ownership-Management
Into the big downstairs reception and Tony—thoroughly aroused—
WILUAM M. URMEY .
wished the mau to understand she
halt •
was
prepared
to
let
the
campus
Rube chuckled. “He’s got lt soft,
that bimbo. Star boarder here. Ever i know of their marriage.
"Well, I'll be everlastingly dog
been in that room of his?” _
—

HOTEL URMEY

The fact is that no one has yet
devised a method by which a large
fort line can tor long be kept to
gether. The Astor fortune ls the
only large fortune In this country
which Is at all old and, being In
real estate. Its value Is uncertain.
TIip big railroad fortunes of the
seventies ure fading—none of the
Vanderbilts or Goulds Is today In
the front rank of wealth. The steel
and oil fortunes which have passed
to the second generation nre break
ing tip, while the more recent mo
tor car and utility fortunes have al
ready, while still In the hands of
their original owners, been dras
tically cut.
lt is rare for a fortune to last
through three generations. Either It
Is split tiji by successive Inheritances
or scaled down through the depre
ciation In the value of money. The
only really old money fortunes in
the world are those of the Indian
princes, whe will have nothing to do
with banks or commerce and keep
their funds In specie.
Banker fortunes hardly ever last
a century. The Rothschild fortune,
which is the oldest banking fortune,
Is no longer of much moment.—Sam
uel Crother, In Nation's Business.
Disease Diagnosis Made
From Figures of Ivory

The Ivory figure of a wotnnn, from
which Chinese doctors once diag
nosed disease, is on display in a col
lection of Ivory Chinese objects In
the George T. and Francis Gaylord
Smith hull at the Field museum,
Chicago.
"Until comparatively recent times
physicians attending women of the
upper class in China never saw their
patients except for a hand extended
from behind a concealing curtain
for the taking of the pulse," the cu
rator of anthropology explained.
"For the rest of their diagnosis the
doctors hud to depend on a proxy tn
the form of a small carved figure
of a woman upon which the patient
Indicated the relative location of her
complaint"
Included In the exhibit are sev
eral pairs of Ivory chopsticks. The
curator credits the Chinese with be
ing one of the first people to de
velop good table manners.

Mr and Mrs. Prank Sheffield ol 1
Worcester passed the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kuhn.
The Star Sewing Club met with
Mrs. S. H. Weston Wednesday after
noon with 11 members present. Mrs.
Clarence Eugley will entertain at the
next meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Demuth of
Worcester have been recent guests of
Mr. and, Mrs Charles Kaler.
Miss Carrie B. Stahl of Portland is
spending the week with her mother.
Mrs. A F. Stahl.
Richard Castner was ln Portland
Monday.
Mrs. Orace Achorn of Camden has
been spending a lew days with her
mother Mrs. O. W. Achorn.
Mrs. Eudora Miller entertained the
Susannah Wesley Society at her
home on Pleasant street Monday aft-1
ernoon. There were 18 members and
guests present and the time was spent
socially and in sewing. Mrs. George
Howard will entertain at the next
meeting
• • • •
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Eastern Star Installation

Wiwurna Chapter, O E.S.. held its
annual installation of officers in Ma
sonic hall Tuesday evening In the
presence of a large number of mem
bers and invited guests. Mrs. Sarah
Shaw of Bath, worthy grand matron,
was the installing officer and was as
sisted by Orand Marshal Madeline
Kane. Grand Chaplain. Margaret
Bond; Grand Organist, Lucy Rider.
The officers installed were: Worthy
matron. Gladys Bailey: worthy pa
tron. A L. Shorey; associate matron.
Prances Crooker; associate patron.
Austin Winchenbach; secretary, Ida
Stahl; treasurer. Rena Crowell; con
ductress. Verna Scofield; associate
conductress. Betty Weston; chaplain,
Margaret Bond; marshal. Sara Staf
ford; organist. Lucy Rider; Adah,
Rosalind Kaler: Ruth, Gladys Win
chenbach; Esther. Esther Shorey;
Martha, Madeline Kane; Electa. Elsie
Schwartz: warder Althea Kaler; sen
tinel. Hamlin Scofield.
The installation ceremonies were
interspersed with a pleasing program
of music, consisting of vooal selec
tions by Mrs. John Nicholson, Miss
Prances Simmons. Miss Gretchen
Waltz and John Newburn. and a saxo
phone solo by Alwin French, accom
panied by Mrs Lucy Rider at the
piano. The retiring matron was pre
sented with a past matron's jewel and
the installing officer was given a
Colonial bouquet. At the close of the
program the members and guests
spent a social hour. Sandwiches,
fancy cakes and coffee were served.

<

4o

57

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Cumbining form.
Air
45- Arabia (abbr.)
46- E.ven (Poet.)
20-Sever
48- Ever (Contr.)
22- Anger
11-Give
23- Ridges made by
49- Tantalum (abbr.)
13-Rubbed out
joining two pieces
51-Fried bread on
15-Act
24- Ceases
which anchovies
1C-A youth
25- A small fish
are served
17- Golf term
53-Angles with rod and 26-Fur-bearing animal
18- Because
reel
19- pross of molten
(Pl.)
29-Before
55- Preftx. Uoon
metal
56- Possessive of Sara 33- Ensnare
21-An accessory
34- A member of one
covering of a seed 57-A month (abbr.)
of the Tai races
23-The legs (slang)
VERTICAL
35- Slumbers
25-Rages
36- Those affilicted with
1- Augment
27- Superlative suffix
a dread disease
2- Perches
28- Stocky parts of a
37- Girl'e name
3- lndefinite article
plant
I 4-lntcribet
38- Small
30- Point of compass
40-Notion
. 5-Guided
(abbr.)
42-Romtn emperor
6- Lace fabric
31- Metal In natural
45-High playing card
7- Givea pleasure
state
47- National Education
8- Exieta
32- Joined
Association (abbr.)
9- Kingdome
35-Bewitch
48- Greek letter
10-Advertisemente
37-The whole
50-Serpent
(abbr.)
39-Lazy persona
52-Nickel (abbr.)
12-An astringent
41-A game
54-Left side (abbr.)
i
mineral salt
43-Current
HpRIZONTAL
1-A constellation
4-Slope
8-Man't name

44- Closely confined

--------- «

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

VINALHAVEN

A Washington's Birthday ball will
be held Wednesday night at Legion
hall under the auspices of the Ameri
GLENCOVE
In London they have made experi
can Legion and Ladies' Auxiliary.
ments with monkeys. They have
Music by the Fakers.
Otto
Merz
is
In
Bingham
for
a
sert'ened off the male and the fe while.
Capt. and Mrs Luther Burns and
male gorilla and have given them
Martin HamaJainen and Sam Peter- sons arrived Saturday and are guest?<
tests for Intelligence. The female
have finished their duties at cf relatives.
gave no reaction at all. but the male ron
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Raymond who
Warrenton for a time.
evidenced displeasure.
Capt. Herman Farrow of Lincoln have been in Marlboro. Mass., for sev
eral weeks have returned home.
This demonstrates iny well-known ville was in town last Tuesday.
contention that the female of the
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh and Mrs. Aus
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Quimbv were
species has no Intelligence anyhow. called to Bucksport last Saturday by tin Calderwood were guests Wednes- !
day ol Mr. and Mrs Isaac Calderwood
She is solely Interested In what she the death of Mrs. Quimby's mother
at their heme, "Lumnta,' at Calder- ,
Is doing. She doesn't care about
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey and needs Neck.
other considerations.
She is the Mrs Edith Duncan attended the East
Mrs. Herbert Patrick entertained 1
house-mother, the housekeeper aud ern Star installation in Rockland last
the Mother and Daughter Club Wed
the dominant factor.
Wednesday evening.
nesday. Honors at bridge were won
It shows that she has a singleMrs. Lorena Hopkins returned to
track mind. But it doesn't show her home in Lincolnville last Wed by Mrs M. N. Chilles and Mrs. Lang
try Smith.
whether that single track ls right nesday after being with her sister
A men's chorus sang at the evening
or wrong. I have a sneaking sus Mrs. Edith Duncan, for a few weeks
Mrs. Fred Collamore of Commer meeting of Union Church Sunday.
picion that It Is right. The female
Union Church Circle me:ts Thurs
doesn't have to bother about details. cial street attended the Farm Bureau day,
with supper at 5 30.
meeting Thursday held at the resi
—Vancouver Province.
Pine Cone Patrol, Girl Scouts, met
dence of Mrs. Robert Davis in Rock
Wednesday with their leader Mhr
port.
It is good to see the old Jameson Frances McIntosh.
New York’* Gingko Treea
Wilbur Sinter Jr. of Rcckland wa
One of the trees that flourishes homestead at the comer of South in town Friday.
Commercial streets occupied
in New York, despite the smother and
At a doub’eheader basketball game
again. Mr. Savage of Rockport having
ing soot. Is not a native, but au Im moved there.
at Town hall Friday night, thf
portation from Japan—the ginkgo.
Mr and Mrs Clifford Herrick of Nitchevos and Scouts All Sta’ wer
An American sea captain is said to Brooklin, old time friends oi Capt. tied, 27-27; boys' game. Locals 55
have introduced the species to the and Mrs. Ross Eaton, were callers High School 49
Mr. and Mrs Leroy A. Ccombs re
city about 72 years ago. The speci Tuesday at the Eaton home on Oak
cently entertained at their home.
men in City Hall park was planted I street.
Mrs. Inez Strong of Rockland, for Eben Hutchinson of Verona. Mr. and
there several years ago. It was
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson. Mr. and Mrbrought from Stamford, Conn., when merly of this place, was an overnight Harry Coombs and Mr. and Mrs Fred
gueri
of
Mrs
Bert
Maxey
and
atIt was more than seventy years old.
’.ended the Grange meeting Thurs Cocmbs The evening featured "83"
Transplanting a full-grown tree Is a day
end musical selections by Fb“n
night.
costly process, and the city has
Mrs. Edgar Mor-e and son Ernest Hutchinson. 82. a fine violinist, who
tried it only in the case of the gink of Warren were guests Friday of Mrs. makes a specialty ol old time dances
Mrs. L. A. Coombs accompanied him
go in recent years. The allantbus. Mayme Carroll.
or Chinese tree of heaven. Is an
Edgar Morse of Warren was in this on the piano. Lunch was served.
Mrs. Mildred Achom and sen Rich
other imi>ortatlon that seems to like place last Tuesdav looking his prop
New York. Within the last few erty over preparatory to renting ic. ard of Rockland are guests of her
brother E. A. Smalley.
years, however, the ailanthus trees Edgar had lots of fun with his o!c
Miss Alene Clifford led the Senior
neighbors
as
many
did
not
recog

have developed a disease which
Christian Endeavor Sunday.
nize
him
at
first,
he
having
been
in
threatens their existence.
Albert Holmstrom was treated at
thc woods wielding the axe the past
two months, and being next to nature Knox Hospital Saturday for injury to
makes the hair and beard grow faster hls hand while at work at a weed
Men’s Deadliest Enemies
sawing machine.
The deadliest enemies of man
Miss E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza
!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
kind, states a report to the medical
beth Weiderhold are spending a few
weeks in Quincy, Mass.
research council of Great Britain,
Red Cross will meet Wednesday at
are not great beasts such as tigers
j Union Church vestry.
or harmful insects or even the dead
Frienels in town enjoyed the broad
ly cobras or rattlesnakes, but are
cast by Miss Avis Johnson of Sanford
the tiny, almost Invisible, bacteria
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
Saturday afternoon over WCSH.
belonging to the group called hemo
It will be interesting to our readers
lytic streptococci. They dissolve
to learn the names of the exhibitors
the red corpuscles of the human
THE BAREFOOT BOY
of patchwork and applique quilts at
blood. Different varieties of these
Senter Crane's the past week. Falgerms are responsible for erysipe
OSING before the camera bare lcwirg is the list; Miss Rita Gicnlas. scarlet fever, pneumonia, heart
foot and with “turned-up panta- j law, Mrs. Carrie Cassie, Mrs Helen
disease, etc., etc.
loona” Just to make the matter conCarlon Johnson. Mrs. Ada Creed
clusive, a retired Lutheran preach Mrs. Abbie Calderwood, Mrs. Lena
er of Nebraska, recently got hia Davidson. Mrs. Della Simmers. Mts
Other Fellow'e Conscience
James Gregory. Mrs. Oeorge Grav
name aud hls picture in the papera Mrs. W. Y. Fossett, Mrs. Mary j
Lucile had beeD taught that some
aa the original Barefoot Boy who in Aiey, Mrs. Bertha Miller Winslow.
thing within her called conscience,
spired the American poet, John ! Mrs. Almond Miller, Mrs. Nets Stortold her when she had been good
Greenleaf Whittier, to write hia well- I dahl, Mrs. Lafayette Smith. Mrs
and when naughty.
y
known praises of carefree boyhood Crowell Hatch, Mrs. Richard Young
One day after a somewhat stormy
out in the country. An examination Mrs. Erma Holbrook, Mrs. A. B
play with a small cousin about her
of the details of his life, however, j Wccster, Mrs. Henry Lawson.
own age, she said to her mother:
and the circumstances under which
“Mamma, that thing told me only
Whittier wrote his poem, lead to
EAST UNION
once today that I was naughty, but
the conclusion that the Nebraskan
I heard It talking to little Thomas
and the barefoot boy could not have
The Community Club met In
a whole lot."
Grange dining hall Feb. 15. A picnic
been one and the same person.
Thia preacher states that he came dinner was served, the committee in
to America from the old country in [ charge Estelle Lothrop and Amelin
Procrastination
1862. Whittier ta known to have 1 Dornan. A satisfactory amount of
It pays to be prompt in all things.
written “The Barefoot Boy" while work was accomplished and all enGet the Job done. And the best way
he
was editing the Middlesex Stand ; jcyed the day. It was voted to invite
to get it done Is to do lt now. De
Hope Community Club lo join
ard
at Lowell, Mass., and to have South
lay is often fatal to any undertak
them at their mertlni of March 1
taken
his
theme
from
seeing
a
boy
John Kearly, Will Lothrop, Roy
ing. The way a busy man gets
there starting out to his day’s work Gould and W. George Payson mo
through his work Is to tackle one
in the field, rake over shoulder. It tored Friday to Augusta where th°y
thing at a time and stick until he
is a matter of record that Whittier i attended the day session of Legisla
has finished IL—Grit
edited the Middlesex Standard for ture.
six months, starting in the fall of
A number of friends and neighbors
It’s not surprising that under the 1845, nearly twenty years before the ol Roy Gould assembled at his home
chill of depression watered stocks preacher ever saw the shores of this Wednesday evening, a surprise pirty
should become frozen assets.—Phila country. Is lt not more logical, and i in honor of his birthday. Cards and
delphia Bulletin.
more pleasing, to suppose that Whit i rocial chat were features of the entertier's model ls the very spirit of i tainment. Ice cream and cake were
Husband Leaves in Midst of Wife's boyhood Itself, viewing the world served and tlie event will form one of
Roy's pleasant memories.
Bridge Party: Disappears.—Headline. through unspoiled eyes.
February is proving one of winter's
Just a fugitive from a chin gang.—At
((ft, 1932. WMtarn Newspaper Union.)
remarkable months.
lanta Journal.
The Female of the Species

Who was Who?

P

OUR TUNIOR PUZZLE

WHAT DOES HE WANT
NOW
Pat has a plate full of hot cakes
and is looking for something
more.
U'hat tlo you think he
wants now? If you want to see
what is at the other end of the
table and Pat says he wants, take
a pencil and join all the num
bered dots together, starting with
dot number one and ending with
dot number twenty.
MARYLAND INSURANCE COMPANY
80 Malden Lane, New York
ASSETS. DEC. 3fi. 1932
Stocks and Bonds ................ 92.394572 00
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 221.544 54
Agents’ Balances
166,279 21
Bills Receivable
2.620 67
Interest and Rents ................
9 840 84
Gross Assets ........................... $2,794,857 26

Deduct Items not admitted ....

26.751 94

Admitted .......
$2,768,105
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1932
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $49,344
Unearned Premiums .............. 363.683
All other Liabilities .............. 923.740
Cash Capital
...................... 1.000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 431.337

32

59
16
00
00
57

Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,768,105 32
19-T-25

//)//.'!/VKl/f/
Since 1840 this firm has falthfu’le
served the lamilies of Knox County
LADY AT TENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, BIB.

Every-OtEer-Day
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Double Duty Frock

Trip-a-lfDay

• •

A GENIUS

• •

R. R. V. Pierce,
D
whose picture
appears here, was a

profound student of
the medicinal quali
ties of Nature’s
remedies — roots and
herbs. For over sixty,
j years Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Dis
covery has been sold in the drug stores
| of the United States. If you wish to
have pure blood, and a clear skin, free
from pimples or annoying eruptions, try
this “Discovery”. It enriclies the blood,
aids digestion, acts as a tonic, corrects
stomach disorders.

TalesBayreuth 1933 Wagner Program
There are hundreds ol music lovers
who go to Europe annually who find
the soul of their titp ln attendance of
the Wagner Festival at Bayreuth in
Germany. The program for 1933 is
now public and it discloses that the
festival will open on July 21 with the
“Meistersingers", which will be re- j
opened July 30 and on August 3,5,65.
and 18. "Parsifal" *will bc given July'
22, 31. August 2. 10 and 19. the latter
being the last of the season. The)
"Ring" will be given twice, "Rheingold" on July 24. "The Valkynes".
July 25, “Siegfried", July 26, and
"Gotterdammerung" on July 28. The
second performance will be from’
August 12 to 16. The hotels and pen
sions at Bayreuth are making special j
reductions for the Summer of 1933. i

If you want free ninllrul ad*Ire,
Dr. Pierce’a Clime in Buffalo, N.

write to

Y.

APPLETON

C.celia Whitney was guest Thurs
day of Mrs. Bertha (Johnson) Perry
in Ncrth Appleton.
Mits Maxine Copp of Augusta is
resisting Mrs. James Morse and at
tending high school.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody and
son were guests Sunday at Mrs.
Mccdy's former home in South Lib
erty.
Master Kenneth Demuth is con’ valeicing from an attack of grippe.
Ida Williams spent the weekend
Sew York-Parit Pashiona ( with her friend Julia Brown.
’J'HE above frock of woven rayon • Mrs. Inez Ames and son Sherman
ls sheer but not transparent It were in Portland Thursday.
ls made of Sandella, and is a lovely | Mrs. Evie Perry of Rockland will
,soft hand-finished double duty rpend a vacation with her sister Mrs
black and white costume. With the Addie Hawkes.
Two-thirds fewer school days
white jacket held by composition
lost due to colds—ln tests of
Mrs. Madeline Butler and son
clasp at the neck, it is a smart Wayne spent the weekend at the
Vicks Colds-Control Plan. You
-afternoon
gown
and
when
tha
Butler Farm, Union.
have Vicks VapoRub for treat
jacket Is removed, it immediately
ing colds. Now, get Vicks Nose
Carleton Robbins of South Union
resolves
Itself
into
a
lovely
evening
has been guest of his aunt Mrs.
Drops—the new aid ln prevent
gown
A
soft
white
hat
of
the
same
Blanche Brown for a few days.
ing colds—and use as directed
material with its tiny veil over one
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry and
in Vicks Plan.
eye adds a chk note.
daughter Elizabeth were visitors in
the village Saturday.
Vicks
PLEASANT POINT
The Liberty High School boys were
Mom t throat
in tewn Friday evening and played
Drops 4 N'’-'
Ifln Melba Ulmer is spending a ba kitball with Appleton High. Score
for
week with
“ relatives in Rockland.
j
‘21-15 in favor of Appleton.
BETTER CONTROL OF COLDS
Remember the Rebekah meeting
Mr. and Mrs Warren Knights spent
Wednesday night with his parents in Wednesday evening. Washington's
Thomaston. Mrs Knights attended Birthday. A short program will be
the Eastern Star installation in Rock given, followed by a practice meeting
if possible.
land in the evening.
S. B E-ion was at his home in Bel
The men are filling the ice houses
this week. The ice is of good quality fast for the weekend.
Mi. and Mrs. Harvey Sukeforth
and about a foot thick.
Miss Edith Stevens is visiting rela- j 'Mm-on Hall, of Cooper's Mills were
MIAMI. FLORIDA
tives and friends in New York city
5T3 Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. O
The most lnterestins spot In
W Currier.
the Eastern Hemisphere dur
-Miss Anna Seavey is visiting Mias
ing the winter months.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope
! Mina Woodcock at Broad Cove.
’ Mr. and Mrs Alfred Orne are re spent Wednesday right with he:
ceiving congratulations on the birth daughter Mrs. Arthur Sprowi, enroute
In the heart ol all activities.
Beautiful rooms and hi|h
of a daughter Feb 13 at the Lucette. from New Hampshire. Mrs. Mills was
clan aerviee.
Thomaston
Both mother and child called there by the death of her sister
A Modern Flreprool Struc
Mr- Hermon Miller.
are doing well.
ture Every room steam heated
Thc special music, a solo by Frank
Rates: (European Flan)
William, six-year-old child of Mr.
Slnjle rooms fcv» per day
and Mrs. Leslie Seavey. who was oper Meservey, war much enjoyed at the
upwards
ated upon for appendicitis at State Baptist Church Sunday. The Thurs
Double rooms *5 00 per day
upwards
,
Street Hospital. Portland, three weeks day night prayer meeting mull be held
A Laura Jacobsen Cale in the i
ago. and who was to have been at the parsonage.
Building
,
d
• • • •
brought home this week, has suffered
I OwnershJp-Manacementl
Alice
(Simmons)
Miller
.WILLIAM M. URME
an ill turn. His parents and grand
mother Mrs A. T Seavey are with
After a lingering illness and ir.
j him in Portland. Everyone is sorry tense suffering for more than a yea:
I for the litte fellow and it is hoped to Mr? Alice Miller died at her home in
1 hear more favorably from him.
North Haverhill, N. H.. early on thc
me. ning cl Feb 9 Mrs. Miller was
bom Sept. 25. 1864. In Appleton
daughter of Benjamin and Abbie
FLORIDA
Simmons. In 1887 she was married
to Hermon Miller of Ryegate Vt. To
MIAMI’S
them twin daughters were born.
Ideal Retort Hotel
Maud? E. and Mabel A.,—the fonner
of whom died in 1908.
Convenient to ali point* of interest—Modern in every way
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
Funeral services for Mrs. Miller
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
which were private were held from
her late heme Saturday afternoon
HOTEL
Rev. Carroll Carter of the M E
Church officiating. Interment was in
June to
Booklet
the family lot at Ryegate. Rev. F. A
October
Corliss, pastor of the U. P. Church,
on
Comer Second Street
where deceased had been a member
Application
Hotel
and First Avenue
fcr many yeans conducted the com
Maselynn
mittal service. The many beautiful
Stamford
floral pieces bore -testimony of love
and esteem from both relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Miller had made her home
for the past 13 years in North Haver
hill village, and her cheerful and
friendly disposition won for her a hos:
of friends. Her high purpose in life
shone throughout her daily deeds
She was a thorough Christian wom
an. a devoted wife and mother and a
row
icyal friend. She leaves besides hcr
husband,1 one daughter Mrs. Lynnfc:d Nye. and two grandchildren
Randall ar.d Dorothy Nye of Shel
burne, Vt., three sisters and two
brothers, V. A. Simmons, Mrs. Chloe
TO STAY AT The LINCOLN
Mills, Mr?. Elisabeth Edgceomb. Mr'
Ida Chase and William Simmons, all
IS A HAPPY REMEMBRANCE
of Maine, also several nieces and
nephews.
A* farterearing cetmepollren ormoiphara .

SAVES SCHOOL TIME

j

HOTEL URMEY

GRALYNN

j

'/N THF HEW OF'Tle/vtyo’dt!

Cheerful ream.

kleerant urvlca

Fins raa-

Iwwrowts . . Moderately Frlcsd . . Around ths
earner are rtiealrar, <l«ba and glamaravi Timer
. A perfect betel fee the vlalter

.

ROOM with RATH, RADIO A SIRVIDOR
from

>3

Single ond

JOHN V.

M

Double

•
WM1.

Now Under Now Monogement . . .**A tekence Hofei**

EptalLI

NCOLN

44th TO 45th STREET-8th AVENUE, NEW YORK
■■■■

-•

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON S l Rhfc'I

BOSTON, MASS

Located on Beacon
Hill Next to the
House.

Just a feu minutes’ walk to die theatre, financial,
and shopping centers.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, \(M) up; with bath, v'*^.00 up
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

EAST UNION
The Farm Bureau was well attended and an interesting met tin
held. A fine menu was served at
the noon hour by the housekeepers
Mrs. Maud Payson and Mrs. Jennie
Payson. The date being Feb. 14 the
table decorations were in keeping
with the day. Good reports were
made by the project leaders, and the
subject “Heme Flower Gardens" was
taken up under the direction of Mrs
Merton, suggestions and interesting
talks being made upon the subject bj
members.
It is with sorrow that friends of
Mrs. Annie Young Morse have learned
of her sudden death. Having bttn
for many years n ---u— nf tb?
Grange, her passing causes a regret
table vacancy in that order. Sym
pathy is expressed for her family.

rWatchYour
Kidneys/
Don't Neglect Kidney

and

Bladder Irregularities
If bothered with bladder ir
regularities,getting up at night
and nagging backache, heed
promptly these symptoms.
They may warn of some dis
ordered kidney or bladder con
dition. For 50 years grateful
users have relied upon Doan’s
Pills. Praised the country over.
>ld by all druggists.

Doan's
ills
A Diuretic
for the

PROPER DIET CHECK
ON DECAY OP TEETH
Proved by Research in
China by Missionaries.
New York.—Two missionaries, ex
perimenting for ten years among
the Chinese and Tibetlans, at last
have found the first real proof that
decay of teeth can be prevented
by scientific eating and that care
ful attention to teeth acts as a
check to cancer.
Their findings have been checked
by further experiments ou hundreds
of rats and on 350 children and Dr.
E. V. McCollum of Johns Hopkins
university, Baltimore, one of the
world's foremost dietitians, In ac
cepting their conclusions as 100 per
cent scientific proof halls their
work as a "milestone in scientific
progress.”
Tests Successful.

The missionaries are Dr. and
Mra. R. Gordon Agnew, instructors
ln West China university, to which
they are returning after two years’
furlough In Toronto and the United
States where they brought their
tests to a successful conclusion.
Their work, Doctor McCollum
says, has done away with long exist
ing confusion about the diet needed
for teeth. Vitamin D, one of the
essentials, comes from sunshine nnd
cod liver oil or substitutes. Tlie
phosphorous foods, in the order of
their Importance, are egg yolk, milk,
meets, leafy vegetables and the
seeds, grains, roots and tubers. The
saliva probably protects the teeth
through phosphorus lt receives
from the blood.
First clew for the Agnews' discov
ery came from a detailed study and
analysis of the diets of 3,000 Orien
tals whose teeth generally are bet
ter than those of Americans. La
ter, at the University of Toronto,
the missionaries were able to cause
full decay ln teeth of rats by diet
alone or prevent lt almost at will.
This year the experiments with
children were made with the result
that decay not only was prevented
In the teeth of those with the rich
phosphorus Vitamin D balance hut
decay already started was stopped.
Old Beliefs Discarded.
The experiments have east over
board many longheld beliefs as to
tlie cause of tooth decay, according
to Doctor McCollum. Too much su
gar and too much sweets do not
cause decay. They merely satisfy
the appetite so quickly tliat tlie es
sentials of decay-preventing diet
are not wanted or eaten.
A deficiency of Vitamin C, often
blamed for decay, has nothing to
do with teeth preservation. Vita
min D Is the all-important one.

Leipzig Radio Station
Will Be Most Powerful
London.—Tlie most powerful for
eign voice to be heard over Brit
ish radios tn the future will be the
German, when nightly transmission
starts orer tlie Leipzig station. The
revamped German atation with a
maximum operating power of 150
kilowatts will be tlie moat powerful
transmitter in Europe.
German music and programs soon
will boom over the British Isles In
tremendous volume, and under fa
vorable conditions even may be
heard In America when the Leipzig
station unllmbers its full power.
The Leipzig transmitter will sur
pass by 30 kilowatts the stations at
Warsaw and Prague, which now
share the distinction of being Eu
rope's most powerful broadcasters.
Even during the last few weeks,
the once comparatively weak voice
of Leipzig haa been heard ln Great
Britain when the new station has
been carrying out tests at the close
of the regular Frankfort programs.
These tests have been made over
a wave length of 890 meters, wliich
Leipzig la to adopt when the regu
lar high-power transmission begins.
In the general re-shuffle of German
wireless stations, Frankfort will
simultaneously take over Leipzig's
old wave length of 259 meters and
also increase Its power.

FRIENDSHIP
The Warren Entertainers will pre
sent at Bossa's hall. Feb 22. tlie Iwoact comedy "Tlie Butler’s Wife" and
one-act eoniedy "He Liked Them
Modem." Tlie hour is 7.45.
Miss Ava Wallace of Thomaston
spent the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Simmons and
family have moved into what was for
merly the Capt. Parsons house at the
Harbor, the property now being
owned by the latter's sister. Mrs.
Hattie M’ Wotton.
Alason E. Wotton and A. Dwight
Wotton with an able corps of workers
have completed the liarvesting of
their annual ice crop of 300 tons.
Louville Pottle and son, Louvili? of
Thomaston are visiting Mr. and Mrs
Alvin Pottle for a few days.
The son recently bern to Mr and
Mrs. Joseph Thibodeau has been
named Thomas Everett.
Mrs. Stanley Poland. R. N.. returned
home Sundav frem Portland
The Pythian Sisters of Friendship
Temple extend an Invitation to ail
member' ar.d brother Knights, also
Mayflower Temple and Arcana Lodge
of Thc.na'ton. to be prMMt at a
mcney making party at K. of P hal!
Thursday at 7.30. A social evening
will be enjoyed and relreshm: r.'.s
served. There will be a small admis
sion fee.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
The Happy Go lucky Club with
their leader Elsie Kraft attended a
valentine party Saturday at the vil
lage, given by Mrs. Hahn, leader of
the Sunshine Workers.
Fred Killeran of Cushing was in
town Thursday.
The menfolks are very busy haul
ing wood at present, a few having
theirs all out and fitted.
The snow of last Saturday was a
welcome visitor. The plow made sev
eral trips through this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs A A Orne, A V. Gra'ten, Mr and Mrs Frank Miller. Mr.
and Mrs. W J. Orne. Mrs Ha'tle
Burns. Mr. and Mrs A. O. Jameron.
Mrs. C. L. Fales. Mr. and Mrs. C. N
tewls, W A. Bradford We'ter An
derson and R. W Bradford went to
Thcma'ton Wedr^'dav to attend the
funeral of T. J. Bradford.
• • • •

Page Fivf
Havener F Bowdon, Clamicr N
York, Annabelle L. York, Jeanette B.
heath, Warren A Heath, Linwood
School cloned Friday for
Bowden, Harold Gott and Barbara
week vacation
Friends of Miss Irene l.iuiden, a , York
. v,witli wliich tie was much
luihi-l III Uie Rorklulul MhOOlA. hi • P*™9*®
orry to hear tliat she has been cb- 1 Augustus and Melvin York have
liged to enter Knox Hospital for ear been hauling out their firewood will!-snow lasts.
treatment and hcpe that a surgical thsRaymond
York, the expert digger,
operation will not b? necessary.
went clamming the other day and
Carolyn and Walter, children of returned
a full
quota.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Andrews, are con..
„ with
.
„ 2.
j ,, ,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond York er.lin'd 'o their beds by the prevailing
tei
tained
company
one
evening
last
epidemic.
Ice cream was served and the
Daniel Andrews is ill at the horns week.
much enjoyed.
of hts parents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph time
T. J. Young walked two miles last
Andrews.
Mrs. Bert Andrews entertained the week up to Hardscrabble, so called,
Tuesday Club lust week. The meet and had tea with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
went to church, walked back
ing thus week will be with Mrs. R J Bowden,
lo the horn? of his daughter Mrs. Fred
Heald.
and the next morning get up
S.viral from this place are ex Voik,
lively as ever. He is 85 years old and
pecting to attend the quarterly meet has been a resident of Vinalhaven
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Associa most of hts life.
tion in Thomaston Wednesday.
Harold Heald who was confined te
NORTH HAVEN
the house by illness for more than ]
three weeks ts out again.
Mis. Nellie Lumson has returned • Ray Beverage did very efficient
from Boston where she was visiting work on the roads after the recent
William Fogler of Philadelphia and snow storm.
Miss Jeanne Stanley has been
his mother Mrs. M. A. Fogler who is
■pending the winter in Camden wrre vi'itinz MI'S. Frank Samp on and
________________________
calling on
friends in town SaturdayMiss Phyllis Duncan. She returned
They also attended tlie church service ! home Friday.
here Sunday morning. While In lhis i Tuesday evening Miss Treva and
vicinity for a short vacation over thc ' Wendell Howard gave a valentine
holiday Mr. Fogler ts at the home of 1 Par^y The guests were Mr. and
his sister. Mr., Mattie Clark inCarti- Mrs Frederick Gabrielsoq. Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Sampson, Miss Mabelle
den.
Bray, Leon Crockett and Clyde Joy.
There were three tables of cards
WEST PENOBSCOT
Cake and ice cream were served
Mrs. Clarence Waterman very kind
Frc'd W. York sold a fine calf re ly decorated the- cake holding the
cently lo Archer Bridges of Penob- favors, and other decorations were
icot.
the work of Miss Treva. Around
Grandpa Young visited the school 10.30 in response
_
to a ____________
loud knock at
Feb. 14 and received a shower of val- the door Mrs. Howard met the mailtmines Irom some of the pupils, man who brought each one present

Theodore J. Bra-Hold
Word was received in thl' place
Sundav of the dea'h of Th'cdore J
Bradford. 82, which crcurred Feb 1?
at hls home in Thomaston. M”.
Bradford was formerly a re''d’rt
here, coming from St. Georee at th?
age of 12 and making his home with
his grandparents. He remained here
until about six years ago. whan 'll
health overcoming him he was feelln’
unable to care for his farm, and
moved to Thomaston to live a more
restful life.
In early manhood he was united in
marriage to Annie Oeyer who «uv.
vlies him. To them were born a son
ar.d daughter, both ol whom died In
early life.
Mr Bradford'' occupation was tha'
of farming, and he was amcng Ihe
first in trvfng to raise blueberries and
had one of the best blueberrv fa
in Knox Countv. which was later sold
to Black & Gav. Mr. Bradford wa'
popular in town affairs, having «-->rv->'’
everal years 8' selectman. art-'or
and in other offices and alwavs
lied on town business as he would h1'
own, and was leva! to all affiliations
The town of Thomaston as well as
this place, has lost a man of tnr
character, a respected and honorable
citizen, one a’wa's readv with a help
ing hand, and his life will go do" "
cn example for voungfr generations
He leaves his widow, a brother Frank
Bradford and nephew Herbert Brad
ford of Masrachusetts.
Funr-a!
services were held Wednesday at his
home, Rev. Mr. Leach officiating.
There were beautiful floral tributes
Interment was In the family lot a'
East Friendship.

ATLANTIC

By changing the motto "Make
hay while the sun shines" to "Haul
wood while the snow lints," thc men
in this vicinity can c-rtainly llv? up
to it. They arc making every effort
to get a' much wood out a? possible,
r.ot cn'v their own but for others
Owing to so many eases of grippit was necessary to close the school
last vveek.
People here are ready to welcome
the return of L. V. Joyce who is ex
pected very soon.
Pari* Wine Exporter*
Notwithstanding lt is past the
Name Wharf Rooeevelt middle of February warm and spring
like da vs seem to prevail.
Paris. — With elaborate cereIt was regrettable having to post
monies ln which several large bar pone the Ladies' Aid monthlv dinner
rels of red wine were opened and which should have taken place Feb
consumed, the wharf on the Seine 15 at Mrs. William Van Hom's, bu'
where moat of the wine shipments as everyone seems to bc gaining it is
are received was named Qual l oped it may be held soon, and witli
Franklin Roosevelt Wine mer a large attendance.
chants and dock workers Joined in
the ceremony, drinking from the
barrels and waving French and
American flags.
Huge shipments of wine are be
ing received daily at the Qual
Franklin Roosevelt for storage
pending repeal or modification of
North Station
the Volstead act In the United
States.
BOSTON

WEST ROCKPORT

Staunton, Va.—Will of the late
James E. Duff provides that any
heirs who use any of the funds In
herited from hls estate for the pur
chase of whisky shall forfeit all fur
ther claims to their shares In the
property.

500

Influenza and grippe are looae in the land,
but don't let them alarm you. Just make sure
you break a cold, no matter how light, before
it gets a hold of you.
The simplest und cheapest way tn halt a
cold is by the 1-Day Method so many thou
sands in New England have used for yean
with Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. Here's
how you do it:
Stay in the house one day—take hot hatha
and keep out of draughts. Every two or
three hours take a lump (or teaspoon) of
sugar, add a few drops of Johnson’s Ano
dyne Liniment and allow it to melt in your
mouth. This Roothes irritation of the deli
cate membranes, the cause of much of your
suffering.
If your throat or chest is sore, bathe it
with water as hot as you can stand. Then
apply a cloth soaked in Johnson's Anodyne
Liniment and wrap around sore area, cover
ing with a dry cloth. Keep bowels open with
u good laxative.
You ought to have Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment in the house all the time. If you
haven't it now. get it at the nearest drug or
rocery store. It costa less—and does more tu
eep you well.

f

a comic valentine which created
much merriment, and gave a very
pleasing ending to the party.

VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan a Island at 5 30
M . 8tonlngton 6 25. North Haven 7 25.
Vlnalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 50 ?. W.,
Vlnalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3 30 Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
bland about 6 00 P. M
B H. 8TIN SON.
A

130-tf

SPECIALS-FEBRUARY 20-25——

EGGS

Your Nation-Wide Grocer
will help you start the day

BANQUET BRAND

right with this popular

breakfast favorite.

BANQUET BRAND
SLICED RINDLESS

BACON
8 Ounce
Cellophane Wrapped
Package

9

KELLOGG'S

Corn Flakes

2

Pk.

15c

•

___
H

KELLOGG’S

All-Bran

Large
Pks

Your NATION-WIDE
GROCER carries a good
supply of Fresh Eggs al
Lowest Price*

19c

Help Yoursell to Health

VIENNA PIECES

Sausages .

. 5

.

LA TOURAINE

Smell
Coni

NATION-WIDE-A Delishtful Blend

Syrup . . .

1! Ot
Jug

24‘ COFFEE
ly
35'
■a

READY TO BROWN

PRUDENCE

NATION-WIDE
Coffee

CORNED BEEF HASH

2i<

Large
No 1
Cen

HERSHEY'S CHOCOLATE FLAVOR

.

Syrup

.

.

Can

SPECIAL
PRICE THIS
WEEK
Pound Pkg

5‘

26‘

SPLENDID BRAND

Vanilla

Won’t Bake Out

2’,.?’25e

Made in Rockland
NATION-WIDE

OCEAN SPRAY—Strained

NORWEGIAN

Cranberry Sauce

SARDINES
Packed in A
Olive 3 Cent
Oil *

_&

95

GOLD MEDAL

2

BORDEN'S

SOFTASILK

29*

EAGLE

BRAIN D

CONDENSED

Cake Flour
W*"!«
Cake Cooler
FREE
with Pkg

Tell 17 Oz
Cent

MILK

Lge Pkg

23c

Cen

20c

SEIDNER'S—A Nice Condiment

ROOMS
With BATH

Horse Radish ‘£*10
BIG BUSTER—Large Yellow

40,000 Keya to Open Doora

Cambridge, Mass.—Forty thousand keys are needed to open the
locks of the classrooms and labora
tories at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where valuable sclen
tlflc instruments are kept.

Old-fashioned New England
Treatment Ends Worst
Suffering—Quickly!

I

MANGER

Will Haa Odd dame

1-Day Treatment
Halts Cold That
Threatens Grippe

U EXTRA PERSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Inacutlva Office

HOTEL MANGER

Pop Corn

SNOW KINGS

ELECTRIC LUSTER

Starch

Require! No
Boiling

Pkg

10

TEMPTING VANILLA
COOKIES GENEROUSLY
TOPPED WITH
SNOWY MARSH-1
MALLOW end
COCOANUT LB. ‘

20

NORTH STATION. BOSTON
Rlaai, rand —— Raregntfian Cordl

Gilchreat
Monumental Work*
Main Street
Thomaeton, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

for ura byfriandi and myralf. No
obligation.
Noma-

Street Clly -

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day
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UNION

Muscles Function When

Mother Plover Buries

Eggs to Insure Safety

PORTJCLYDE
Miss Mildred Hupper spent tbe past

Jn Everybody’s Column

K
♦

4
<

t
♦
♦
♦♦♦♦ ♦ »

WANTED

Barter Column
The Idea behind this column Is to
make possible the exchange of goods or
MTVtOM between people who wish to
trade some possession of theirs for other
goods or articles. Simply address the
classified Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
The c|-.arge Is 25 cents for onc Insertion
of three lines. 50 cents for three Inser
tions. Larger ad prices on application.
Phone 770.

Mrs. Martha Carter went to PortOrippe continues prevalent ln this I
Brain Gives the Order
with fri-nds in Wo'lastnn
i
week witn
iri.nus ill wo.iasion
Observations of a bird that buries 11-ooLIf you were to examine your mus
land Friday night to visit friends.
place. Among those recovering from
Ml'S
Ella
Hupper
and
son
Myron
BRING me your cancelled postage
Its
chicks
alive
to
protect
them
from
Thc correspondent was in error in it are Harold Butler and Charles cles under it microscope yon would enemiees und from the hot sun sre Hupper aud Mrs. Hazel Hupper and
'“h'ahle I wIII buy A ANsee tliat they are made up of Inin
A
STA81O
Barber Shop. 400 Main St.
stating in a previous issue that Miss Butler. Mrs. Butler, who is 84 years dies of thread like cells, called “mus reported in ibis, organ of the Brit daughter Mt'.dred were visitors in makc a llneTHREE
MORE
WOMEN wanted who
Rockland las; week.
..
------ 1
Dorothy Thorndike had gone to Eos- of age. is also improving and is now- cular flhei-s.” These fibers ore ish Ornithological association, hy
v •• • need *29 weekly
Amazing opportunity
Mrs. Clara F. Clark is spending a «****«.-**«i«»«»
.................
a
ln
home
decorating.
No experience. No
ton to be the guest of Mrs. Albert able to be about the house.
nhout one Inch long, and are so A. L. Butler. Egyptian ornithologist. tew weeks with Mrs. Alice Trussell. j • f
a WTT\ rTVlTWTIA * i Investment. Earn within 48 hours.
This
bird
is
the
Egyptian
plover.
I nnutuvnv
AND rUUNU 1t ^Cincinnati.
home oecorators
. inc, Dept n Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will
Oould. The correspondent’s apology
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dearborn and tine thnt they measure only about
Merton Anthony spent Thursday • LUS
LUU1
Ohio._____________ 22*lt
exchange right. P. O BOX 441. City.
daughter June of North Union were l-5tHltli of nn inch across. But al- found in thc upper Sudan country. with his family here.
is offered.
•
—
I
WANT
some
responsible
woman to ___________________________________14*10
The instant a strange noise ls heard
Mi Sherman Benner, Mrs Lilliai
KEYS found Mondav on Beech St >°°k
,<«>’ home ln exchange for
Mr and Mrs Fred E. Welt of Au callers Wednesday on Mrs. Dearborn's though so small, cadi tiny filler Is
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex
or tlie slindow of n hawk falls over Davis, Mrs. Elvle Davis and Mrs. Har- May be claimed at THE COURIER-C.A- g°od hoard and room. References. change
protected by its own sheath!
live stock please write or phone
burn have been recent guests of Mr. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ZETTE
Oflice.
22-lt
[
Write
MRS.
SK.,
care
The
Courler-Ga
•iette
Benner
and
daughter
Doris
LUDWIG
SALES. Tel. 135. New
tlie
desert
sand,
he
recounts,
tlie
Now, you know tliat if you arc
22-24 castle. MeMOTOR
zette
._________________________ 21-tf
Butler.
spent
Thursday
with
Mrs.
Fred
and Mrs. Alex Wilson.
tickled hy a feather you cannot keep chicks lnsiantiy flatten themselves
POSITION
wanted
nt
general
house

I WANT some responsible woman to
George Emerson has returned tc still, because you feel an irritation. In the nearest depression, usually Hooper in Martinsville.
Miss Theresa Lineken and Miss
work Experienced. Write ELLA FLOOD.
after my home In exchange for
Weston Thompson of Matinicus
Clark Island, Me._________________ 21 -23 look
good board and room.
References.
Helen Studley have returned from a Belfast.
Something like that happens when the footprint of some large animal. -.pent a few days last week here with
POSITION as chef or order cook want- Write MRS. S. K . care The Courier-Ga
Then
the
mother
bird
shovels
sand
George
Wellington
is
in
Maplewooa
your brain sends a message through
visit in Portland.
' ed. Best of references. II. T. PERRY. zette ._____________________________ 22 <2 4
his family
Grace 8t. City.______________________ Hf
Rev John Holman and Clifton
Boards for a partition. Id like some
John Singer is at home from He to stay with his brother William until your nerves ord<ing your muscles over them witii her hill until they
MAN wanted to take care of an es boards to build a partition. Will trade
to move. Tlie part you want to are completely covered.
Morse were in Augusta last week
sp-ing.
bron Academy on a vacation
tablished business In the sale of Mc- for an awning or truck cover. Write
A chopping bee was held Feb. 9 on
The chicks are covered in tlie
1 Connon Products hi Knox County. Good ROCKLAND AWNINO CO. 15 Willow
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Butler and move is iritated or excited so that
Miss Mabelle Brown returned to
_____________________14*16
living right now with Increasing profits st.. City,
.he wood lot owned by Orris Hupper
It cannot keep still.
same
way
to
protect
them
from
Ike
as you become acquainted with customPortsmouth, N. H. Monday, after son Nelson were callers on William
who
donated
the
wood,
five
cords
or
A two burner Hot Point electric grill,
The brain's message is sometimes sun wheu they are not feeding, lie
1 ers nnd business. We finance responsi cost
$9.50. used one month only, will
spending thc weekend here at her for M. Stewart Wednesday
ble persons. Experience not necessary.
called a "stimulus,'' because a stim observed. Fgoin time to time tlie more, to the Advent Church and parApply by letter to McCONNON <fc COM trade for one-haU cord fitted wood, oneonage. Nearly a dozen men assisted
Mrs. Madeline Butler of Appleton is ulus Is something which rouses peo old birds will sprinkle water over
mer home.
half
ton
stove coal. Tel. 1005-M.
19*21
PANY. Special A-577. Winona, Minnesota.
in the work and a baked bean supper
22* It
Will exchange late popular phono
Mrs. Martha Cogan has returned visiting here.
ple to act. It Is also called a “nerv the sand from their beaks t»> cool *as served by the ladies of the Wili
graph records for anything useful. In
Edgar Ripley of Appleton was in ous impulse," As you know, an im their offsprings. This practice con ng Workers Society at thc home of
from Lewiston after a month's visit
quire KITTREDGE'S PHARMACY.
__________________________ 18-23
tinues
until
tlie
chicks
nre
about
pulse
is
something
you
do
on
the
town recently.
with her son Gleason.
Charles Hupper, making it a happy
»
I will exchange a Rudd Instantaneous
time for everybody.
Harold Butler has finishea hauling spur of tlie moment, because you three-fourths grown.
The Junior choir of the Federated
I
Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F,
After the eggs are laid. Butler
very much want to do it, and, of
good as new. for a quantity of wood or
Church met for rehearsal at the logs to Charles Starrett's mid
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
coal, for trucking service or cash.
course, you move because you very observed, the mother bird covers
ing eggs, prices to suit thc times. ALWASHINGTON
Cattle buyers from Bucksport were
Heater good as new Apply Nell S Perry,
Methodist vestry Saturday afterncon
PRESSED hav and straw for sale, will THE
mucb want to do so. Movement is them with sand during the day, the
Frlends of Mrs. Sarah Shattuck I bionwoVton _Friend»hip. Me
17-tf
COURIER-GAZETTE Oflice, City
deliver
In
truck
load
lots
Write
or
Tel
at 2 o'clock. A delightful party fol in Fown Wednesday.
14*18
energy, set free by a stimulus from Incubation process being carried on
vill b? oluxd to learn sire ls recover- ' R , j.R,d chick’from state tested, ac- for prices J. F. BRYANT. Thorndike.
-J the brain.—Exchange.
__ i credited, trapnested stock. *12 per 100
Maynard Lucas has been hauling
lowed under the leadership of Miss
Me
15*25
by the heat of the soil. At nigtit. .uig_ from
her recent Lines*.
w L merriam. union. Me
19-ti
when the sand cools rapidly, she
R
Margaret Ruggles, assisted in the vood for Raymond Butler.
Mist Marcia Hatch Is having a va- „ c R r
CHICK8 hl,h produc
I HAVE a chest of carpenter's tools
t
uncovers the eggs and broods them. cation from teaching and is at the lng Strain. State tested, and accredited for sale—chest and all. Tools sharp,
Harold Butler is getting his icc.
games by Rev. H. F. Leach, and at
well
shined
and
In
Al
condition.
R
L
home of her parents Mr. and Mrs for pullorum disease write m m kin- JONES Highlands Tel 794_______ 20*25
Improper
U»e
of
Money
the piano by Miss Alice Tuttle and Abadon Davis is helping him.
... c
NEY. Thomaston. Me.. St. George road
W r. Hatcn.
| or ppone Tenant's Harbor 56-14 .
20*28 i RHODE ISLAND Pullets. C. E OverMake* It Root of Evil
Mrs. (H. L. Robbins, Mrs. Leroy
Mrs. Marion Grafton. Mrs. Edith
Mrs. Jessie..Cramer
is
spending
a
------------------------------------Colorful Eastern Life
.
,
,
8
C
R
I.
Red
chicks
three
years
state lock's strain, for sale, or will exchange
“Let us no longer cheat our con
NEW YORK Tahor. cor. Main and
Richards and Mrs Grafton served the C;«> ke and son Malcolm and Mrs
lew days at the home of Mrs Helen accredited, price according to number, for hav. D. E. CARROLL, Rockland. 8timmer
Alterations, cleaning and
as Viewed by Traveler
Effie Clarke of Rockland were guests sciences by talking of filthy lucre,"
Bowes
and
renewing
old
acquaintI
Chickens
are
now
the
farmer's
best
bet/Tel 452-Y.
21*23 pressing. Sts
Suits to order $17.50.
rainbow refreshments, and the after Tuesday of Mrs. A. T. Norwood at
Eggs
for
hatrhlng.
Write
for
prices
E
--------------------------;
------------------------------Turkestan Is the -neient name -f ances.
once wrote .1. if. Barrie. “Money
C TEAOUE. Warren. Me Tel. 13-42
LATE popular phonograph records, all
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 23. 1933
noon closed with an original goodbye Warren.
the vast sweep of land between tlie
14.tf makes. 15c each, two for 25c at KIT
may be always a beautiful thing.
Dr. Pierpont is able to b? out again
PENSIONS—2 P M - H P 897. Resolve
18-23 providing for a State Pension for Har
TREDGES PHARMACY.
Mr and Mrs. E A Matthews. Mr
song to the host and hostesses. Six
Caspian
sea
nnd
the
borders
of
Mrs.
Nellie
Crooker.
Mbs
Frances
It is we who make it grimy. We
BABY CHIX Wyllle's Strain S. C Reds
rison B Bowley. Jr. of Rockport
22-23
DRY hard fitted wooe and junks
teen of the 19 members were present: and Mrs. H. L. Robbins and Mr. and are ever sending It to places where
Mongolia. It is larger than Eng Crooker. Miss Marion Mitchell and Onc quality—thc Best. *12 per hundred
LADIES Reliable hair goods ai Rock
Discount on 500 or over F H WYLLIE under cover. $8 T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
Mrs. A. T. Norwood of Warren were
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Mooers
attend

Jeannette Tuttle, Laura Beattie. Rose dinner guests at the home of Charles It has no business to go, and tar land. France, Gerninny. Switzerland
As SON. Thomaston. Me R. 1. Phone 283-21 or 739-M
15-tf land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
aoUclted. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
22-tf
nishing Its unsullied character with and Italy combined, with a popula ’d the installation of officers o' Warren 10-6
LUMP soft coal. $750; screened. *9.50;
Tuttle. Jeannette Henry, Barbara smith Tuesday evening .
14-tf
Wiwurn.i
Chapter
at
Waldatwro
last
PRICE of baby chicks reduced
coal. $13.50; coke. $1050
J. B
Gilchrest, Elonia Woodcock. Elaine
A number of sleighs have been seen unhallowed transactions in simp tion of 10,000,000, divided largely Tuesday night. Mrs Sarah Shaw R I Reds, accredited flock, heavy S.layC hard
WATCH and Clock Repairing. GrandPAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
18-tf
among
five
nationalities:
Turkomen
ing strain, hatches each week, one to Ihe
her nnd antiques. Call and deliver.
worthy grand matron, installed.
Sidelinger. Olive Leach, Iva Henry. on the streets here the past week, and market place. It is not money
F. W MANN hone grinder for hand fat
S. A. MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St..
hundred (12 per hundred. 500 to 1000 *11
and were reminders of days gone by. I that is to be condemned; Its un In the west, Uzbeks in the central
Miss Frances Crooker is spending Orders of a thousand and over. (10 per power or one-half h. p motor for sale; Rockland. Me
156*10tf
Louisa Wood. Frances Wotton. Marie
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins and principled users and abusers like portion. Aryan Tadjiks in the soutli- the winter vacation at home with her 100 C N LIGHT. Waldoboro. Me. also Buckeye Incubator. 350 egg, self
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at ah time..
Tuttle, Dorothy Sidelinger. Madeline Mr and Mrs. Roy Clarke were guests to make it the convenient scapegoat east, Kirghiz in the northeast and mother Mr*. Nellie Crooker.
Tel 17-12.
17-38 turning trays. Queen Incubator 350 egg. Prompt
Krvlct. CRIE HARDWARE CO
two brooder stoves. 500 chick size
TO MY old and new customers_______
14-tf
Weaver, Lizzie Tuttle and A'.ma of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clarke at for their own sins and shortcom Kazaks in the northern steppes.
MARION WILLIAMS. 15 Fluker St
The old fashioned baked bean din throughout
Knox and Lincoln Counties Thomaston
.
22*27
bridge
and
luncheon
Wednesday
eve

WHEN
IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Bukhara, an ancient holy eltv. ner held in Masonic trail proved a desiring their eggs hatched 1 wish to an
Leach
ings."
FOR SALE— Just Right" Chick Start copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
ning in Rockland.
• • • •
There is a truth expressed here Is another colorful spot of the East. great success and there will be an- nounce I am ready to lake them on er containing thc celebrated "Jersey home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
Mr and Mrs. H L. Robbins enter
other dinner served to the publicj -n B^u^.^hroughont
s.«on Milk Food Balancer" which ls made up gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381‘a Con
It
has
preserved
more
than
300
Thc W.C.T.U. will meet with Miss tained the Jolly Sixteen at dinner that is easily overlooked. Money
| number of eggs to be hatched. Why of 21 different ingredients. Including Ox gress St.
mosques, and its bazaars nre daily *€D **»•
Belle Matthews Fridav afternoon at 2 and bridge Saturday evening. Honors lias no character of itself. It is for
t
---------------------pay 12c or more for chicks when you ide Iron. Russian Anise. St John's
chapters in Its history. It Is not
Cod Liver Oil and Yeast. "Just
o'clock at her horn? on Wadsworth went to Mrs. Clarence Williams. Mrs. us, its users, to say whether it shall
I AVIVA r.Rimrp
cm get them for 5 cents. Write for Bread.
***•»*****«•«>*
♦ R
MRS.
LAVINA
GRIEDER
pvt Kula r». Baby chick. 12c
HAWES Right" Chick Starter is the best and
street.
Zena Nelson. Fred Burkett and be grimy or clean, ugly or unattrac an uncommon sight to see a Kirghiz,
most complete starter ever sold, and is
The
death
of
Mrs.
Lavina
Griedei
hatchery
,
a
.
c
.
Hawes.
Union.
Tei
a
Turkoman
and
an
Uzbek
striking
backed
up
by
34
years
of
successful
Mrs. Emma Gilchrest who has bee:, George Cameron.
tive. In order to do this we must
21'3® feeding and experience In feeding chicks
caring for her sister Mrs. Marie
Miss Madeline Lary went Tuesday begin early. Otherwise, Instead of a bargain with their rapid Jabber na:ks the clotinj of a beautiful life 1 LZi
for low mortality and heavy egg pro- ,
Ir.graham the past two weeks, re to Brownville Junction where she will mastering money, money will mas ing of a tongue strange to Ameri if self sacrificing love and devotion
r poultry. By bag or ton. Write AL duction. "Just Right" Starter. Growing
o her home and family. She had FRED RAWLEY Long Cove. Me 143*145 Feed and Mash, contains everything for
SINOLE ROOMS to let. warm and
turned Sunday to her home at Wiley's engage In work among the young peo
can ears or nearby the bazaar a na
ter us. "Mammon Is the largest
3een an invalid in bed ior eight j UVE poultry wanted. Truck will the quick development of the chick and , comfortable, all newly renovated. An
Comer.
ple as she has done in Union. Miss slave-holder In the world," declares tive preparing a goat-skin to make years.
apartment
for light housekeeping, fur
lay**
the
foundation
for
heavy
la
During all this time she had call any time Highest prices paid
Mr. and Mrs William Pratt of Ten Lary made many friends here who
other starter can do "Just Right" , nished or unfurnished. FOSS HOUSE.
a waterhag, using the shade of a been ir.o=t patient and always bore I paper city poultry co.. 741 Main no
77
Park
St
Phone 740_____________22-24
Feeds
are
properly
balanced
with
vita

ant's Harbor were callers upon Mrs. are wishing her success in her new a thoughtful philosopher.—Montreal
4*27
tree for his workshop.
her sickness with a smile. All St. Westbrook. Me.
mins A and D. with Yeast and Oil. that
Family Herald.
MODERN apartment, three rooms and
James Carney Sunday.
field.
WHEN
you
are
planning
to
sell
youi
ls
so
hard
to
obtain
and
which
costs
too
The famous Bukhara rugs, which *ho knew her and used to visit her chickens snd fowl, call PETER ED much to be included ln the so called bath heated. $14 50 per month. Applv
Mrs. Richard Feehan has arrived
Mrs. Jennie Thurston is to enter
ARMATA. The Men s Shop. Park
ound her very pleasing and consol WARDS Tel 806-J. Rockland.
have furnished many American
14-tl "cheaper" feeds now on the market MIKE
1 ome frcm Dover. Del . after twe tain the auxiliary of the Woman's
St City__________________________ 22-24
ing and dearly loved by all. In
‘Must Right" feeds are high In palaFamous
Old-Time
Wagon
homes,
come
from
the
cities,
and
weeks' visit with relatives and friends Home Missionary Society Thursday
FURNISHED tenement to let. electric
tabhity and digestibility and with Vita
travelers ran watch diligent natives ler young life she was married to
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy mins A and D guarantees you the high lights. ga>. bath, hot water heat, rent
The Conestoga wagon originated
The musical entertainment at the afternoon.
Jchn
A.
Gnedcr.
eight
children
roples
of
The
Courier-Oazette.
with
th"
reasonable.
F L. SHAW 47 North Main
est
quality
feeds
on
the
market.
They
Episcopal parish rooms Friday nigh*
Principal William Thomas went to in Pennsylvania. The reason for at work on them. Outside tlie city vere born to t!;e;ii ot whom rrven home news, at the Old South New, contain all that other feeds don't. Don't St Tel 422-R_____________________21-tf
is highly spoken of. The affair was Orono for the weekend. Returning the name is uncertain, but it was ean be spotted Kazak yurtl, which uc living.
Agency. Washington St. next Old South take chances starting your baby chickAPARTMENT of five rooms aud bath,
Church; also at M Andelman's. 284 on Inferior feeds. Oet the oldest and second
arranged by Miss Alcada Hall, organ- he was accompanied by his aunt. Mrs. probably so named because it was
to you and me is a house made of
at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
In her declining years she had ■ Tremont St.
bert backed by 34 years of successful ANNE Vfloor,
FLINT Tel 1013-M______ 19-tf
tt of that church, and included sev- Elizabeth Moulton.
lirst built in the valley of Cones felt.—Boston Transcript.
poultry feeding
Call today or write
nade her heme with her daughter.
STORE and equipment to let. Westeral well known artists from Camden.
f(jr circulars. STOVERS CASH GRAIN
A fine young son has arrived at toga, in Lancaster county. Pennsyl
Hrs. C'.ara Grey, who has faithfully
STORES DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER end Market. Thomaston. $15 month,
Rockland and Thomaston. Mrs. John the home of Mr. and Mrs Harold vania. It was a huge affair, heav
>een at the bed side, and who cared
grocery store location for 50 years. V.
FEED MFG CO on track at 86 Park St
E. Walker received the company at Moore. Mrs. Sadie Cunningham is ily built, with the wagon bed high
Can Nol Imitate Kits
Rockland Tel 1200_______________ 22-24 F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1080
most tenderly for her mother to tht
14-tf
her home and served refreshments caring for the mother and child.
There is one noise the movie In
end. She had always led a true
Values This week —‘ More For Less"
er
at
each
end
than
in
tbe
middle.
APARTMENT to let In Blcknen Block.
■l ••••".ed by Mrs. P B Frar.'xlin whc
The Ladies' Aid meets Wednesday
20'; Dairy Feed. $1.08. More For Less"
Jhrlstian
life
ar.d
wa?
a
m."m.bcr
ol
Key*
mxde
lo
order.
Krys
maae
dustry
lias
not
been
able
to
fake.
Etg Mash. $1.38: "More For Less" Chick MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln 8t. Tel 264.
poured.
afternoon with Mrs Josephine Bes- It was constructed in this concave
the Baptut Church. Fune.ai ri
lo fit locks «hen orlfinal key* arr
1-tf
is kissing.
Starter. $1 50; Occident Flour. 89c. Pills
Mr. and Mrs. Ramos Feehan of sey. Should that day prove stormy shape in order that the contents That
ces were hcld last Wednesday from
bury’s Best Flour. 67c; Stover's Pride.
lost. Ilousr, Officr or Car. Codr
In
the
sound
libraries
maintained
.parttne
might
not
spill
out
when
going
up
the
meeting
will
be
lield
the
follow

Best
All
Around
Flour.
65c;
Best
Grade
Whitefield. N. H.. are expected to ar
(rooks provide keys for all lock*
Applv at CAMDEN 6c ROCKb.v the studios are thousands of feet aer late residence, 12 State street
of Pastry Flour. 43c: Domfho Fine rooms
and down hill. It was topped b.v
rive here Thursday for a short visit ing Friday afternoon.
TER CO. Tel. 634
14-tf
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
without
bother.
Scissors and
Granulated Sugar, packed in new. sani LAND WATl
of
film
covering
hundreds
of
such
a
dull
white
cloth
covering
which
Ramos has planned to take a summer
ficiating.
tary. white towel bags, 100 lbs $415:
Knives Sharpened.
varied
notes
as
a
train
whistling,
a
25
lb.
bags.
$1.08:
10
lbs.
43c.
A
new
low
course at Washington University, for
liad a similar curve. Tlie underSleep on dear mother.
SEARSMONT
Proiupr Service, Krasonable Price*
price on fancy best grade of corn. 77c
SUSIE P. MOSHER
pig grunting, and the blue bird sing
his master's degree.
And take thy rest;
per bag Pure bran. 92c Middlings. 90t
Mrs. Irva Howard who has been body was generally painted blue,
God
called
thee
home.
ing his native song. Bui kisses,
The junior choir of the Baptist critically ill at Waldo County Hospi with upper works of bright red. The
These
More
For
Less"
values
this
week
Hc thought It best
PSYCHIC
offer you double value, as wheat fecd->
Church will present a three-act play tal fcr several weeks after giving wagons were customarily drawn by
strangely, are missing.
have advanced $2.50 per ton A word to
“The Country Cousin.'' at the vestry birth to a son. is said to be now slow six horses. The wheels had Iron
40H MAIN SI
ROCKlaAaND
When kiss effects are required,
PRIVATE ADVICE DAILY
•CltNTIFlC
the wise Is sufficient. STOVER'S CASH
GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS for
Saturday evening at 7.45. Admis'.'on ly improving.
relrphoue 791
the principals must actually per
tires of four to six inches in width.
Readings $1.03
STOVER FEED MFO CO on track at 86
fire, but a collection will be taken,
form. Sound engineers have learned
Grippe colds are prevalent over The traces hy which the wagon was
. Park St.. Rockland Tel 1200
22-24
the piccecds to be used to purchase this town but no very serious cases
from experience tliat one man's os
pulled were heavy, short, thick,
music for the junior choir.
have as yet been noted.
culation is another man's comedy.
linked iron chains.
Ralph Harrington of Bangor. Mr
Tlie Ladies' Aid will meet with Mrs
Kissing in serious dramas Is mostly
and Mrs. Ora Roney of Woodford? Charles Day Wednesday afternoon.
silent, anyway, if it is to be effec
and Mr. and Mrs Robert Adams of
• • • •
When Kingfi.her Hunger.
tive. and the gentlest smack must
Sargentville were in town Saturday tc
HOLD* US 1MI ABC
be actually delivered under tlie mi
Tliat expert bird fisherman, the
Mrs. Vena M. Cobb
attend the funeral of Mrs. Hollie H
WE NEED SOME CASH, JANE, TO
crophone
as
well
as
before
tlie
cam
kingfisher,
is
said
to
suffer
much
Harrington.
WELL, MARY, YOU HAVE THAT
Friends in this place were sad
For Those Tender Feet
MEET BILLS INSURANCE PREMIUM
A large company is expected at the dened to learn of the death cf Mrs. from hunger during rough weather.
era to be convincing.
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
AND I DON'T KNOW WHERE IT'S
They have tried to duplicate thnt
quarterly meeting to be held tomor- j Vena M. Cobb. 30. wife of Maurice E
It is the habit of this bird to hover
They
hug the arch like a
UP
IN THE ATTIC YOU NO
row at the Baptist Church. Thc Ct bb. which occurred at a hospital 10 to 33 feet above tlie surface of
noise In tlie sound libraries, l.ut It
COMING FROM .
glove
LONGER NEED AND
Y.PS.C E. will bc in charge in the in Portland Feb. 7 after a serious op tlie wafer poised on quickly beating just cannot be done.
evening.
eration. It wts thought she was get wings until a fish is sighted. Then
ting along well, but acute Bright's tlie kingfisher, with partly closed
Links American Nations
The dca'h in Cambridge. Mas . ol ' disease set in and it was only four wings, drops head foremost into the
Dr. A. E Winship. noted educator, rc- days when death cam",
The Pan-American union is the
water aud rarely fails to catch his
calls that be delivered an address at | Mr. and Mrs. Cobb had teen marofficial international organization of
fish in Ids bill. However, unless
the graduation of the class of 1899 tied ten years, thc anniversary occurnil the republics of tlie western
Thomaston High School. It was a'ling while she was in the hospital the water is comparatively clear,
hemisphere, founded and main
the
bird
is
unable
to
sight
a
pros

masterful address, the subject of Mrs. Ccbb was quiet, home loving ar.d
tained by them for the purpose of
which and points made, are still re-1 respected by everyone who knew her pective meal In the water.
exchanging mutual information and
membered.
Beth Mr. and Mrs. Cobb were bom in
fostering commerce. Intercourse,
A card party wiil be held at the this town and after their marriage
Hibernating Insects
friendship and peace. It is sup
T.HK assembly hall Feb 27 at 7.45 uer.t to Lewiston to reside, going
ported through their Joint contribu
Although a large percentage of
p. m.. for thc benefit of the Thom- thence to Portland where they have
tions, each nation annually paying
aston Nurse Association. Mrs. C. K lived eight vears. a happy and devot- our mollis ami butterflies winter as
Dcckcr, a certified teacher of the ttj me, £he leaves two sons Wilfred chrysalids, and most of the rest of
tliat part of tlie budget of expenses
AAA to EEE
Culbertson system will be present and .;Ed five, and Lawrence, four years them as caterpillars or in tlie egg
which Its population bears to the
explain informally the principles of, old. besides her husband and parents stage, there are a few exce.ptions
total population nf all tlie republics.
contract bridge, ar.d to help those tn<> brother Rovce Miller cf Newton, tliat hibernate as full-grown adults.
Its general control is vested in n
All Rubber Overshoes in
AND MAKE A LIST OP ALL
who would like assistance. Tables Mass and two staters Mrs. Irva How- The mourning cloak butterfly Is a
governing bonrd made up of the dip
will also be set up for those who wish ard of Belfast and Miss Ruth Miller notable example of this. Occasion
THOSE THINGS YOU NO
lomatic representatives in Wash
Black
and
Brown
to play cribbagc or anagrams. Tick- cf skewhegan. The body was brougnt
LONGER USE AND SELL
All Heel*
ets 35 cents.
here and services held at the heme ally they are seen in late Novem ington of all the Latin-American
governments nnd the secretary of
Mayflower Temple. Pythian Sis- cj -ner parents Mr and Mrs. Fred ber and again in February, having
Women's and Children’s
THEM WITH A WANT-AD.]
state of the United States.
ters. held its installation Friday eve- Miitcr rcv Clifford Peaslee of Bel- been lured from their hiding plnees
nlng in K. of P. hall. Thc ceremonies ja, t officiating. Interment was in in woodpiles or similar places of
were private. Mrs. Carrie Wallace.
Grove cemetery. The floral shelter by unusually warm weather
Water Coy of tbe Desert
district deputy grand chief, was the tributes were many and beautiful, for tlie time of year.—Detroit News.
The little towns located along the
installing officer. She was assis.ed \juch sympathy Ls extended to the
desert routes of northern Africa for
by Mrs. Dora Maxey as grand sentor bereaved husband and to the i ntire
and Mrs. Edith Wyllie of Warren as family
Eat 'Em
merly depended npon the camels to
grand manager. The officers are: ( ■■ “ ' ■
----carry water to them. The animals
Shirley Jean went visiting next
Kathleen Studley. past chief; Sadir many voyages to sea with her hus- door recently.
SHOE STORE
were loaded with goat skins filled
The lady of the
Pryor, most excellent chief; Ada band, forming many acquaintances
436 MAIN BT
ROCKLAND
Chadwick, excellent 9cnior; Mildred In the ports visited. Some years after bouse had a number of writing tab with water and the quantity carried
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
was quite limited on account of the
Closson, excellent junior; Ora Wood- the World War Capt Harrington re lets. Thinking to pleasp the child
character of the burden. Automo
cock. manager; Grace Andrews, mis- tired from the sea The past year or by giving ber something to take
bile tanks with a capacity of nearly
tress of records and correspondence; more Mrs. Harrington had been con- home, she said: "Shirley, wliat kind
20 tons now carry water over the
Cora Knights, mistress of finance; Ada fined at home by the illness in the of tablets do you write your letters
Beattie, protector; Maude Jordan, family. Her death came suddenly, on
sands to these settlements. The na
guard; Blanche Wilson, pianist. Ma- She was a very helpful neighbor, contives have never been given to any
Shirley wns puzzled, but replied:
rie Jordan and Marjorie Woodcock slant in her support of her lodge, an "My grarxifntlier is a doctor and he
great use of water, but now they
acted as flower girls. A social hour attendant and supporter of the Con- sends us white ones. But we don't
are enabled tn make use of it a
followed thc exercises, and refresh- gicgational Church, now Federated, write on them, wc eat them.”
trifle more generously.
ments were served in the banquet hal! She is survived by her husband, one
by Mrs. Addie Jones, Mrs. Maude brother. William Hastings of ThomGrafton. Mrs. Susie Nrwbcrt and aston, and several nephews and''
Ink Proved Age ef Will
The “Tyler Grippe”
Mrs. Laura Beattie.
J nieces.
The age of ink on two willy, both
When John Tyler waa President
dated the same, won for Miss Vic
a tnan from Boston called at the
Mrs. Ilnllie II. Harrington
NORTH HAVEN
toria Nowell tlie $30,000 estate of
White House nnd (hook hands with
ct
Funeral services for Mrs. Jennie!
—---her sister. Miss Harriet Nowell, un
tlie
Chief
Executive.
A
few
hours
E. i Hastings' Harrington were held
Bowes & Crozier, undertakers of
der a Superior court ruling at Oak
at her late home on East Main street Rockland, liave recently opened a later the Huh man contracted Influ
land, Calif. When a prominent
Saturday afternoon Rev. H. F. Leach biacch at North Haven
Th" firm enza. He told his friends tliat ap
graphologist nnd criminologist tes
parently lie had caught cold from
&eth^r:£ wS ^cCS. « the
tified thnt tlie shorter of two wills,
slinking linnds witii tlie President.
CJ It may be a small run or
leaving everything to Miss Nowell,
Walter Hastings. Walter Stackpole services of Herman Crockett as assist After tliat influenza wa* commonly
a half a million impressions
was written at a later date than
ant! Aaron Clark. There was a very ant and general manager. Mr. Crock- called the Tyler grippe, the name
one dividing tlie estate wilh charity
large attendance, including about 40 ett Is a life long resident of North being suggested b.v a pun on the
. . . leaflets, folders, broch
S^SS’IS.'S!:
“■>“ word “grip." Tlie terra, once com the judge ruled in favor of the dead
ures.
catalogues, blotters,
woman's sister.
mon, is now seldom heard.
ter member. The tributes of flowers tn? people of the Island and has han
letterheads, handbills or
were of unusual richness of bloom.
some years of valuable experience
■
what have you ? . . . What
Mrs. Harrington was the daughter along that line of work. Mrs. Crock
of Ansel and Lucy (Andrews) Hast ett will be Uoc-ociatcd with Mr. CrockJIG SAW PUZZLES
ever thc job
ings of Warren, and was born in
For Sale or To Let or Cut To Youi
clt
a:
lady
attendant
and
her
.servWarren. Aug. 10. 1871 The family
—Wc Do It Right!
Order. Konlal 25c per week. Also
came to Thomaston in 1877, where ires arc available wlxii requested Supplies for Puzzle Makers, Pljrwnod.
Teacher of Piano
they have since resided Jan 4. 1892. All cases entrusted to their care will Special Glue, Boxes, Etc.
22 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
she was married to Hollie H Harring have the per'onal attendance nf a
II. !,. MASON, Thomaston, Maine
TEI.. MM*
ton of Thomaston, in the earlier
124‘lt
Telephone lot
10t(
21-23
vears of their married hie .tlie made laiKiscd embiUiiier. adv.
Advertisement* In this column not to
cxccfd thre« "nes Inserted once for 25
cents, three times tor 50 cents. Addltional lines flve cents each tor one time.
io cents for three times. Six words

EGGS AND CHICKS;
A

,

FOR SALE

•

MISCELLANEOUS

:

to let

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

$4.40

A WEEK LATER

98c

R. E. NUTT

Courier-Gazette Want-Ads are for many
people the answer to the need for ready
cash. An insertion in our Want-Ad
lumns is inexpensive and produces re
sults . . . regular reading of the WantAds takes but a few minutes and is often
extremely profitable. Try it out.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Mabel H. Holbrook

The Courier - Gazette

WANT-ADS

:

Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
Inn departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information o
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
Notes sent hv mall or telephone will bi
gladly received.
TRLEPHONE ................................. 770 or 7W

Cardi have been received in this
city announcing the marriage ot
Mclly Harriet, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Kramer, and Herman
Rccenblocm, a World War veteran
who was formerly a well known resi
dent of this city. The weddinf tool:
place in Detroit, Mich.. Jan. 17. Mr
Ecsenblcom and bride will be "a'
heme" after Feb. 15 at 3254 Hazel
wood avenue, Detroit. And thithe:
will go thc best wishes of the bride
groom's host of Rcekiand friends.

Page Sevefl
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Betty Lou, little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Robinson is at
<dcx Hospital recovering from a
mastoid operation which was neces
sitated after an illness of pneumonia,
she will return home within a few
lays.

The annual open meeting of 'he JI
Methebesec Club takes place Friday
afternoon at the Universalist vestry,
each member privileged to Invite one
gue.t. Mrs. Edith Camdron cf Ur.'.cn,
wife of an army officer, will be the i
rpeaker, her talk to be illustrated by ,
lantern slides. A short musical pro
gram will include a piano duo by Miss
Margaret Stahl and Miss Edna Greg
ory and veeal rolos by Mis. E th er
Perry Howard. There will be a social
hour and refreshments.
_____
||
Mr. and Mrs. Myron E. Mank and ,
daughter Lucille spent Sunday with I
Mrs. Albion Wotton in Friendship.

RUBINSTEIN CLUB

St. Valentine's Day and Two
Famous Birthdays Were
Observed Friday

PEKING MAN HELD
THE MOST ANCIENT
Must Have Lived Thousands
of Years Ago.

The meeting of the Rubinstein
Club Friday was significant of Val

entine's Dav and thc birthdays cf
Abraham Lincoln and George Wash
ington. Dccotations featured a profu ion of American flags, also a huge
heart-shaped Valentine box effec
tively nlaccd on thc piano. Mrs.
Orace Crie, as program chairman,
wa' gowned in a handsome Colonial
cc :ume and her audience could
vluaize Martha Washington in all
her famed graciousness as playing
hostess.
Prefacing the formal program
Mrs. Hazel Burr Atwood gave a brie!
report of the death of Bertha Cush
ing Child, well-known teacher and
vocalist, which occurred in Paris last
week. Mrs. Atwood was privileged
to study for two years with Mrs
Child and gave an interesting and
intimate account. She told of Mrs
Child's studio decorated in Bo
hemian style, of her manner, of her
talented family, etc. Another local
young woman was also a student
with Mrs. Child for several months—
Mrs. Leona i Whitney> Starrett ol
Thomaston. Mrs. Child, who was
[soloist at Kings Chapel and one ol
Call it psychology or what [ the Jewish Synagogues in Boston I
you will, a new hat NOW, was heard in concert in Rockland j
many years ago.
The program:
in a keen alert style, will

Washington.—The ainanlhropiis.or
Peking man, whose bones were
found near Peking, Chinn, Is Ihe
most primitive member of the hu
man family of which skeleton re
mains hnve heen found.
This wns attested by Dr. G. El
liott Smith, noted English anthrop
ologist, in the annual report of the
Smithsonian institution. He said:
"While geological evidence shows
thut Sinanthropus must hnve lived
many hundred thousands of years
ago, In the early Pleistocene or Ice
uge. anatomical study of the re
mains shows this crenture to have
been probably closer to the main
line of descent of modern man
than any whose remains have been
found."
Chemically, mnn may he a perpet
uation of various singes of the
primeval ocean In which life hail
its beginning, according to H. S.
llalcro Wnrdhiw. well-known Aus
tralian biologist, In his thesis In
the annual report.
Life, thinks Doctor Wardlnw, has
carried essentlnl environment with
It througli the millions of years
since the first single-celled form ap
peared.
Numerous other papers on out
standing recent scientific develop
ments are contained in the annunl
report, by Dr. Charles G. Abbot,
noted astrophysicist and secretary
of thc Smithsonian; Dr. llenry Nor
ris ltussel of Princeton university;
Dr. Robert A. Millikan, world fa
mous American astronomer and
physicist; and Sir Janies Jpans,
British astrophysicist.

Mr-. Fred J. Overlcck is spending
Browne Club meets Friday evening
the week in Malden, guest of her sis  at the home of Miss Edith Bicknell,
ters, the Misses Hortens? and Edith Kncx street.
Wilson.
Mrs. Myron E. Mank and Mrs. Ed
Mrs. H. Adelma Higgins who has ward Post gave a valentine party
been very ill with grippe for several Friday evening at Mrs. Mank's home
weeks has recovered sufficiently to on Court street, honoring Mrs. Mairide cut occasionally.
guerlte Harris. The time was spent
in sewing. Other guests were Mrs
William Richardson who has betn Carl Stevens, Mrs. Virginia Drink
confined to his home on Spruce water and Mis. Ross McKinney.
treet with rheumatism thc past week
Mrs Mary Brown of North Haven was able to resume work yesterday
Mrs. C. A. Packard of Pleasant
is at the Stanley House while visit
street was hostess to thc Corner Club
ing relatives and friends in Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford O. Perry are Friday afternoon for bridge.
in St. Petersburg. Fla., for two
land and vicinity.
months’ stay.
Mrs. Edward Gotha entertained the
The Chapin Class meeting will bc
T.H.E. Club last evening at bridge.
Mrs.
Willard
Fales
entertained
the
omitted this week.
Larkin Club at her home on Warren
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G A.P...
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L. and street Saturday evening ln the form
Auxiliary arc invited to a party and of a "children's party." The mem will liave a card party tomorrow aft
dance ln Camden tonight, given by bers are said to have looked very cute ernoon at Grand Army hall, with Mrs
Arey-Heal Post and Auxiliary. The Oames were plaved, with prizes gein? Amelia Carter as hoste ex. Circle
supper, with Mrs Priscilla Smith ir.
hour is 7.30.
to Mrs. Felicia Dodge, Mrs. Rene. charge, will be followed by the usual
Piano duo—Vahc from "Nutcracker
Fales of East Friendship. Mrs. Belle evening business session. O.'ficeis
make you feel spruce and
Suite"
Tschalkowsky1
Mis- Irene Young. Miss Edna Gregory I
The weekly card party of thr j Frcst and Mrs. Olive Fales of South
wear
white.
SopranoDamon
Stangr
vigorous.
Seems
as
though
BPW Club takes place Thursday eve ' Warren. Lunch was served frcm a
Miss Adelaide E. Cross ..........
ning at the Country Club, with Mrs. i table which was very attractive in red
Plano
—
Canzonetta
Cesar
Cul
Mrs Harold Marshall Is ill at her you take a depressing feel
Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden
June Kalloch and Mrs. Julia Shat I end white. Other members present
home
on
Ocean
street.
Soprano
-Benediction
Clara
Edwards
tuck in charge.
( were Mrs. Marjorie Cummings. Mrs
ing off your mind when
Dawn Awakes
Robert Bralne
Clara Kelsey. Mrs. Doris Jordan. Mrs
Mrs Katherine Veazie
Mrs.
Parker
Worrey
was
hostess
to
Musical readings — Grandma's Valentine
Mrs. Charles Beverage of North Clara Curtis and Mrs. Beth Seavey
you
take
thc
old
h?t
off
the Thimble Club last evening at her
Phyllis Fergus
Haven is the guest of her sister. Mrs.
Family Traits
Pease
home on Chestnut street.
your head.
Emma Thurston at The Highlands.
Mrs. Blanche Morton
Mi's Ruth Scarlott of the Kent's
'Mrs Helen Wentworth at piano,
Hill Seminary faculty Is spending a
Miiiam Sewing Circle met Fri
Plano Magdalena
Wmm
Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland few days with Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scar
Miss Clemicc Blackington
For $2.00, $3.50 or $5.00 Contralto
day afterncon with Mrs. Austin
will bc guest of the Speech Readers' lott, Limerock street.
—Thc Americans Comc
Smith. Hot rolls and fruit salad
Fay Foster
Club Thursday afternoon at Its meet
you can get the latest shape
Mrs. Agnes Wltham
were served.
ing at 2.30. and will conduct the lesDr. and Mrs. William EUingwced
Violin Romanza
Vleuxtemps National Defense Bill
con. The club will extend greeting to and sons Richard and Herbert mo
and shade.
Mrs. Esther Morse
Miss Frances Chatto is thc guest
Contralto—Life and Death .......................
Miss Hannegan by full attendance. tored to Waterville Sunday, accom
Cut Under 600 Millions
Colerldgc-Taylor,
cf
her
cousin.
Miss
Marian
Cum

Others interested in meeting Miss panied by their other son William,
Washington.—The cost of the
After
.................
Clough-Lelghter
Hannegan will be welcome. She is who was returning to Colby after a mings, in Boston, for the week.
Mrs Nettle Bird Frost
American national defense estab
> Reading — Pelang ...
recognized as a leader in the promo ' short sojourn at home.
Chas Henry Drummond lishment will run below $600,666.Hervey Allen Jr. had as weekend
tion of lipreading in the State. She
Mrs Morton
000 during the 1934 fiscal year If
is teacher in the Portland schools, an I H. P. Blodgett and L. E Jones at- guest Llewellyn McGouldrick of Port- !
Duet—Will You Remember from "Blos
ROCKLAND, ME.
som Time"
Romberg estimates now being prepared by
instructor in the teachers- course and ' tended a meeting of division mara- I lend.
Dance—The Minuet
the bureau of the budget are en
also in the summer course open to I g"rs of the Central Maine Pcwer
Miss Ctoss. Mrs Wentworth
acted into law fit the short session
The popular Masonic assemblies in
teachers for training for lip reading Company in Augusta Friday. They
(In costume)
of congress. Inquiry disclosed thnt
in the public schools. It is hoped that were accompanied by Mrs. Blodgett Camden continue to attract enthusi
Accompanies were Mrs. F3ith
astic crowds. The committee for
the navy budget for 1931 has been
the Rockland schools may Introduce and Mrs. Murray Whalen.
Berry,
Mrs.
Nettle
Averill.
Miss
Delia
Thursday night of this week is com
reduced to slightly above $300,000,such a course in its curriculum at
Morse
and
Mts.
Hayden.
posed of Mr and Mrs. Harold Allen
some future time, and it may be that
Miss Cross' number, designed for 000, while that of the army will be
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ernest Kcywcod of Camden. Mr and Mrs. Harold COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
some of the local teachers will be were in Portland over the weekend.
Valentine's Day. was most charming considerably below $300,000,000.
1 Coombs and Mr and Mrs Harold B
With the mid-year examinations The folding dcors were opened, dis
especially Interested in attending
According to a recent report of
Burgess
of
Rockland.
Thursday's meeting, and acquaint
safely behind them, the students ci c ing the young singer, gowned' Ihe United States Chamber of Com
Mrs. Merrill A. Hay (Evelyn M:themselves with the course as outlined Eeugalli of Portland arrived ycstcrMiss Leola Nichols, who has spent have been enjoying the various in blue net ever silk, poed in a lirgr merce American national defense
by Miss Hannegan.
1 day to be the guest cf Mr. and Mrs. the past month with her sister. Mrs. activities which supplement their I va .’r.'ine ingeniously mad? -cf red 1 *expenditures for the 1931 flscnlyear
white paper with dainty decora were $695,000,000. During the cur
John H. McLoon for a few days
Almon Young. Purchase street, has studies. In thc lecture course. Dr. and
Mrs. Austin M. Moody and Mrs.
tions. Thc number given by ML's rent fiscal year appropriations for
returned
to
Vinalhaven.
Wallace E. Spear left Saturday for
Tcyhl Hrieh, Chinese diplomat, Cross and Mrs. Wentworth at the
Mrs. Marie Patterson, department
national defense, counting new
Boston, whence they sailed to New- ticasurer of the Auxiliary of Sons
brought first hand information from end of the program was also much shore stations, military posts, and
The
Woman's
Association
of
thc
I
York. Saturday they left by boat of Union Veterans, and her brother,
enjoyed.
Miss
Cross
was
garbed
as
for Miami, Fla., expecting to arrive Manley Patterson, post department First Baptist Chureh meets Thurs the battleground of Manchuria. The a dapper Colonial lad. Mrs. Wen'- new warship construction, amount
eor cert series included a brilliant worth also representing a lass of that ed to $644,000,000. On the basis of
today. They will bc gone about six (commander, of Hallowell were In the day at 2.30.
recital
by the Compinsky trio. Rus ’ pi rlod. Their minuet was done confidential figures not yet released
weeks.
city Sunday to attend the patriotic
Nelson Rokes is home from Hebron
for publication the appropriations
sian concert artists. The vocational ariistically.
j service at Park Theatre.
Academy for a few days.
Miss Morse and Miss Blackington. to he asked for national defense in
Lady Knox Chapter. D A R.. holds a
guidance conferences included dlscard party tomorrow afternoon at
Mr-. H. V. Tweedie is ill at her
Mr. and Mrs. George Livingstone cus'ions on industry, led by Edwin two new club members, were heard 1984 will amount to around $580,2.30 at the Copper Kettle. Mrs. I heme on North Main street.
of Providence are guests ot Mr. and M. Hamlin of Milo, on law, with with much interest, each delighting 1X10,000.
Katherine St. Clair, Mrs Maude
I'or the most part thc reduedons
Mrs. George Palmer. Pleasant street Judge James H. Hudon of Guiifrrd. with her talented pla..: /
Mr5. Wentwoith announced Miss will lie effected through cutting cer
Blodgett and Mrs. Mary Southard arc
Tlie Diligent Dames will have )
and cn religious and social service bv
Alice
Erskine.
Mrs.
Grace
Crie
and
in charge.
' c'clcek luncheon Friday at tlie homc
Mrs. Joseph Rcbinson and Miss President E. C. Herrick of Andovertain classes of pay, curtailment of
cf Mrs H Ernest Keywood, with Mrs Bertha Orbeton. 103 Rankin street Newton Theological School. In ad Mrs. Muriel Crie as the decorating new construction activities, and s
committee
for
the
meeting
of
March
The fifth card party in the series Keywood and Mrs. A. C. Jones as will entertain the W.C.T.U.. Friday dition. various clubs, societies, and
3. which will bc in the evening, with general tightening npon expendi
given under the auspices of St. Ber ‘ hceteri.t.
at 2.30. Miss Alena Young leader, athletic teams are in full swing.
• • • •
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping presenting tures. A few shore activities and
nard’s parish will take place tomor
1 subject. Anti-Narcotics. Mrs. Rob
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes and sons inson will sing.
Eino Hill '33, of Long Cove, was thc portions of "Of Thee I Sing." the nrm.v posts will be closed, but very
row evening at The Thorndike grill,
speaker at the meeting of the Mathe Pulitzer prize of 1£31. asatire on gov little saving is anticipates) through
with the members of the Bible History- Dcnald ar.d Moi ton go to Swampernment affairs in Washington this avenue of economy. A cut of
'Edmund P. Walker of Portland matics Club, Friday evening.
Class in charge. Play will begin at 8. (seott. Mass., tomorrow for thc re
• * • •
Mrs. Copping will be assisted by a 1,700 marines will save a million
mainder of the week.
was a weekend visitor in the city.
President Johnson has announced group of club members in present tnd a half for the navy.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gray has returned
that Hon. Bainbridge Colby, former ing piano and vocal numbers. This
HILDRETH-PENNELL
Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell who has
from a visit in Nobleboro.
Secretary of State under Wilson, has will be a guest evening, each member
been ill for several weeks is slowly
The wedding of Miss Frances Pen accepted an invitation to speak at privileged to invite one guest. Mrs 106-Year-Old Ohio Mill
Robert Dunton and Oram Lawry, convalescing.
Copping announces that rehearsals
nell. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charie' the commencement exercises next will be omitted this week, owing to
Is Still in Operation
Jr., were home from Bowdoin for the
Circle supper at the Congregational Albert Pennell of Portland, to George June.
weekend, the object of their visit to vestry
• • • •
the school vacation, but that there
Chardon, Ohio.—A century is a
tomorrow
at
6.15
will
be
ir.
take ln thc Kippy Karnival ball.
Colby has a new national fra will be two next week—one on Mon long lime, hut to a little cider mill
charge of the men. with G. A. Law Clifford Hildreth of Chicago, wdl
rence as chairman. Thc Country solemnized Saturday evening in Win- 1 ternity on thc campus. Iast week, a day. Frb. 27. and thr other on Thurs nn the hanks of the Chagrin river.
Annette Northgraves charmingly Club Orchestra, James O'Hara, di netka. Ill. Thc bride wore a gown ot local society. Gamma Phi Epsilon, day, March 2.
In northern Ohio, ll means nothing.
entertained Friday evening at her ‘ rector. will dispense popular music
was installed as a chapter cf Tau
Ever since 1828 Ihe oldest cider
ecru
lace
with
trimmings
of
brown
A THOMASTON MUSICALE
homc on Chestnut street, the oc- J during thc supper hour and another
Delta Phi.
mill In Ohio has heen making cider
• • • •
casion celebrating her birthday. Her j entertainment feature is planned, to velvet, and carried an arm bouquet ol
and grape Juice and turning out
guests, who went in costume were j be a surprise.
yellow roses. Following the ceremony
Thc offer of free tuition lo unem Which It Followed Hv a Delightful corn grist. Ils huge 16-foot under
Muriel McPhec
Betty McAlary. 1
Gathering
at
Mrs.
.1.
E.
Walker's
ployed
Colby
graduates,
which
was
a buffet lunch was served.
shot water wheel has been In place
Maizie Joy, Jane Welch. Jure Cook. I Mis. Anne Stickney of Belmont,
by the college authorities a few
After March I Mr. and Mrs. Hil- made
Dorctliv Munro. Elizabeth TUI. Ruth ' Mass., is the guest of Dr. and Mrs
A charming musicale was given in for over seventy years and repairs
weeks
ago.
has
resulted
in
some
25
[ dreth will be at home at 444 Elmwood former students returning to study at thc parish rooms of Et. John Bap have been few.
Pike. Kenneth Morgan, Willis Anavenue. Evanston, lit. The bride, who the college. The majority come lrom tist Church, Thomaston. Friday
Its present owner, Levi Cunning
('erson A. Charles Dorgan. Billy William Ellingwood
attended Pinor Manor at Wellesley. within commuting distance but evening, the participants being Miss ham, speaks only in praise of "the
Cross, Leighton White, Stirling
Mrs.
John
H.
McLoon
entertained
’ Mass., was a popular member of the j others have comc from other parts Alcada Hall. Misses Phvilis Brlasco cider mill. "They say this old mill,"
Morse. Richard Marsh and Richard
Ellingwood. Richard Marsh carried at luncheon and contract yesterday I younger set in Portland. Mr. Hil- ! of the state. Thetr classes go back and Hazel Harrison, of Thoma ton; he says, "mnkes better cider than
afternoon,
in
honor
of
her
sister.
Mrs.
dreth is the son of Mr and Mrs. to 1927.
off honors for the best costume, de
Mrs. Katherine Veazie and Mrs grape juice. But It makes them
fying all gues'es as to his identity by Merrill A. Hay of Portland. There George Hildreth of Manchester-byGladys Morgan, of Rockland; MLss both good."
were
three
tab'.rs,
the
guests
being
the-Sea. Mass., and Is connected with
thc garb of a "dainty maiden " Doro
The chief certainty ab"ut thc new Ruth C. Damerv and Mrs. Ethel
The mill was built by William
thy Munro won the prize for lhe pret ■ numbers of the Monday Contract the firm of Carson. Perle & Scott, ol iartn-relicf bill Ls that it will relieve Lee Hayden, of Camdm This pro
tiest girl's costume. Refreshments Club and Misses Gertrude Smith and Chicago. Hc is a graduate of Boston America's consumers cf about oil" gram was orcsented before an in Mitchell, who sold It to Allen Malt
University.
by in 1835. Since then It has re
included two festive birthday cakes. Agnes Flanagan.
billion dollars.—Norfolk Virginian- terested aud.cnce:
The bride has been a frequent Pilot.
Games of various kinds rounded ou‘,
Plano—La Media Nochc
Stoessel mained in the Maltby family with
Mis: Anne McLaughlin, on a vaca- visitor in the home of Mr. and Mrs
a happy evening, and Annette was
The Sea ............................ Palmgren out a tireak.
Miss Hall
1 tion from thc Senter Crane store. Is John Haines McLoon of this city, and
prcncunccd a perfect hostess.
Contralto-Twilight
Katherine Olcn
visiting relatives in Portland.
has many friends herc.
In Sheer Rayon Crepe
Overtones............. Oscar Rasbach
Lullaby
ot
the
Chimes
Worrell Canada Plans to Keep
Mr and Mrs. Robert Adams ol
Mrs. Morgan
Miss Martha Burkett was hostess
IIER EIGHTY-EIGHTH
Sargentville have been in Thomaston
Violin
and
piano
—
Nachtstuck
Its Large Paper Money
and vicinity, called by the death ot to the Moonlight Auctioneers Thurs
Schumann
Ottawa, Ont.—Canada’s dollar
day
evening
at
her
home
on
Broad
Louise
L.
Walker
Notes
In
Rhvme
Perpetuo
Mobile
Levey
Mrs. Adams' aunt. Mrs. Jennie Har
Miss Damery. Mrs. Hayden
hills will retain their present size
street, with honors falling to Miss
Another Milestone Of Her Life
rington.
Soprano- Benediction
Clara Edwards ftnr nn Indefinite period, according
Lenore Benner. Miss Esther Ahlberg
Dawn Awakes
Robert Bralne
and Mias Bcda Gray. Luncheon was
Louise Lcolyn Walker, who is now
Mrs. Veazie
to Intimations from the department
Representative L. A. Walker in served from a tabic festive In valen living with her relatives in Pasadena,
Contralto In the Luxemburg Gardens
of finance. Reports have heen cir
Kathleen
Manning
Augusta this week will be accom tine decorations.
Calif., pas'ed her 88th birthday hap
Were You There (Spiritual!
culated recently thnt Canada would
panied by Mrs. Walker and daughter
pily Dec. 28 The attention she re
arr. It T. Burleigh follow the example of the United
Elizabeth.
Mrs. Morgan
Miss Jennie Guptill had as week ceived on that important occasion
Violin duo - Londonderry Air
Old Irish States hy Issuing bills of a similar
end guest Mrs. S. D. Jewell of Win amounted to an ovation, for she re
Oolden Dawn
Cobb size. Such a proposal was under
A birthday banquet will bc served terport.
ceived scores of letters, cards and
Miss Belasco. Miss Harrison
consideration, but when it was
Vocal duets—On Wings of Song
at thc Methodist vestry tomorrow at
gifts from relatives, friends and old
Mendelssohn found that some banks liad offered
6, with tables depicting thc months
Alfred, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred pupils, located in various corners of
A Flight of Clouds
.....................
of the year. Chicken pie will be or. P Chapman, entertained several of the United States. It has teen her
Tuscan Folk Song a new issue of large bills the proj
Mrs. Veazie. Mrs Morgan
the menu. Mrs. Minnie Rogers as his young friends Saturday afternoon custom for a number of years to
ect was dropped.
Miss Hall accompanied
general chairman will have os assist at hts home on Berkeley streer. write a little poem on each birth
At
the
close
of
thc
program
the
ants Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Lizzie Games of all kinds were played, day, and the custom has remained
a-t Iris were delightfully entertained
History Repeated
Maguire. Mrs. Etta Covel, Mrs. Susie with prizes falling to Richard Clark unbroken while she is on the thresh
by Mr*. J. E. Walker at her beauti
Karl. Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Alvin and Virginia Rackliffe. Tlie refresh old of 90. as will be seen from these
In building a war memorial on
ful
home.
Fruit
punch
and
other
A. Stone. Miss Etta Blackington and ment tabic was gay ln valentine lines which an intimate friend of
refreshments were served. Mrs. P. Montfnucon, In the Argonne, the
Mbs Faith Lurvey. Reservations decorations with favors for each Miss Walker has sent to The Cou
B. Franklin, wile of thc rector ol workers discovered the foundations
may be arranged with Mrs. William guest. Those present were Dorothy rier-Gazette:
St. John Baotirt Church, presiding of nn old castle built In 1076. This
Ellingwood. in charge of thc dining Brewer. Marian Harvie, Shirley Stan
MY KIGHTY-RKiHTII BIRTHDAY
over thc punch bowl.
fortress wns destroyed and recon
Another milestone passing.
loom, who will be assist&t by this ley, Ruth Wheeler, Genevieve Brad
structed In the Eleventh, Thirteenth.
My
Elghty-elghth.
I
see.
committee: January. Mrs. Fanny ley, Dolly Phelps, Richard Clark.
A long Tile for some purpose
A gentleman want" to know what Fifteenth, Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Dow; February. Mrs. Grace Lurvey; James Moulaison. William Gilchrist,
Ood has granted me.
Japan propcr-cs to take from China. centuries. It was also the scene of
March. Mrs. H. H. Marr; April, Mrs William Hopkins, Norman Overiock.
V/c arc postponing an answer pend an American attack on an enemy po
I have tried to follow
Thelma Stanley; May, Mrs. Minerva Eail Cormier and Douglass Mills.
The straight and narrow wav.
ing a careful check on ju t what
Small; June, Mrs. Emma Martin;
sition in 1918.
Knowing He walks with me
China has.—Nashville Banner.
Each bright or troubled day
July, Mrs. Shirley Rollins; August.
Mrs. Lena Stevens; September, Mrs
I count the years Ood-glvcn
New Orleans Pumped Dry
Evelyn Orcutt; Ootobcr. Mrs. Ivy
While waiting for His call.
New Orleans, located in a natural
Simply
loving, trusting.
Chatto; November. Mrs. Lena deHelping, that Is all.
FOR SALE
howl with no outlet for rain water
Rcchemont; December. Miss Minnie
to flow by gravity to the Mississippi,
Smith. During the supper hour a
Parcel Delivery
RUUD
When Beyond. I'm hopeful
lias 16 pumps removing 60,000 cubic
program will be presented under the
Are iork-rarit Fashion!
There'll be work for me.
Instantaneous Automatic
direction of Miss Madlene Rogers
feet of storm water each every min
Service for the Master
C-Ft
ANO
V
A,
a
heavy
sheer
rayon
Whom I long to see
Family Washings
and directly after Mrs. Ellingwood
ute ot the day.
crepe, fashions this smart day
Louise
Lcolyn
Walker.
will have a patriotic program In ob
Called For and Delivered
Pasndena, Calif.. Dec. 28
time frock ln black. The screen
servance of Washington's Birthday.
Regrets
print ln white and colors gives a
Tickets for seating capacity only will
Squccr though, lhat thc persons hand-hlocked effect on the new style
An exchange tells of a widow who
be on sale.
.
I smart enough to make the biggest sleeves and the little hlgh-neck
has had so much trouble with law
[ fortunes are always the ones lo make button front closing are attractive
Size 4. Style F
yers In settling the estate that ahe
I am ready to make out your In
the biggest mistakes in their income- features of the gown. One of the
Tel. 106-R
Practically New
sometimes wishes her husband
come tax report. R. U. Collins, tele
tax returns, and are put to the extra most Interesting high style touches
hadn't died,—Florence (Ala.) Her
Can Be Seen At Thia Office
phone 77, Rockland, 375 Main street.
bother of signing receipts for their ls the waistcoat sash which can bu
ald.
130-tf
12-tf
i efunds.—Macon Telegraph.
buckled medium or high.

You Need a
New Hat

Gregory’s

----

’r.I

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER

WATTS HALL
THOMASTON

FEB. 22

“GRAM”
A New Play of Maine Life
by

Adelyn Bushnell
CAST HEADED BY

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD
Tickets at McDonald’s Drug Store

ALL SEATS 35c
Benefit Thomaston Public Library

.1

MARTINSVILLE
Everyone seems to be recovering
nicely from recent attacks of flu.
Mrs Etta Stimpson is employed by
Mrs. N H. Gardner, who is in ill
health.
(
Jerome Jones is naultng wood for [
William Harris and W. A. Simmons
Mrs. Verrt-a Edwards and daugh
ter Dorothy Helen are visiting rela- ,
Uves in Long Cove.
Miss Oeraletinc Watts was a recent J
guest of Mrs. H. H. Hupper
i William Barter who has been acri- i
| cusly ill at the home of Mrs Ros"
j Hupper in Portland is said lo bc im- j
[ proving.
Hollis Chadwick is hauling wood for I
Leo Hooper.
There will be a masquerade social
at the Grange hali next Friday night. .
Charles Chaples of Clark Island i'
guest of hts uncle Edward Chaples.
Benjamin Pooley is in poor health
Mr. Pooley is 85 years old and has al
ways done all the work on his small [
farm until two days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper were tn
Waterville Sunday, accomoanymg Mi
and Mrs. Earl DavLs of Port Clyde
Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Hooper called
on their brother William Cook at th
Elmwood Hospital.
Spring must bc Just around the cor
ner because Harold Hupper killed a
very much alive, two and one-half
loot brown snake on his front lawi
Sunday morning.
Lec Andrews and Samuel T. I owe I
arc on a business trip to Deer Isle.
Friends are sorry to hear of the ac- [
cident which befell William Cook at
Waterville Wednesday.
He was
working in an ice house harvesting
ice when hc slipped and became en
tangled in an endless ice chain car, rier. suffering a compound fracture
1 of the left arm and severe laceration'
of thc foot. His wife and son hurried
to Waterville the day of the accident
to bc with him.

NILO
Once a year, usually at Christ
mas, Nilo gives (he autoninbil''
owners a Bargain. This year Nilo
wailed until February. Here it is:

WASHING.

75c

GENUINE ALEMITING,

73c

ALL LABOR. PER HOUR.

75c

HEAD LIGHTS FOCUSSED, 75<
BATTERIES CHARGED.

75c

THESE PRICES FOR CASH
FEBRUARY ONLY

NILO’S GARAGE

Reduced Prices!

NORTHEND
SKATING RINK
EVERY EVENING
TUESDAY. THURSDAY ANO
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
luidies 15c. Men 7#r
School Children lOe
Saturday Afternoon No Admission

WED.-THURS.
FROM PENS DIPPED

IN DRAMATIC FIRE!

l/u
ffarumimni Liberty nktnnnc

ALL-STAR STORV

DR J. H. DAMON

Dentist
Now Located
I. O. O. F. HALL, BUILDING •
POSTOFFK'E SQ., ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 1203-W
17-26

WED.-THURS.
Romance Rides the Skies
with this Daring Modern
Daughter as the Pilot!

ACCIIICD
Bq ten world-famous authors
_RUP€RT HUGHES
____ VICKI EAlim

_

zone grcv
Vinfl DCLfTlAR
IRVin 5 CORK

JAMES MURRAY

CCRTRUDC ATHCRTOn
j pitmvoy
_URSULA PARROTT

THELMA TODO

_pown Bonus

EVALYN KNAPP

SOPHIE KCRR

OokmX fcr

A/ Rogtll
A Columbia
Picturo

Dramatizedby BAVARD VCIlltR
WITH

nnnev carroll
CARVGRAnT
JOHR HALLIDAY
(l Qnramount Qicture

TODAY
WILLIAM HAINES
in

NOW PLAYING
JAMES CAONCI
in

"FAST LIFE"

"HARO TO HANDLE

PAR
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Every-Other-Day

ONLY TWO MORE WEEKS
Basketball Championship* May Not Be Settled I ill Last

Games Are Played
While only two more weeks of play secure a lead in the third period,
remain in the Knox and Lincoln Pron\ tkis P°int Treneer and Lord
.
provided the necessary offensive
Basketball League, three teams are pg^,. ,0 put the Megunticookers In
‘taging a merry race for the diadem. iead from which they were never
and the winner will not be definite-' ousted.
ly decided until the last game has'
Camden Ixxiks Strong
been played at Damariscotta March
Judging from the comparative
' 3. Rockland. Camden and Lincoln
Academy form the trio which is victories. Camden has the most dan
gerous pennant contender of the
still in the running for the cham three teams as it has chalked up vic
pionship in the boys' division, while tories over Rockland and Lincoln on
Rockland has practically clinched the latter's floor. Lincoln still has
the pennant in the feminine class, three games left, one each with
Rockland. Camden and Thomaston
although the local lassies still have and only the former game will be
one more conflict with Lincoln on played on its own court. Due to the
Accompanied by the signatures of
fact that Camden's remaining game
their schedule.
more than 25.000 legal voters, two
Alter holding the sunberth posi- with Lincoln Academy will b? played
bills, originated by the Maine Orange
at Camden, the Megunticook outfit
and designed to bring additional rev- tion in thf boys dlvL‘‘on for a wwk- U sitting pretty as its home surface
enue into the State treasury bv tax- tke Lincoln Academy quintet WM'wlll give it a decided advantage and
ing intangible property and the gross knocked off its perch Friday when an addition of
revenue of electric power companies. Coach Dick Richards' Camden High should go a long way when the two
will be introduced in the Senate this outfit, again divrngarttd the odds
attractions are billed
afternoon.
that were against them and buried .
hi
k uh
The intangible property tax would ,he Lincoln club under a 28 to 11
rZt Academy at Camden i
cess of $4000
d. feated the Lincoln damsels by a
The excise tax would be two per 32 t<) 12 count in a game where th
cent of the gross operating revenue ot outcome was never doubtful after
power companies, excluding those (he flrs! period, as the visitors took
municipally owned and those doing an tariy lead and had complete
less than $50,000 business annually
command of the situation throughBoth measures were initiated under out the evening
a statutory provision which permits
The Rockland quintet ar.d the
the general public to introduce pro- Camden team are in a tie lor the
posed legislation provided 12.000 legal icad ln boys division with five vievoters request it. ™e Legtolature uries and no defeats chalked up for
must pass the bills as presented with- them while the Linco.n club has
out amendment, or they will go to the dropped back into second place with
voters on a referendum.
thne triumphs and tio setbacks
With presentation of the two The Lime City girls are still in first
Orange bills the Legislature will have place and should have no trouble
before it more taxation measuretoning a victory iti Da maristhan any previous legislative tody cotta March 3 as they had no diffor many years. They include a sales ' ficu y at all in stopping Lincoln
lax measure, and five different bills when It Dlayed here a week ago
However, if the Rockland girls
affecting chain stores.
The chain store bills are scheduled should lose to Lincoln the best that
for hearing this afternoon before the its nearest rival could get would be
Committee on Taxation and stern a tie for first place.
In the Camden-Lir.coln game a:
opposition to their passage is ex
Damariscotta the past week both
pected..
Committee chairman has been teams play d a defensive game
asked by Senate President Murchie throughout the firs: half ard the
and Speaker Burkett to speed up score at the end of second period sawcommittee hearings as much as pos- beth i ams deadlocked at 6-all. The
sible during the coming week. It is Camd.n outfit had Erskine and
1 sped to wind up committee hearings Tukey. Lincoln's offensive stars.

,

j

in

h“

another -tough obth when ltg meeu

Thnmasion at Thomaston

„ .
Camden and Thomaston
h. ‘ rt.,,istt,red One victory over the
LmCOln crew thU
and he
~nte« this wlek ^Uld be well
attend,n„ as coach Robert C
c u'ie's Lffitoffi “ubSi expXd W
s' ' a c0A^ack in onier'ua be in
the8front *'nkTof the £nnant con,enders. Lincoln cannot aflord w
_ith/kr -s
battiAR u it pyremain
71 it
„ will have a gruelling ...»
«-h„r.
as
tilt when
it meets Rockland ln its last game
of the season, and the locals should
make a heavy bid for a victory after |
having had a week's rest.
The League Standing

Boys' Division

Won Lost PC
.714 i
2
Rockland .......... ..... 5
2
.714
5
Camden ............
.600 I
2
Lincoln Academy __ 3
285
2
5
Rockport ......
167
5
Thomaston ......
1
Glrl< Division
857
1
6
Rockland .........
.714
2
5
Camden ...........
.500
3
3
Thomaston ......
40(
3
Lincoln Academy .... 2
oot
7
0
Rockport .........

from today.
Tentative dates for adjournment
Washington. Neither was the birth
ROCKPORT
have already been set ranging from
day anniversary of one of its post
March 18 to April 1 but beyond hop
Schools in town closed Friday for a presidents overlooked. ^at of Mrs
ing to get through as early as pos
•
Josephine Collamore. who was escortsible none of the legislative leaders week's vacation
In the grades the e(j
the president's station, introwill hazard a guess as eventual ad- afternoon session wa* given over to duced and saluted. This program then
festivities in keeping with Valentine followed:
This seventh week, which passeO
American's Creed and salute to the
Into history with the final session Day
F
the
Corps; genlor
last Friday provided plenty of action
“Aunt Dinahs Quilting Party” will vice. Mildred Holmes, gave an original'
and saw an almost unprtcedented be th; attraction at the Friday evening composition on Washington, at the j
an^.U»L°<buslnP?s transacted.
meeting of fie Woman's Relief Corps close of which she unveiled an ease!
Except for a few minor hold-up.
Members will meet at the at the head of the hall, revealing a
the legislative machinery ran with- th, . week. Members will meet at the
aJt Qf Washington, at the foot
out a squeak and a great dial of hall in the afternoon to tack a quilt of n.hich tt,af a birthday cake of ex
legislation wac run through
and then adjourn to the nearby home traordmary size, made by Mrs
Principal action on the floor of the Qf the pre.ideRt Mrs Emma Torrey. Holmes On each side were flags and
Senate centered around the defeat of wh
oicnlc suuper will be served two tall candles which when lighted
lhe Fernald Bill to change the da’e ot
•
•
showed to advantage the beautiful'
the biennial election from Septem- Members are asked to furnish pastry and artistic decorations white icing
ber to November so that it would con- and wear apron.-, and caps. At the witu pink trimmings, red cherries,
form with the date of the pres; den- hall in lhe eVening a program of the small flags, and the name of Washtial election.
...
The bill had passed the House on old fashioned type will be presented. ington and date of his birth. Tributes
»
horse
races
were
he
’
d
on
the
pald t0Mrs,
Washington
Mrs
Feb. 8 but it ran up against an al
no norse races were ne i on me were ,hen
Melvin,
Maude byDavis
most solid Republican opposition In ic at Lily Pond Saturday afternoon. and Mrs Arethusa Robbins. All
the Senate and was turned down 22 both being won in straight heats. Tne then joined in singing “Marching
to 8 when a vote was taken. When first was won by Vi Directum, owned Through Georgia”
the bill came back into the House by Gtorge Oliver of Damariscotta.
The affair was brought to a close
Representative Fernald. of Winter- and driven by Virgil Morton; the by the furling of flags to the strains
port. its author, made no effort to other entry being Shadeland Silk, of "The Star Spangled Banner."
rescue his measure and the House owned ar.d driven by Henry Carleton
The part of the program devoted to
Xdna°ndwncurwdh thVse'rXm °f lhls lown Tllr‘c 2'3‘< 2'31' 2 31 Lincoln was then opened by the presiThree horses competed in the second dent. Emma Torrey, who gave an
killing the bill.
race, winning in straight heats, in original paper on his life. Others takMost of the verbal fireworks last the following order: Ruth Ro-e. owned ing part were Cacilda Cain. Sarah
week were set off in committee hear* by J H Hobbs of Camden, driven by Prince. Hazel Cain. Florence Knight.
ings. A rough and tumble affair with Henry Clukey; Ashwood. owned and Ellen Bohndell. Mollie Larner. Carrie
nc quarter given and none asked de driven by Fred Thornton; and Gray; Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
veloped at a hearing before the Ju
diciary Committee on a bill to permit Biother Q owned and driven by J was repeated by the Corps; Mrs. Inez
osteopaths to practice in hospitals re H. Kobbs Time 2.32. 2.32' a, 2.32. Grant. Patriotic Instructor, gave a
ceiving public aid. Both sides were Henry Jordan of Rockland was the reading, and Mrs. Lula Rhodes, begiving “A Civil War Relic,”
well supplied with speakers and coun starter, and Fred Carini of Rockland sides
played a piano solo, “Home Coming
sel and charges and counter charges nmer
Attractive table appointments an- March of the Soldiers;" “America'
were flung about for more than three
jjOurs
| propriate to Washington's Birthday was sung in unison. Mrs. Torrey in
Hearings were held on bills to tax wil! 1*' feaLurpd
the public supper behalf of the Corps presented Mrs
billboards and outdoor advertising to be .served by the Johnson Society Collamore with a 30 year service
signs and to regulate motor trucks by f[0lr' 3 30 * 7 Wednesday evening at badge also a.red, white and blue
placing them under the Public Utili- the Methodist vestry.
- 0 fruit and flowCommission and fix their rates , Rockport friends extend congratu- ers Mrv Collamore was also rememand hours of labor of their employes lations to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson bered with cards and other gifts, inFrank W. Carlton, member of the of Criehaven on the birth of a daugh- eluding a prettily decorated birthday
Governor's
Council.
harangued ter. Feb. 20. at the Anderson Ma- cake bearing lighted pink candles,
against Gov. Brann's budget before ternity Home in Rockland. Mrs Wil- the handiwork of Mrs Hazel Cain,
a big crowd in the hall of the House son is the daughter of Mrs. Leslie C. Others receiving gifts were Mrs. VelCarlton obtained pennbs'ion to use Deane West street
lie Simmons. Mrs. Louise Melvin and
Mrs Bernice Thurston who has Mrs. Torrey
thc House chamber after his request
for a joint convention of the Legisla been in Stonington for several months
is now at her home on Spruce street.
ISLE AU HAUT
ture had been turned dow-n.
Interest was centered around pos Her granddaughter Mrs. Herbert
sible action to be taken by the Legis Lovejoy and son Herbert of Ma-sa-„
Dr. B. L. Noyes was in town Fridav
u]oeSB
lature in case the national Congress chusetts are staying with her for an callfd by
J K. Barter went to Rockland last
shculd adopt a resolution to repeal indefinite time
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Libby oi Wednesday
the prohibition amendment. The
Carla Smith and
Robln.
measure, already passed by the Senate Tyngsboro. N. H. were in town last
Cc‘inBHOn m al?n- k
' f'on •‘rtudents of Rockland High
in Washington, provides for the call
The Saturday Nignt Club was en- g^, arrjved Friday mornlng %
ing of constitutional conventions in
d the vacaUon Qf Qne weekswl{1,
the various states to vote on the tertained last week at the home of
|
parent
question but does not set up the ma Mrs. Carrie Palmer in Rockland
Delmont Ballard was at home from , Mr and
chapln
chinery for calling such conventions.
°'er’hr_*(*kf'ndtained at cards Saturday evening Mr.
Maine legislative officers were busv u °f
B 1 ChaP r Wlll,observ(: and Mrs. Stanley Dodge, Roland
ever the weekend looking up various
laws dealing with the subject ar.d iU birthday anniversary, also past gmlth Roger Smith^oU Smith
n‘ght q1 LhP IdM* Barter. Dorothy Robinson and
endeavoring to determine definitely
cake and
the procedure should this State b regular meeting this evening. Supper EIi;.abcth Rtch Ice /re
at
6.30
will
be
in
charge
of the newly coffce were ^rved
asked to act before the Legislature
installed officers, with W. M Marie
porrest MeD^,
adjourns.
bere weninrtteT' S°J0Urning mem* Mr- and Mrs. Harold Turner and
Fifield spent the weekend
SUNSET
• Several from this town are plan Kathleen
in Stonington.
ning to attend the quarterly meeting
Llewellyn Rich returned Tuesday
Preston Joyce, 63, died Feb. 13 of the Lincoln Association at Thomcalled
after a long illness. Mr. Joyce had aSMr. andd MrTcecil Small of Rock- from Rockland where°fheh,Ewas
iaughter
made his home here with his sister
imri .npte qnnrt ihie
Ruth. Friends and relatives are
Mrs. Coolen since May, 1932.
«,» ■—
f”e “ ■*»
Mrs. Norman Wood very pleasantly SS
satisfactory recovery from a recent
entertained the Church Aid Wednes ; ivenup
The Twentieth Century Club will 'prio^ ,°Peratl«' Performed at Knox
day evening.
Thomas Cole is quite ill.
be entertained Friday afternoon at H0SP|tal-________________________
Mrs Jo -phlne Filield of Bangor hi. ■ the home of Mrs. Elmer C St. Clair. ,
been spending a few days at ner hom
Charles L. Vcazie has returned from j
in this place
a weekend trip to Boston.
The World Wide Guild will meet
J this evening at the Baptist parsonage. '
STATE OF MAINE
Du to the holiday the nubile New wonderful MELLO-GLO face
ibra • v win not bp open Wednesday of powder reproduces the lovely bloom of
Legislative Notices
, , , ,
! ycuth. Made by a new French process
' It spreads smoothly, stays on longer.
WEDNESDAY. FEBRl Am 22. 1913
Patriotically Observe Birthdays
hides tiny lines and wrinkles, prevents
WAYS AND BRIDGES—2 P M
II P
945 L. D. 282 Resolve ln lavor of ttv
Fred A Norwood Woman's Relief large pores, banishes ugly shine. No
Construction of Georges Plk<
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 23. 1933J1'22 Corp- supplemented its regular busi- irritation with purest face powder
CLAIMS—At 2 P M - II P 3G9
Re lies, meeting Friday evening with a known, no “pasty" look. Delightfully
solve to reimburse the Town of Hope patriotic celebration in honor of the fragrant. Start with MELIO-OLXJ
for support of Chester A Mullin, U2b22 coln^ine^ birthdays of Lincoln and today. 50c and $1.00; tax free.
eran of the World Wai

Neiv Face Powder
Increases Beauty

“Never again.”

You ’ve said it yourself, or you’ve had it said to you. It’s
the signal of distress, regret, disappointment, misplaced
confidence or delusion.
It is usually said when you were led into an investment
through the lure of low price. “Maybe it really is a
bargain,” you said. “Maybe it will do just as well as the
higher priced. Maybe I can save the difference.”

Hope is a siren that often leads us to disaster. Experi
ence is always the rescuer that leads us back to safe
ground. And so the pendulum is swinging back to
Quality.
For nearly three years folks have been enmeshed in a hysteria of clamor
for lower price. In striving to meet reduced incomes the public has

lost its sense of proportion as to what is real economy. That tendency
has been a trap into which many have been lured by the bait of too-

low a price.
Many misguided merchants have interpreted the tendency as a demand

for cheapness and immediately set about squeezing down manufac
turer’s prices. The manufacturer, in order to comply, starts a little

squeezing himself.

But there are only two things he can squeeze . ... the workman's wages
and the quality of his product. Squeezing the workman means hard times.
Squeezing the quality means cheap goods, unsatisfactory service and false
economy to the buyer.
When the consumer is stuck with poor goods it takes
but a short time for him to realize he has made a
poor investment. .. and he says “Never Again.”

Slowly the pendulum swings back to Quality. Qual
ity, like everything else, is lower in price today. It
is well within the means of reduced incomes but it
isn’t, and never can be, as cheap as shoddy, un
serviceable goods. Quality in any market, under any
conditions, must command its price.

Help the pendulum in its swing bach to Quality, Reason
and Common Sense. Buy wisely. Consider what consti-.
tutes true value. Avoid the lure of the cheap, foreignmade product which brings only distress in its wake.
American-made goods of quality mean prosperity to
American workmen and a better day for all.

